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Abstract 

The Contai Massin the Swadeshi Movement 
(1905- 1911) 

Dr. Sankar Kumar Das 1 

The people ofContai had felt that the boycott-swadeshi programme could not achieve the 
desired end. Yet this time it was hoped against the hope that though the first upsurge of 
the movement was gone the nationalist sentiment of the Contai people did not disappear. 
True, the stream of swadeshi had lost its life-force in the desert of failure and frustration; 
at the same time it was true that the stream would again flow with all vehemence and 
forcefulness in proper times. 

Key-words: The boycott-swadeshi-----nationalist sentiment----- the desert of failure and 

frustration----- vehemence and forcefulness of the movement in proper times. 

The partition of Bengal was an outcome of the anti-Bengali, anti-Hindu and anti

Congress philosophy of the colonial government. Of course very many grave issues 
particularly administrative and political led to the formation of the idea of partition of the 
province. 

In December, 1903 the partition proposals were publicly known. Immediately a 
tumult of spontaneous protest arose all over Bengal. 

The partition took effect on October 16, 1905. Mother Bengal was now cut up 

into two halves. All Bengal shivered in an indescribable agony, pain and sorrow. So the 
day was observed as the day of national mourning. There was no cooking and no taking 
of any cooked food on the day: it was the day of ·arandhan '. To the Bengalis it was a 

very bad day, nay it was the beginning of their worst of times. The Bengal is deeply felt 

and apprehended that the Partition was to break all their traditional ties which could never 
be restored again, and as a result of which there might engender serious political and 

communal problems offuture times. 

October 16, studied in its reverse swing, was not a bad or dark day. On the 
contrary it was a good and bright day. On the day the people of Bengal leaving aside all 

their social and rel igious differences observed 'rakhibandhan ', the tying of a yellow 
thread at the right wrist of each other's arms. This signified the amity and unity of the 
people of Bengal. Hence an emotional wave began to sweep all over Bengal. And now 

Bengal in spite of her present torn and dissected state became a new Bengal. On seeing 

the changed environment of Bengal, and on feeling the enthusiastic mental fervor of the 
people Rabindranath sang out: 

1 Dr. Sankar Kumar Das, Associate Professor, Department of History, Bakura University. 
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"Oh Mother, (now) you have emerged all at once from the core of Bengal with 
so great an amazing beauty. The more we see you the more the eyes get petrified and to 
our surprise we see that your gates are thrown open towards a golden temple". 

Particularly this is to what Bengal was changed that day as then the Bengalis had 
no other thinking but the thinking of their Mother Bengal. In this context Tagore has 
prayed "Let the minds and hearts of all the brothers and sisters of Bengal be one, my 
Lord"! 

The Partition awakened Bengal into a nation. This awakening manifested itself in 
various nationalist ideas and activities. Bengal now became aware of the fact that 
hundreds of prayers and petitions and thousands of mammoth meetings could not make 
the government rescind its orders regarding the Partition. So new weapons were now 
thought of. In the context of the Partition ' boycott' and 'swadeshi '--- these two old 
concepts got a new impetus. Now the partition agitations were not mere agitations. The 
character of the protest movement was now totally changed. Boycott and Swadeshi held 
before the people new courses of action and new premises also. Boycott could create an 
economic pressure on Manchester; it would act as a weapon of political agitation against 
imperialism and it would also train the people in self-sufficiency for the attainment of 
Swaraj. On the other hand swadeshiwould teach the people to reflect on their political 
and economic condition, to shed fear, to defy authority and to welcome what worse might 
come to them. 1 Henceforth boycott and swadeshi, these two complementary courses of 
action, added an overwhelming emotional patriotic fervor to the partition agitations as a 
result of which the anti-partition movement took the character of a full-fledged national 
movement. In Bengal this was so named as the Swadeshi Movement. 

* * * 

The Swadeshi Movement of Contai constituted an i_ntegral part of the all-Bengal 
Swadeshi Movement. But the issues, dimensions and dynamics of the movement hold 
altogether a new picture, and make it clear that the Contai movement in spite of having 
the all-Bengal characteristics was always to a very great extent Local. 

Midnapore during the colonial rule was. branded as a land of rebels, rebell ions 
and revolutionary activities. Since ·1867 the Provincial authority had been thinking of the 
partition of Midnapore for the reduction of its enormous size with a view to making•it 
feasible for administrative convenience. In the follo:-,ving years the idea did not progress 
much and it remained shelved for the time being. But the apprehension that Midnapore 
might be partitioned at any time on any pretext went on ringing in the minds of the 
people of Midnapore, particularly those of the Oriaya-speaking frontier sub-division 
Contai adjacent to the newly created province Orissa. 

2 
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On December 12, 1903 the partition of Bengal scheme in its embryonic form 
came to be publicly known. Bengal burst into protest against this grievous wrong. Hence 
all cities and towns and market places assumed a new appearance and a new fervour with 
the strong determination to resist the implementation of the partition scheme. Protest 
meetings and protest processions became a regular feature. Newspapers disgorged the 
wounded feelings of the people. Nihar, severely criticized Curzon's divisive scheme 
without thinking of any ire that might come upon it. lt writes, "As Curzon Bahadur has 
decided to partition Bengal however ludicrous be the scheme, so it will surely be 
affected. But it is a pity that the Viceroy must have it known that the partition scheme 
will bring about unnecessary changes, and it will unnecessarily disturb the easy and 
peaceful life of the Bengalis".2 

It is evident from the Nihar that Contai was al I along aware of the fact that if any 
partition would occur she would be affected more badly than any other region of Bengal. 
Besides she had the great fear that as a result of any partition her geography would be 
circumscribed, her economy would be crippled much more than it had been during the 
early years of the colonial rule owing to the destruction of her salt-manufacturing 
industry and other cottage industries, and her socio-cultural life would be impoverished 
owing to her arbitrary joining with the culturally impoverished Orissa. That is why 
thinking of this agony of the Contaipeople the Nihar writes,: '·The government thinks that 
India is the playground of the British national ideas and activities, and it is the 
amphitheatre for the exercise of the prowess of the ruler, and that the subject-people 
should only have the fear of the ruling power, and they can have no sense ofliberty".3 In 
this context the Nihar delineating the worst bureaucratic features of the government 
which recklessly disregards the cherished feelings of the people, challenges,: "Does the 
government feel itself so supreme as to make and unmake the land and the people 
according to its own whims and vagaries".4 In this connection it is worth noting that nine 
days before the partition Rabindranath similarly challenged the ruler: "Are you so strong 
enough to sunder what fate has bound together, do you really think that our lives are 
yours to make and break"?5 

Between December 1903 and July 1905 the anti-partition agitations in Contai 
were confined mostly to ritualistic Harikatha and Krishnakatha sittings and 
dharmasabha discussions in which the grappling and crippling of Sonar Bangln by the 
colonial demon, the Rahu, was vividly and elaborately analyzed with cogent allegorical 
interpretations. This created an antipathy of the people towards the devilish rule; but as 
they then felt themselves helpless against the mighty British rule so they could not but 
wait for a proper movement and for a suitable occasion to rise against the injudicious and 
arbitrary actions of the colonial ruler. At last it was on October 16 came the opportune 
movement and the intended occasion to exert the nationalist feelings and congealed 
protests of the Contai people - the people who had so long been remained energized with 
the extremist ideology of Aurobindo which was taught them by HemchandraKanungo, a 
native of Contai, and his associates. 

3 
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To all Bengal October 16 was a day of solemn mourning. So the day was 
observed with two special ceremonies: one was Arandhan and the other was 
Rakhibandhan. Arandhan signified the depth and gravity of the sorrow of the Bengal is, 
and Rakhibandhan asserted the fraternal solidarity and the unity of the Bengal is. Besides 
these two ceremonies there were protest processions with samkritan parties which sang 
mournful kri1ans and patriotic songs.6 ln the Harikatha and Kathakatha sittings there 
were allegorically stressed what great wrong the government had done to the people. On 
the day there was organized a vast meeting in Contai town. One local zamindarSjt. 
BipinbihariSasmal presided over the meeting. He emphatically pointed out that all their 
humble prayers and petitions to the government for not partitioning Bengal were brushed 
aside, so they must have to take resort to other means.7 

Now in place of the moderate, and so long ineffective, techniques of prayers and 
petitions traditionally qualified with Vaishnava modesty and humility there came new 
techniques tempered with Tantric ideology. By this t ime the anti-partition agitation was 
merged into the Boycott and the Swadeshi movement. So in almost all the meetings that 
followed the speakers eloquently explained the meaning and significance of ' boycott' and 

'swadeshi'. According to their interpretations boycott was not merely the abandonment of 
Briton- goods it wasthe idea of non-co-operation with the British in every field. In a 
deeper sense it was an act of self-defence, an act of aggression for the sake of self
preservation. And 'swadeshi' which liternlly means a sincere and wholehearted love and 
attachment to anything and everything of mother 13engal (and also of India) now 
implicity referred to the newly awakened nationalism of the Bengalis ultimately aiming at 
political regeneration leading lndia towards 'Swaraj'. 

The vast meeting of Contai after the efficacy of the partition was a great success. 
It was attended by almost all the local zamidars, most of the teachers of High English and 
Middle English Schools, some lawyers and mukhters and a large number of common 
people. Some well-to do Muslims and some Christians also were present in the meeting. 
All the people assembled in the meeting enthusiastically welcomed ' boycott' and 
'swadeshi ', and heartily agreed to fo llow the practices concerned with the application of 
the new weapons of the anti-partition movement. They all proclaimed that they would not 
use Briton-goods particularly cloth, salt and sugar and they would use country-made 
goods instead.8 It was agreed in the meeting that for the furtherance of the movement 
swadeshisamitis were to be organized in villages and towns.9 It would be the bounden 
duty of the samitis to see that protest processions were being held regularly at least at 
intervals, and they would implore the people to stick to the ideas and activities of boycott 
and swadeshi. Besides they would organize regular sittings of Harisabha and Kathakata, 

which would allegorically detail the wrongs of the al ien demons, and thus they would 
inspire the people to stand against the evil designs of the government. 10 

Meanwhile the Congress leaders made an extensive tour all over Bengal with a 
view to making the boycott general and to making the swadeshi an effective exhilarating 

4 
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nationalist action. As a result in every district and sub-division local centres of agitation 

sprang up with a variety of thei r own leaders. In Contai the local leaders were mostly 

local zamindars who were just before the efficacy of the Partition intensely loyal to the 

government. The Partition put a severe strain on their loyalist sentiment. Now it was clear 

to them that the government had designed the Partition outwardly for administrative 

convenience but practically to impair the unity of the Bengali race and above all to 

weaken the Bengali nationalism. So the Partition must be protested with all vehemence to 

make the government rescind the Partition. 

In Contai the zamindars played a significant role in the anti-partition movement. 

[n most cases they themselves took the leading in championing boycott and 

swadeshi.11They engaged their naibs, gomostas and other am/as to speak to their tenants 

in favour of boycott and swadeshi. It was so heard that in one case or two the zamindars 

by the beating of drums in their estates forbade the shop-keepers to import and sell 

British goods, and they also forbade the buyers to purchase any such goods. 12 rt is learnt 

from Nihar and MediniBandhaba, the two local weeklies that in the families of the 
znmindars and also in those of th.eir relations the use of British goods particularly salt and 

sugar was total ly stopped, and that their deities in temples were served sugar-l~ss 

oblations. 13 

[n the Swadeshi movement the women of Contai played a significant role of 

some great historical significance. It is historic in the sense that like Rani Krishnapriya of 

the Tamluk Raj Estate ( 1781) and Rani Siromani of Karnagarh of the Chuar days ( 1794) 
who heroically raised their heads against the colonial arbitrary rule and economic 

exactions. Rani Haripriya of Garh Basudebpur made a direct protest against the colonial 

cruel design of partitioning Bengal for weakening Bengal and Bengali 
nationalism.14Ranij i decided to protest against this grievous wrong; so she unhesitatingly 
made a direct participation in the running boycott-swadeshi movement in which 

meanwhile big zamindars of Contai like Digambar Nanda and others had already taken a 

leading part. 15 In a meeting held in her Estate Ranij i spoke to her tenants that Bengal was 
now in a great crisis. Her society, economy, culture, re ligion and above all her nationali ty 

were now on the verge of ruin. Now it was the duty of all her sons and daughters to stand 

by her in this her crisis, and to undo the wrong they must have to put pressure on the 
government by using every possible means. Rani.ii felt that the boycott and swadeshi 
would be the effective weapons to achieve their desired end i.e. to make the government 

rescind the Partition orders. She asked her people not to use Briton cloth sugar and salt. 

Raniji along with al l her relations set fi re to their valuable bilati cloths and smashed all 

their dear reshmi bangles. All these imparted a great impetus to the women of her estate 

and also to the women of Contai. 16 For these her heroic activities the people of her estate 

and also of Contai hailed her as the Rani Siromoni of GarhBasudebpur. Particularly in 

those days Ranij i became a true role model to women-fighters of all Bengal. And that is 

why partic ipation of the Contai women in the boycott-swadesh movement became a 

5 
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unique episode in the history ofMidnapore. Again it is unique in the sense that it was the 
breeding-ground that gave birth to the heroines of Lavan Satyagraha of 1930. 

The students and their teachers of the High English and Middk English Schools 
were the life-force of the swadeshi movement of Contai. 17 Practically this was so as tltey 
added a new connotation to nationalism. To them nationalism was now not merely 
religion, fa ith and creed. It was solely matri- puja, worship of the motherland Bengal. In 
this puja their mantra was Bandemataram. 18 Now it became the gospel of their new 
nationalism, and as mother-worshippers they were crusaders. Bademataram was their 
war-cry. The running boycott and swadeshi movement was the crusade in which they 
would be laurelled with victory. They had the firm conviction that they would surely win, 
and that the government would surely have to reunite Bengal if they would persist in the 
movement. 

The students threw themselves heart and soul into the movement caring litt le for 
what punishment might come upon them. They had the only one motto that they would 
make the boycott general and extend it as wide as possible. So they took it as their 
bounden duty to participate in protest processions and picketing at shops selling Briton
cloths and other British goods, and to organize protest meetings and to participate in 
them. 19 It was fo und in most cases their picketings bore the desired results, but in certain 
cases where the shop-keepers did not pay any heed to their protests against the selling of 
imported cloths, they forcibly entered into the shops and took out all the cloths and set 
them to fire. This led to police cases and to their flogging and other repressions including 
imprisonment.20In such cases the students sang out: "They have no longer any fear even a 
little of the red-capped and black-uniformed police. They will all along remain dedicated 
to adoring the mother land even if the brute force sends them to prison".21 The students 
were then the leaders in their own right. They organized street meetings in market~ on 
market-days.22ln the meetings they mostly read aloud leaflets like Raja ke, Sonar Bang/a, 

!vluktiKonPathe, and then explained how the alien ruler had ruined golden Bengal by 
looting her riches and destroying her industries. They also held before them from the 
Calcutta-published newspapers how the movement was extending and progressing all 
over the country. 

The sacerdotal class i.e. the purohits, goswamis and pundits played a lot in 
fostering the boycott movement. The pundits of Contai-tols following the dictates of the 
Nawadwip and Bhatpara pundits condemned the use of sugar and salt in worshipping 
gods and offering oblations to the forefathers as these two articles were clarified with the 
blood and bones of cows and pigs, and therefore these two articles would grievously 
impair Hindu religion. All the family priests took up the matter readily and carried the 
boycott into every household of their yajmans. Again the gosivamis, the devout 
vaishnavas, were dead against the use of sugar in their Hari- puja festi vities. Three 
mahantasRaghunath Das Adhikari, Kripasindhu Das Adhikari and Narottom Das 

Adhikari of Chhota Thakur Badi and Eada Thakur Badi and their disciples devoutly 

6 
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appealed to all not to use Briton sugar and salt as these would impair the worship of their 
idols. It is needless to say all the devotees of the mahantastried to follow of the dictates 
of their gurus.23 And it is astonishingly striking that the PurohitSabha of Contai and 
some well-knowndharma-gums appealed to the editor of the Nihar to make a general 
publicity through his paper in respect of the profanity and impurities of British sugar and 
snit; and thereby they asked their Ynjmnns not to use these articles.2

~ In addition to this it 
was asserted that if any Yajman would ignore this their appeal made known through the 
Nihar he would be socially ostracized i.e. no one would perform any religious function in 
his house from bi1th to death. It is evident from the Niharthat the appeal of the 
PurohitSabha created a great alarm among the Hindus.25 As a result boycott got a strong 
religious support in the vi llages and towns of Contai. 

In fostering boycott and swadeshiHari- Katha and Kathakata sittings played a 
very significant role. To the Contai people the Kathak- thakur 'sRavana, Duryodhana and 
Kamsa and their inhuman and cruel wrong-doings seemed to be the true personifications 
of the demoniac actions of the alien rulers. All these deeply impressed the emotionally 
fevered Contai people, so in every evening they thronged to these sittings. It is thus 
evident that the kathakathaasars drew the people of Contai to participate in the boycott 
and swadeshi movement whole heartedly. 26 

The zamindars of Contai from the very first stage of the anti-partition agitation 
did their best by all means to put pressure on the government for the withdrawal of the 
Partition. They conducted the agitation with reckless hostility towards the cruel design of 
the government, and they tried with every sinceri ty of purpose to extend and foster the 
boycott and swadeshi. They held regularly protest meetings at their houses, in the 
chandimandaps and in open market places to explain the dire need of protesting against 
the Partition. The participation of the zamindars in the protest processions and picketings 
gave an effective impetus to the movement. The personal presence of the zamindars in 
the processions and picketings and their inflammatory speeches delivered in the meetings 
attracted the common mass to the movement and inspired them to keep their religion 
deprofaned, to fight against the government design to weaken Bengal and the I3engalis 
and above all to strengthen Bengali nationalism.27 By virtue of the repeated shoutings of 
BandeMataram, the singing of patriotic songs and the samkirtan in chorus the Swadesl,i 

movement in Contai assumed an air of romance and was transformed into a sort of 
religious festivity. 28 As a result of all these all the processionists and picketers along with 
the leading zamindars were so engrossed in the Swadeshi frenzy that they entered into 
those shops sell ing Briton cloths and other British goods and destroyed all their articles. 
It is worthwhi le to note that on one market day the processionists led by 
zamindarDigambar Nanda of Mugberia threw away all the Liverpool salt packets of a 
shop in the Itaberia canal; they also set fire on the British cloths, destroyed sugar and 
other British goods including glass bangles (reshmichuri). 29 The ltaberia incident 
inflamed the swadeshi fire in Contai. All the thanasof the Contai subdivision adroitly 

7 
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took the ltaberia model as the proper method of boycottism. To the people Swadeshi-ism 
now became their only one idea, nay the only one weaµon of salvation. 

The heroic leading of Digambar Nanda at ltaberia fanned the flames of boycott, 
and incited all the zamindars of Contai to come to the forefront of the movement. 
Henceforth they engaged their amlasto spread the boycott idea among the tenants; they 
prohibited the shop-keepers to sell British salt and sugar.Jo They asked the students to 
extend the agitation to villages and to explain to vi llagers the boycott ideal and to fo'l ow 
the boycott activities whole heartedly as all these would do good for the country and the 
countrymen.JI The priests of the zamindari estates came forward to foster the boycotting; 
and working on the religious scruples by emphasizing the profanities of salt and sugar, 
and thus they carried the boycott into every household.32 The zamindars also engaged the 
Harisabha, Dharmasabha and Samkritanparties to heighten the tone of the boycott
swadeshi movement.JJ It was thus the Contai movement attained the character of a 
religious reform movement. In this connection it is striking to note that in a meeting held 
in the house of one Sita I Prasad Manda! of Chandibheti near Contai some thirty to forty 
Harisabha parties graced the assemblage with an aroma of religiosity. ft is evident from 
the Nihar that Harisabha and Samkritan parties were regarded as one cardinal feature of 
the meetings organised in the swadeshi days.34 From this one may surmise the heightened 
the character of religious national ism of Contai. 

To the nationalists of Contai 'nation' was no more a geographical entity. It was a 
goddess incarnate. It was a mighty 'sakti' composed of all the 'sakties' of millions of 
people who had flashing swords in their hands, and to whom ' nationalism' was a deep 
and fervent holy religious 'sadhana ', a rel igious practice. This 'sadhana' was essential 
for the emancipation of the motherland which was then in chains under the colonial rule 
of the British demons, and not only that this 'sadhana' was a must for the spiritual 
development of the nationalists. In Bankimchandra's famous Anandamath and 
Aurobindo's writings the national movement is regarded as a yajna, a serene sc1crifice. 
The immediate objective of the . 'yajna ' was the national emancipation. Boycott, 
Swadeshi, National Education, regeneration of the National Economy and all other major 
and minor activities were there to help towards the attainment of the objective. 

To foster boycott and swadeshi the zamindarsorganisedme/as in their estates, The 
religion-centric melas like Rasmela, Dolme/a,Siva-chaturdashimelaand Charkmela were 
by virtue of their organization transformed into swadeshimelas. Students and volunteers 
par.acted up and down the melas. They sang swadeshi songs and lectured on the impurities 
of the British sugar and salt. In the melas stalls of swadeshi goods were opened. In most 
cases swadeshimelas became centres of the exhibition of ingenious swadeshi goods 
which drew the attention of the people and attracted them to the dexterity . in their 
production. This is how the me/as in one sense upheld the significance of the swadesl,i_Js 

Shortly after the efficacy of the Partition it was felt that a well-knit organisc1tion 
was extremely urgent for conducting the boycott-swadeshi movement. With this end in 

8 
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view zamindarDigambar Nanda in a meeting held at his residence spoke in respect of the 
setting up of a SwadeshiSamiti. Nanda said: the Samitiwould facilitate the progress of the 
movement in very many ways: the Samiti would assess the nature and development of the 
boycott-swadeshi agitation, it would solve problems that the agitation might gradually 
face; it would keep contact with the District and Calcutta samitis in respect of conducting 
the movement; it would organiseswadeshi meetings with invited national leaders who 
would lecture on the usefulness of boycott and swadeshifor the economic well-being of 
the country. It would also open swadeshibhandars and help them with swadeshi goods 
and also with money.36 

The boycott-swadeshi movement in Contai became a movement of constructive 
swadeshi. Practically it laid much stress on swadeshi economy. Meanwhile there grew the 
idea that the boycott of British goods could in no way be a permanent boycott; because in 
the then economic set-up of the country it was really difficult to substitute indigenous 
goods for the British goods. That is why much importance was given to the resuscitation 
of cottage-cotton hand-loom industries and even to the foundation of cotton cloth mills. 
Digambar Nanda and some other zamindars of theContai sub-division personally helped 
cotton weavers with money and with means of production for starting their work. One 
more interesting thing is that they inspired their tenants and others to grow cotton in their 
zami ndari estates. 37 

It was at this time when the resuscitation of the decayed industries was given 
much importance and the rejuvenetion of agro-economy became a question of great 
importance some public-spirited liberals and wealthy zamindars were thinking of forming 
a fund for the growth and development of Contai economy. In one swadeshi meeting B. 
N. Sasmol raised a proposal for the formation of such a DhanaBhandar. Sasmol 
proposed: 

"We the inhabitants of the Contai subdivision being fully inspired by national 
consciousness and being fully aware of our duties to our dear motherland wholeheartedly 
take the vow that we shall donate our one day's income for cotton-thread spinning and 
for the development of the weaving industry of Bengal".38 

The proposal was seconded by one Munshi Mahiuddin. Some prominent 
nationalists of Contai like Banabihari Mulr'ierjee, Pramathanath Banerjee, 
DwarikanathDhar and BidhubhushanGiri in their speeches highly applauded the proposal. 
In the meeting the object and scope and working of the Dhana Rhander was fully 
explained. 39 

The lawyers of the Contai cou11 also played a very positive role during the 
swadeshi movement. Almost regularly they attended the swadeshi meetings, and in most 
cases they presided over them. Their logical explanation of the wrongs of the government 
done to Bengal and the Bengal is impressed the audience. And in cases of any friction 
between shopkeepers dealing in British goods and student-picketers forbidding their sales 
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they did not take the cases of the shopkeepers. On the contrary they stood for the 
students-picketers, and by applying pressure tactics they forced the shopkeepers to come 
to understandings with the students.40 

The boycott programme was a direct hit at the government and at the same time 
it was a challenge on Manchester economy. During the early stage of the swadeshi 
movement it was expected that if the boycott was thoroughly and actively followed it 
would put a heavy pressure on the government to rescind the Partition. 

It is strikingly peculiar to note that when boycott and swade:shiwere amalgamated 
and the movement was running forcefully there emerged a new trend in the movement --
- the trend of revolutionary nationalism. This time under the guidance of Satyendranath 
Bose and HemchandraKanungo, teachers of the Midnapore High English School, there 
were established in Midnapore a number of akhras which were outwardly centres of 
physical culture but practically covers of revolutionary activities. Kshudiram Bose 
personally supervised the BandeMataram Ground Akhra of Contai. Digambar Nanda of 
Contai and some other local zamindars gave financial assistance to those akhras.41 It is 
thus evident that the swadeshism of Contai was gradually taking the character of 
revolutionary nationalism. 

By the middle of 1907 it became perceptibly clear that the anti-part1t1on 
movement was gradually declining and by the middle of 1908 it was clear that the 
boycott programme could not achieve the desired end. The leaders of the agitation were 
now trying hard to keep the movement alive.42But they could not stir up the fonner 
enthusiasm of the people. It was found that by this time the zamindarsgot dispirited. The 
pressure of the government circulars drew the students to schools. Practically this time 
they had lost their fighting zeal and nationalist enthusiasm. The cry of BandeMataram 

was almost stopped. The agricultural class now questioned what benefit was there in 
boycotting British goods as the bilati goods were much cheaper than country-made goods 
particularly cotton-cloths. Besides, it became clear to al l that there was no possibility of a 
united Bengal. 

Contai as well as Bengal was now getting totally changed. The Contai of 1905 
and 1906 was now almost a dream. Now all over the country their prevailed an amazing 
silence. In Aurobindo's words---- "A hush had fallen on the country". Yet the leading 
agitators of Contai hoped against the hope that though the first upsurge of the movement 
was gone, the nationalist sentiment of the Contai people did not diSafJpear. True, the 
stream of swadeshi had lost its life-force in the desert of failure and frustration; at the 
same time it was also true that the stream would again flow with all vehemence and 
forcefulness in proper times. Practically and historically this became a reality during the 
enthusiastic and heroic participation of the Contai people in the Non-co-operation 
Movement of 1920-21 , in the historic Lavan Satyagraha of 1930 and also in the Quit 
India Movement of 1942. 
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From Forest Wealth to Timber Trade: A Trajectory of Change in 
Forest Policies under the Colonial Rule in North Bengal. 

Dr. Sujit Ghosh1 

Abstract: From time immemorial, Forest played an important role in maintaining 
ecology as well as in fulfilling the human needs. In the Mauryan period realising the 
importance of the vast forest tracts the Mauryan ruler took rigid step to protect the 
Forest Wealth. In the Colonial regime from the mid 1 <J'h century, impetus was given to 
the development of communication and transport system in North Bengal. A portion of 
North Bengal was covered with dense forest consisting of valuable trees. Prior to the 
Colonial rule the use of principal forest produce for commercial purpose was not in 
vogue in the North Bengal region. For serving the Colonial needs the forests of North 
Bengal were exploited by the Colonial Government. The Colonial masters generated a 
handsome profit by utilizing the forest resources of North Bengal. Here an attempt has 
been made to represent the use of principal forest wealth i.e different kinds of wood or 
timber for commercial purpose in Colonial North Bengal. 

Key words: commercialization, north bengal, colonial, economy, timber- trade, 
merchant, 

The region of North Bengal is a treasure trove of natural resources like dense forests, 
mineral resources to name a few, all of which were used for various purposes. With the 
arrival of the British due to the Charter Act of 1833, these free traders realised the 
impurtance of the region as a source of natural resources. Of these resources, the most 
lucrative for the British traders was timber. From the late 18th century, the English traders 
paid attention to timber- trade. The importance of timber to British becomes evident from 
a letter drafted by the Collector of Purnia S. Heatly on 13th August 1790, where he 
reported that timber was one of the principal items imported from Nepal and the value of 
this import to Purnia, as per his estimate, was Rs. 70,000. 1 In 1797, Captain Hiran Cox, 
British Resident at Rangoon testified to the durability of Burma teak- ships. Timber 
from Sal, Pine and Fir trees were important for building masts and spare parts of ships as 
well as for other purposes and hence timber was of pressing necessity to the Colonial 
interests of the company. Initially, timber was imported from Burma at a very high price. 
It was felt that supply of timber from Burma might be hampered; thus the Company 
turn~d towards Nepal. In 180 I Captain Cox, the first British Resident at Kathmandu, was 
instructed to obtain the privileges of cutting and transponing timber on a contractual 

1 Dr. Sujit Gltoslt, Associate Professor, Ananda Chandra College, Jalpaiguri, NBU. 
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basis as he found the Government of Nepal was disinclined to come to terms with the 
seizure of the forest lands.2 Francis Buchanan has left a graphic account of the timber

trade between Purnia and Nepal during the years 1809-10. According to him, the timber 

was floated down the River Kosi of Nepal. Dr. Buchanan Hamilton also referred to the 

timber-trade from Nepal talking o: its importance especially with the woods of Bhutan 

getting exhausted.3 Huge quantity of timber was floated down the various branches of 

the Kankayi river into the Mahananda. For this timber trade, a duty of four rupees on 

each boat loaded with timber was collected by the government of Nepal.4 In 1833 the 
Nepal Durbar earned Rs. IO lakhs as revenue from Terai regions out of which Rs.3 lakhs 

came from the timber trade.5 It is not easy to deny that there was an extensive trade of 

timber from Nepal by the merchants of the East India Company. In the second halfofthe 

19
th 

century the import of timber from Nepal to India assumed a spectacular dimension. 

However from 1868, the Nepal Durbar employed their own officials to cut down timber 

which was afterwards sold through royal auction at different depots. By 1877 timber was 

no longer sold to British contractors and the Durbar did not allow the merchants from 

India to fell and remove timber from the forests for themselves.6 The extensive fraud 

committed by the subordinate officials of the Nepal sovereign compelled the Durbar to 
prohibit this sale of timber and to restrict excessive export of timber from Nepal. 

Owing to internal disturbances in Nepal and partly owing to al leged misconduct 

of some Indian and English traders, there was a sharp decline in the volume of timber 

trade in the last decade of the nineteenth century. At this point, they shifted their focus to 

the forest-wealth of North Bengal. Realizing the importance of the woods like the 

Baikunthapur forests the British East lFidia Company employed some people in th is 

region for conducting timber-trade at the beginning of the 19th century. 7 

Timber from North Bengal was used to build sleepers required for lying railway 

tracks in India as well as in the tea plantation industries and even for various construction 

works. Among the vast forests in :he Darjeeling sub-division, the most important forest 
tracts for supplying timber were: 

i) Mahaldiram tract was well-stocked with timber of all kinds - oak, magnolia, 
chestnut etc. 

ii) Panchar, a large tract of forest was very well-stocked with trees like Chilauni, fir, 
sal etc. 

iii) Outer hrns, from Rangthang to the Tista River, were well stocked with Sal, fir and 

other trees. the hills from Sivak up the valley of the Tista, had nearly all the good 
Sal trees. 

Timber from Sal trees was very useful for building railway sleepers while fir 

timber was used for making tea bo~es. 
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Like Darjeeling, Jalpaiguri District also contained several extensive and fine 
forest tracts. In the regulation part of the district, located in the extreme north, there was 
an extensive and valuable Sal forest known as Baikunthapur Jungle Mahal under the 
possession of the Raikat or Raja of Baikunthapur. In 1809 Dr. Buchanan Hamilton 
mentioned that the woods of Battris - hazari i.e trees of Baikunthapur had been nearly 

exhausted most of their valuable Sal and Sisu trees that were exported contained a great 
abundance of timber. The total forest area under Baikunthapur covered an area of 
219,227.5 acres or 342.54 square miles and was a private property held by the Raikat of 

Jalpaiguri. Besides Baikunthapur, Hunter mentioned seven forest- tracts in the western 

Duars located in the following areas (i) Bhalka Pargana, (2) Bhatibari Pargana, (3) Buxa 
Pargana, (4) Madari and Charoa Kshattriya Parganas, (5) Lakshimpur Pargana, (6) 

Maraghat Pargana, (7) Mainaguri Pargana. The total area of the forest tracts of Jalpaiguri 
district exclusive of the Baikunthapur jungle Mahal was 41,737 acres.8 Most of the 
forests of Jalpaiguri District contained valuable Sal and Sisu trees along with many kinds 

of common regional trees. 

In 1835 the area particularly between the Kyal and the Balasan region on the east 
and the Rangnu and the Mahanadi (Mahananda) region on the west, was entirely covered 
with dense forests and was practically uninhabited. From 1839 onwards, East Lndia 

Company started the cultivation and manufacture of tea in Darjeeling. Consequently, the 
expansion of tea gardens in the areas of Darjeeling resulted in the conversion of vast 
forest tracts into cultivated land, where the Company started to grow tea for its own 

interest. Thus the rapid clearance of forest considerably extended in Darjeeling. The hill 
areas between the Mechi and the Balasan. as well as between Tista and Mahanadi 
(Mahananda) were taken over by the Company in 1850 with the Kalimpong subdivision 

being annexed to it in 1865. Both these newly annexed areas witnessed rapid 

deforestation for extension of cultivation and a large influx of settlers, increasing the 
population of the region. 

Prior to 1863, the British Government paid little attention to the conservation of 

forests. As a result the British Government carried out its policy of felling trees 
indiscriminately. As the prices of fuel and timber rapidly increased with gradual 
deforestation, the Colonial Government could no longer remain indifferent to the dangers 
of deforestation. Gradually, the Colonial Government began to realise the problems 
stemming from the over exploitation of the forest reserves of India and the Colonial 
Government tried to save the remaining forests from total destruction, thereby 

introducing measures for forest conservation. 

In 1865 Government Forest Act introduced a definite Colonial policy regarding 

the forests in India. So, naturally forests of North Bengal too came under the purview of 

this Colonial Forest policy. To implement the conservation of forests in North Bengal, 
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Dr . .T. Anderson was temporarily appointed as the Conservator of Forest. Dr. Anderson 
was entrusted with the work of carrying out preliminary investigation and inquiries 
regarding the northern part of the province, i.e. the Eastern Himalayas including Sikkim 
and the belt of Sal forest at the foot hills of the Terai and Duars . In August 1864 forest 
conservancy was formally introduced in Bengal and the first reserves were notified in 
1865 within the Darjeeling Division.9 With the reservation of Darjeeling Division being 
notified as early as 1865, but till 1874 the Forests of Darjeeling District fell within the 
Cooch Behar Forest Division. In 1875, the Darjeeling forests were taken out of the Cooch 
Behar_Division and marked as a separate Division with the hill portion of Kalimpong and 
Kurseong also being included in this Darjeeling Division. In 1878 the Reserved Forests 
of the Darjeeling District comprised of three separate regions viz. Darjeeling Division, 
Kurseong Division and Kalimpong Division. According to Dash, there was 2,80,000 
acres ofreserved forests within the three divisions of Darjeeling District. 

In 1879, it was notified that 280 square miles of forest areas will be treated as 
reserved forest in Jalpaiguri. 10 The reserved forests of Jalpaiguri District were divided 
into two divisions, the Jalpaiguri and Buxa divisions. The forests of Jalpaiguri division 
was situated between the Tista and Torsa rivers while those of the Buxa division 
stretched from the East of the Torsa river to the Alipurduar subdivision. In 191 1, the 
total forest area under Jalpaiguri Division and Buxa division was I 82 square miles and 
327 square miles. The Baikunthapur forest which was a private property of 342.54 square 
miles belonged to the Raikat of Baikunthapur wherein the Colonial Government tried to 
impose the Forest Act. According to Gruning, the Colonial Government had decided as 
eatly,ras, '1904 to bring this region under purview of the Forest Act to this forest and in 
June 1908'•8'. preliminary notification was issued to this effect. But the manager of the 
estate-stroflg1y protested against the imposition of the Forest Act by the Government on 
the·;Baikunthapur forest. Due to the strong protest, the forest department could only 
extend their control over this forest in 1913. The British by extending the Forest Act in · 
North Bengal attempted to colonize the forest wealth and natural resources of North' 
Bengal. 

The implementation of forest conservation by the British in North Bengal 
allowed the Colonial Government to commercialize these, which is evident from the 
large scale export of timber from 1:-l,orth Bengal to the other parts of Bengal. Dr. 
Anderson, the Conservator of Forests in a report on the feas ibility of forest operations in 
Duars during the Anglo-Bhutanese War (1 865) remarked that: .--

"The Western Duars themselves are very thinly populated and the requirements 
of the people are very small indeed. On the other hand timber is much in demand in the 
districts south of the Duars, especially in Cooch Behar, Rungpore and the Western part of 
the Dacca presidency". 11 
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The forest department was also optimistic that timber of North Bengal could 

replace the more expensive timber from Oudh and Nepal in the markets of East Bengal 

and they would soon be able to gain a handsome profit from this trade. Despite the timber 
markets in Eastern Bengal it was the Construction of North Bengal Railways and the tea 

industries here that provided thc- forest department v. ith the much- needed market for its 

products. At this outset, the Colonial Governnwnt failed to chalk out a plan, o t its 

wishful aim to utilise the forests of North Bengal for finan..:ial gain succeede.:i ✓cry soon. 
At the primary stage the Railway Department was the main buyer of the timber from the 

forest department. The Colonial Government hoped to commercialize the forests on the 

basis of the demand of the railway s leepers. However, a peculiar rule of the railways 

prevented the Railway Companies fror.1 dealing directly with the Forest Department. The 

Forest Department was compelled to sell the timber for railway sleepers to the designated 

contractors who then sold it to the Railway Companies. In the year 1865, one Mr. Dear 

secured the monopoly over the forests in the entire region of the Darjeeling District for 

supplying railway sleepers. 12 Apart from such European Contractors one also finds the 

references of Native contractors engagrd in supplying large number of railway sleepers. 13 

Due to this rule at the outset the Forest Department could not improve its timber trade. 

For developing the timber trade & to save the Department from losses the Government 

thought of changing its policy and started departmental operations of the Forests of North 

Bengal. E.P. Dansey, the then Forest Conservator informed & advised the Government to 
take a systematic series of steps to improve the commercialization of the timber trade in 

both the Jalpaiguri and Buxa division. 14 

The three reserved Divisions of Darjeeling i.e. Darjeeling Division, Kurseong 

Division & Kalimpong Division and the two reserved Divisions of Jalpaiguri i.e. 

Jalpaiguri Division & Bu;..a Division supplied the required timber to c:;fferent parts of 
Eastern Bengal & No1th Bengal. In addition to the reserved forests, the timber of Khas 

Mahal or unreserved forests and Baikunthapur forests of Jalpaiguri also supplied timber. 

Sal timber cut from the forests of the western Duars and Baikunthapur was floated down 

to the Brahmaputra river, where the greater part of it was sent to Dacca and Sirajganj. 

This Sal timber exported to the markets of Eastern Bengal was mostly purchased by 

native merchants from Nator, Dacca and Rangpur. The timber exported from Jalpaiguri 

was primarily used by the native merchants of Eastern Bengal, chiefly for building boats. 

An important role in transporting timber was ·ptayed by the numerous streams of the 

region. namely- Tista, Jaldhaka, Mujnai, Torsa, Kaljani and Sankosh. In the western 

Duars a timber depot was established at Domohoni. The Statistical Report of Feb, I 876 

showed the export of 13 LO and I 926 logs of timber from Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar 
respectively. 15 Main demand for timber was for making tea chests and railway sleepers. 

The forests of Jalpaiguri fultilk i the timber requirements for the tea gardens of 

Jalpaiguri. There was also an almost unlimited demand of Sal timber for constructing the 
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meter gauge as well as for building sleepers for the Eastern Bengal State Railways, 

Bengal and North Western Railways and Bengal Duars Railways. The timber for all these 
railways was supplied by the Jalpaiguri forests. Dacca and other places of Eastern Bengal 
procured a large quantity of Sal timber from North Bengal, which instead of being cut 
into railway sleepers, were taken by the local purchasers to Alipurduar, where it was sold 
to merchants coming from Dacca and Rangpur.16 The timber being taken to Eastern 

Bengal was brought to Gitaldaha Junction, from where it was sent further east via the 
Eastern Bengal State Railway. The reserved forests of the Buxa division were rich in Sal, 
Sisu, Khayer and Magnolia trees. Hunter mentioned that much of the fine timber was cut 

from this forest, before the tract came into the hands of the British Government. From 
1875 to 1888, the exploitation of forest resources was done departmentally, but during 

the next ten years departmental work was almost suspended and purchasers removed 

nearly the whole of the small out-turn obtained from the forests. From Buxa forest 

division to meet the demand of the rai lways, the number of sleepers supplied in 1879 was 
18449, in 1880 it rose to 22683, in 1881 it was 29865 and in 1882 it was 21602. 17 

During the four years from 1879 to 1882, 92,599 Sleepers were supplied for railways 

from Buxa forests. In 1899-1900, again the departmental operations began and sleepers 
were supplied to the Eastern Bengal State Railway. In 1911-1912 the Colonial 
Government supplied 1.5 lakh of Sal Sleepers for the Eastern Bengal State Railway and 

the Sara Bridge from Buxa and Goalpara divis ions, earning a profit of about 

Rs.1,40,000. 18 In 1930-3 1, from Buxa division, timber extracted departmentally . 
amounted to 16.8 percent of the total out-turn against 9. 1 percent in the previous year 

owing to the large supply of sleepers to railways. 19 In 1933, the most noticeable trade was 

that of matchwood. 1858 tons of match wood was transported from the Buxa division to 
Calcutta during 1933-34. Further, from the North Borojhar Reserve of the Buxa division 
through an agreement with Messrs. Kanyalall Lakhiram of Beech Tea Estate, 23,760 

cubic feet of Khair trees were sold for which the Government gained a royalty of 

Rs.5, 197.80. In that year the total value of the sale of timber, fuel , bamboo, grazing and 
minor produce rose from Rs.380075 in the previous year to Rs.452414.20 Sisu tree is an 

important tree found in the Buxa forests which is suitable for making tea-boxes. The 

forest department sold this wood at a very hi gh rate to the tea garden owners. The tea 
garden owners were cotnpelled to import the tea-boxes. To solve this problem the 

Colonial Government entrusted the duty of extracting timber from Buxa Reserve Forest 

to Mis Davenport and Company to produce locally tea-boxes. At RajabL<ltkhawa within 
the Buxa Division, the Bu~~ Timber and Trading Company erected a veneer factory. The 
factory supplied the required three and five Ply boards for tea boxes. During World War

!, the company had gone into liquidation, but within a short time it showing signs of 

revival. E.P. Stebbing mentioned that in 1925 he had seen some beautiful three and five 
Ply boards in the factory.21 
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The forests of the Darjeeling Division had been used mainly to meet the local 

demand. The timber of the Daijeeling forests was mostly used as fuel for the tea estates, 

for tea box planking and constructional works. The box planking from the departmental 

saw mill at Sukna was sold to the local tea gardens. The total out-turn of timber of 

different kinds ainounted to 7.75 millions of cubic feet during the year. In 1921 a 

departmental depot opened at Darjeeling for the continuous supply of charcoal showing 

satisfactory results.22 Large quantities of firewood was consumed by the different tea 

estates while the Darjeeling Division forests Supplied large quantities of firewood for the 
cantonments of Jalapahar, Lebong and Darjeeling Town.23 This forest division supplied a 

small quantity of Sal timber which was exported from the Tista Valley. However, in 

1920-21, large quantities of sleepers were sawn and supplied from this division to the 
Eastern Bengal Railway and Sal logs were sent to Messrs. Martin and Co. Calcutta and to 

Messrs. Howard Brothers. London for further dispatch. 24 The Kurseong division also 

exported large quantities of sal timber. The export of sal poles took place by cart to 
Kishanganj while sal and other logs and scantlings were sent by rail from Siliguri. 

Kurseong Division supplied large quantities of timber for the construction of bridges on 

the Ganges and for the Northern Bengal State Railway in 1877-78. In 1878, 12540 

sleepers were supplied to Northern Bengal State Railway from Kurseong division.25 In 

the hills, Kurseong and in the plains, Siliguri were the main markets for the produce of 

the forests of the Kurseong Division. [n 1927, for timber business, three saw mills were 
opened at Siliguri; of which one was owned and operated by the forest department.26 In 

its opening year, the Government saw-mills profited Rs. 15458 and the gross revenue on 

sales of sawn timber from these mills amounted to Rs.125943 in 1929. In 1930, it was 

Rs. I I 0759. 27 The forests of Kalimpong division supplied Sal timber for constructing the 

Tista Valley Cait Road, as well as for the tea industry in Jalpaiguri District.28 From 1906-

07 to 1922-23, 1186383 cubic feet of Sal timber, 3732675 cubic feet of other species of 

timber and 19590266 cubic feet of firewood were produced from Kalimpong division. 

The Colonial Government fully utilized the forest wealth, particularly the timber ofNorth 

Bengal for commercial venture and colonial interest. However depression also hit this 

bustling timber business. In the Jalpaiguri and Buxa Divisions, departmental operations 

were reduced due to the slump in :he timber market and the decrease in the demand of 
sleepers for rail ways. The sale of round Sal timber at the Government timber depot at 

Siliguri decreased from 21077 cubic feet to 20789 cubic feet, but the sale of sawn sal 

increased by about 8000 cubic feet and in spite of considerable reductions in sale prices 

the gross revenue collected on mill account increased by nearly Rs. I 1000. The trading 

account of the Siliguri Saw mill, however, showed a loss of Rs.982 on the year's 

working.29 

The local people had very limited requirement of the timber or the principal 

forest produce. The British merchants and the Colonial Government looked at Timber as 
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a profi table commercial venture. Besides, railway sleepers and tea industries, there was a 
great demand of timber in Eastern Bengal for various uses. Sal and other.hard-wood had 
a great demand for country boats and pleasure boats, plough, yoke, bullock carts, carts 
drawn by horses and palanquins. Demand for 'Sisu wood' was especially for makmr
furniture. In the construction of brick buildings, for supporting roofs, the beam of ·<:;JI' 

wood was essential in those days. To meet these manifold demands _in Eastern Bengal, 
the merchants from Dacca used to come to Buxa, Jalpaiguri, Baikunthapur and Eastern 
Duars to collect timber. As there was a great demand of timber in the ma~kets of Eastern 
Bengal and also in the adjacent districts of North Bengal timber trade flourished at a large 
scale. Thus Baura, Sukhani, Lataguri, Domohani, Ramshai, Khagrijan, Malbazar. 
Naxalbari, Siliguri became important timber trading centres of North Bengal. For easy 
transportation of timber logs, the forest department also paid attention to the maintenance 
of roads and the Colonial Government opened branches of railway-line. In Jalpaiguri 
District between Rajabhatkhawa and Alipurduar, the road was maintained by the forest 
department, and as such much of the timber was carted to Alipurduar and floated dov. n 
by the Kaljani river from that place. There were certain roads maintained by the forest 
department in the Darjeeling district. For carrying timber logs, branches of railway Jines 
were opened from Rangpur and Parbatipur to Lataguri and from Lataguri to Meteli hill. 
The Colonial Government wanted to utilize the timber of North Bengal to generate a 
handsome profit from open market, but it was mostly used for serving the Colonial needs. 
Subhajit Roy in his book "Transformation on the Bengal Frontier, Jalpaiguri, 1765-1948. 
touched this issue and showed that it was the broader needs of the Colonial ·state. the 
forests in the Duars were utilized for their own exploitation.30 His discussion was 
confined only to one of the forest divisions of Jalpaiguri district i.e. Buxa forests 
divisions. The picture was somewhat same in the Jalpaiguri Division and the three forest 
divisions of Darjeeling di strict. For the opening of Bengal Duars Railways in 1891-92, 
the· Colonial Government made a free grant of mature sal trees and the value of this 
concession was amounted to Rs.30000.31 So, the sum total effect of the timber production 
of North Bengal during Colonial rule in North Bengal was that large quantities of tim ber 
were used for railway sleepers, tea industries for serving the Colonial interest. The 
utilization of timber as a commercial venture and the commercial outlook of the 
Britishers also paved the path for the involvement and emergence of the native Ben"'IL ' 
in timber trade in North Bengal. 
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Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhas Chandra Bose: A comparative 
study of ideology and its application in the perspective of 

Freedom Movement 
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Abstract: Subhas Bose and Jmvaharlal Nehru come down to the national movement 
almost at the same lime. Both of them espoused the ideology of the left and socialism. 
Jawaharlal did not stick to the political ideology of the left firmly. He was, in most cases, 
subdued by Gandhian pressure. Subhas Bose was respectful to Gandhi and his ideology. 
At times; he dared to challenge the course of Gandhi which was unprecedented. As a 
result of that Subhas adopted the most adventurous scheme of seeking the assistance of 
the Axis powers during the Second World War, whereas Jawaharlal remained faithful to 
Gandhian ideology as a means to the achievement of freedom. 

Keywords: Mahatma Gandhi, Non-Violence, Satyagraha, Ideology, Non-Cooperation 

Movement, Swaraj, the Harijan, Freedom Movement 

At a time when Gandhi was at the helm of affair in the struggle for the independence of 

the country the two leaders apart from him, who could lay deep seated impact upon the 

youth, students, rad icals, leftists and modernised people of the country were Subhas Bose 

and Jawaharlal Nehru. The mutual relationship between Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhas 
Chandra Bose is an interesting episode in the struggle for the independence of India. 

They, other than Gandhi, only could lay special impact upon the people during the days 

of the struggle for the independence of India. They started their political career at the 

initia l stage of 1920s under the direction of Mahatma Gandhi in the Non-Cooperation 

Movement and during the closing years of 1920s they played an important part in laying 

the foundation stone ofan alternative to Gandhian way. In spite of tremendous possibility 

they could not proceed long further to the direction of an alternative way leading to the 
movement for the independence of the country. At times they went to the opposite side of 

Gandhianism completely. Ultimately Subhas Chandra Bose took to the alternative way of 

Gandhism and Jawaharlal fell back upon the course of Gandhi . Why did it happen? 

Though Subhas Chandra Bose sta1ted his political career by joining the Non

Cooperation movement organised by Mahatma Gandhi he was never illusory about the 

political leadership of Gandhi. He could not take the matter for granted that the 

1 Dr. Gaur Cltandra Gltoslt, Associate Professor in History, lslampur College and Abhijit 

Datta, Assistant Professor in History, lslampur College. 
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movement of non-violence was an indispensible part of the freedom struggle as 
understood by Gandhj, The political strategy adopted by Gandhi was never doubtlessly 

accepted by Subhas Bose. He could easily sacrifice the alluring prospect of Indian Civil 

Service and on reachlng Bombay on 16th July, 1921 Subhas met Gandhi. In ~is· first 
meeting with Gandhl; he· could easily understand that there was lack of clarity and 

pragmatism in his planning and he did not have the precise idea about the step by step 
proceedings of the movement1• In spite of that Subhas got into the Non-Cooperation 
movement as he thought that it to be expedient, to some extent, at that time·. The 
constitutional process in the past was not fruitful and armed terrorism of the extremis!s 
proved als0 to be in fructuous. Naturally there was a political vacuum in the political 
firmament, but the people were ready for organised movement against the British. Gandhi 

undoubtedly acted according to the political demand of the people. So, Subhas took up 

the non-cooperation movement to be a progressive step2.He made up his mind to take 

part in the Non-Cooperation movement sometime before he met Gandhl. He wrote to his 
favourite elder brother Sarat Bose from Cambridge on 23rd April, 1921 that the best way 
to bring about the downfall of a govt. was to dissociate oneself from that .He told this as 

he had firm belief over the matter and overwhelming.influence of Gandhl or Tolstoy over 

him was nothlng to do with the formati~n of his mind3
• 

The idea dawned upon Subhas Chandra Bose after the withdrawal of the 

movement by Gandhi that. it was a national catastrophe to retreat from the movement at a 
time when the expectation and ~nthusiasm of the people was rising high4.A rift in the lute 
was seen after .that Subhas Bose joined the movement of the pro-changers organised by 
Motilal Nehru and Deshbandhu Crutta Ranjan Das to oppose the British Indian 

Government from within the legislature .He became one of the outstanding members pf . 

Swarajya Party. At that time he told that it would be illusory to expect freedom from 
foreign rule unless the British Indian Government was brought to bear upon the political 

trouble created by the orgarusers of the freedom struggle. He dreamt of an alternative to 
Satyagraha of Gandhi by means of creating disorder in the legislature and thereby gaining 

political fruit out of the troubles of govemment5• 

At that period of the national movement the activity of Subhas .Chandra ~ose was 
not confined to the implementation of programmes of non-cooperation of the Indian 
National Congress and those of the Swarajya Party. From the initial period· he was the 

pioneering force of the national papers like 'Banglar Katha' and 'the Forward' and after 
the imprisonment of Upendranath Bandyopadhaya he took over the .esponsibility of 

giving proper .direction to the contemporary radical paper like 'Atmasakti'. To 

'Atmasakti ' the meaning of independence was the complete relief from foreign rule and 

Subhas Chandra also meant that by the term 'independence' ,To him 'independence' 
meant complete dismantling of foreign rule6.At that moment he kept contact with the 

revolutionary nat ionalists of Bengal. He kept up that relationship till to the end of his 

career. Bengal revolutionaries took part in the non-cooperation movement of Gandhi at 
the mediation of Chittaranjan Das and hereafter they acted in cooperation with congress 
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organisation without discarding their revolutionary organisation and programmes. The 

revolutionaries took Subhas Bose to be the closer to them than any other Congress 
leaders. He did not support the policy of assassination of the revolutionaries. To him, it 
was more important to raise national consciousness among the people for the first time 
than to perpetrate violence. In the future revolutionary terrorism might be an important 
part of the national struggle. In the meantime he came in contact with Abani Mukherjee 
and Nalini Gupta of the Communist International and he made arrangement for their 
security and all types of help7.It was because of his association with the revolutionaries 

that Subhas Chandra Bose was arrested along with other revolutionaries in 1924 and 
remained imprisoned for more than two and a half years. The contemporary documents 
say about the charges levelled against him; he was the bedrock of the organisation of the 
revolutionaries of Bengal and he kept contact with the campaigners of Bolsevism. He was 
involved in the conspiracy of bringing weapons from foreign countries. He was held to be 

the revolutionary communist8.But in the real sense of the term he, though was in favour 
bringing in a combination between the mass movement of Gandhian type and 
revolutionary terrorism for the successful conduct of the freedom movement , was never 

involved in the terrorist activity of the revolutionaries. His modus operandi was to 
extend, sharpen and smoothen the movement for the independence of the country9

• 

The confrontation between Subhas Bose and Gandhi arose at that time over the 
question of the starting of movement against the British .Gandhi did not want to initiate a 
movement at that time. He and his close associates were engaged at that time in 

consultation with the British Indian Govt. over the acceptance of the proposal for 
federation at least partially as proposed by the Govt. of India Act 1935. When it was 
published in a British newspaper Subhas was annoyed and objected to the proposal tooth 
and nail· 

The vision of Jawaharlal Nehru was different from that of Subhas Chandra from 

the very beginning of his coming in contact with Gandhi. He was not at all doubtful about 
Gandhian leadership. In the very beginning he was subdued by the leadership of Gandhi 
in the political arena. To him, Gandhi was like bright light that could pierce through the 
darkness that covered us so strongly. He came like tempest that blew away the traditional 

process10·He came into contact with Gandhi at the Lucknow Congress in 1916.Jawaharlal 

Nehru was respectful of Gandhi at that time because of his movement in South Africa. He 
was attracted to Gandhi after his successful agitation for the cause of the peasants of 

Champaran in Bihar and Kaira in Gujrat and also after the initiation 'Satyagraha' as a 

mark of protest against the Rawlatt Act. Thereafter Jawaharla1 made up his mind to take 

part in the Non-Cooperation movement likely to be launched soon. He left his legal 
profession and simplified his life to such an extent that he became purely vegetarian and 

started reading the Gita regularly because of the influence of Gandhi. Jawaharlal was 

purely unaware of the condition of the farmers and labours before he came in contact 
with the farmers of Pratapgarh in 1920.Gradually his mental outlook changed when he 

got himself involved in the peasant movement of Pratapgarh Faizabad and Raiberelli. The 
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movement gradually assumed extremity and Jawaharlal being influenced by the 

Satyagraha of Gandhi and pressurised by the Government and landlord was to. retreat 
soon. He held that all those movements failed to bring about any improvement of the 
position of the peasantry1

· 

He took an active part in support of the Non-Cooperation programme of G~ndhi 
in the Calcutta Congress of September, I 920.He practically sank into the n1ovement 
completely. He wrote in his 'A.utobiography' that he liked the moral injunctions -of the 

Satyagraha and though he was not extremely loyal to the non-violence of Gandhi he 
gradually was attracted to the non-violent movement. He began to conceive of the fact 

that the policy of non-violence adopted by Gandhi was probably right way i~ the given 

circumstances of impregnability of the British power. He was specially satisfied by the 
moral injunctions of the movement and his satisfaction went to that extent th~t he even 
failed to think of the limitation of the movement. He was too astonished to think of 

question}ng the aim of the movement. Everyone thought of 'Swaraj' in his own way. 

Gandhij i himself kept up ambiguity about the goal of the movement and he never gave 
indulgence to the emergence of the distinct conception about the movement. But the 

reason of their satisfaction was that Gandhi always looked for the betterment of the 
weaker section of the society without carefully disturbing the rich. 

The instant reaction of Nehru after the collapse of the non-cooperation movement 

was serious but later on he came down to reality thinking that violence of the Swadeshis 
would have inv-ited stern reaction. The result would have been the col lapse of the morale 
of the people. 'The most important thing was that violence and non-violence could not go 
on simultaneously. After the breakdown of the movement he became the supporter of the 

no-changer movement discarding the way of the pro-changers inat,1gurated by his father 
and Chitta .Ranjan Das. Acting as the congress General Secretary from I 923-25 anq· till 
his departure for Europe for the treatment of his wife he was a loyal Gandhian. · 

Subhas Chandra and Jawaharlal came close to one another in the national politics 
towards the end of the 1920s.They met before in different congress sessions. T~ey 
decided to work together during the close of l 920s.Subhas was released from long 

imprisonment in the month of May,1927.A sort .of vacul.}m was felt by Subhas in the 
national politics. After the death of C.R.Das a sort _of disorder was seen in the activity of 
the Swarjya Party. The indistinct phenomenon was s·eeh in the programme of 

Gandhi.Gandhi was at that time, busy in the construcqve activity and the spreading of 
Khadi culture. Subhas felt the necessity of organising the labours and the peasants in 
order to bring then to the mainstream of national struggle. A sort of change was seen in 

the activity of Jawaharlal. He represented in the conference at Brussels in 1927 organised 

in connection with the colonial outrage and anti imperialist movement. He came in 
contact with the representatives of Europe, Asia, Africa Latin America and the radical 

ideas of different parts of Europe including European Marxism. A sort of revulsion was 

felt in the mind of Jawaharlal. It was felt that there was the necessity of sending foreign 
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forces to relieve the coµntry like India from colonial exploitation. In that year Jawaharlal 
went also to Russia to attend the 10th annual conference of Soviet revolution. ALL these 
enriched his revolutionary ideal. He became a different person in respect of ideology after 
that. His biographer S.Gopal remarked about the change of his characteristics in the 
following words. A person who left India as a disciple of Gandhi came back as an ardent 
radical. He could never be incarcerated in the ambit of extreme Gandhism

12
.But the 

interpretation of S.Gopal does not explain the role of Nehru properly. Thinking of the 
wide distinction between the thought of him and that of Gandhi, Jawaharlal, at times 
decided to take on his own his course and did so. At times he could have made contact 
with Subhas setting aside the contact with Gandhi. But ultimately he failed to take to his 

own course independently and in reality came within the grip of Gandhi shortly. 

The demand of the Indian National Congress, hitherto, was the achieving of the 

dominion status or colonial self government. The pressure of demand was mounting for 

the achievement of full independence among the young members of the Congress. 
Imbued by the impulses for complete in dependence Jawaharlal raised the proposal in 

Madras Congress held in December, 1927.Bengalrevolutionaries, Communists and other 

left members firmly stood by him. The proposal was passed, but it could not be included 

in the congress constitution. The proposal of full independence was subdued by the 
movement against the Simon Commission and by the proposal for the formation of the 

constitution of colonial self government. Gandhi could have kept up his control over the 
congress, but he could not push to the background the pressure of the leftists. They were 
given places in the working committee. Gandhi was disturbed by the pressure of the left 
in the congress. The proposal for complete independence was severely criticised by 

Gandhi. Condemning the proposal for complete independence Gandhi told in ' Young 

India' that the proposal for complete independence was taken up hurriedly and without 
any proper consideration13.Gandhi was very much angry at the change of attitude of 

Jawaharlal. He was ready to get rid of his favourite disciple even, but he was not ready to 

forsake his ideology. Jawaharlal retreated at the firmness of Gandhi. Jawaharlal 
compromised his revolutionary and leftist ideology, but he could not rise to the occasion 
to challenge Gandhi. Submitting to Gandhi he told that he was not more inspired by 

anybody other than him. Gandhi's unfathomable love for Jawaharlal could never be 
forgotten. Jawaharlal also meekly submitted by saying that he was not at all obdurate 
regarding his sticking to ideology. He held that his criticism was not at all firm. It was 

purely instant reaction. As a result of the apologetic attitude of Jawaharlal the rift 

between the two far from being widened, was lessened. 

In the meantime the environment was fully clement for final showdown against 

the British. The years 1928 and 1929 were the convenient periods for the outbreak of the 

revolutionary moment. The students, the peasants, the labours, common people and the 

middle classes people were ready, for blast. Industrial strikes were rampant at that time. 

All demanded full independence. But Gandhi did not consider the moment convenient for 

showdown as it would have challenged his leadership. Though the iron was red for 
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making strike at it, Gandhi lost the chance in order to strengthen his position within the 
congress. Gandhi was apprehensive of the left influence in the congress. At that time his 
only hope for success was Jawaharlal. Gandhi pleaded to make Jawaharlal the president 

of the congress in 1929 conference. Gandhi knew very well. that his interest would be 
best served and the movement of the left would lose ground if Jawahar was made the 

president. Subhas Chandra wrote that the decision was favourable for Gandhi, but was 
unfortunate for the left. A rift in the combination of the left and right wing of the 

congress was strengthened. Gandhi was successful in weakening the revolutionary trend 
of the left. Jawaharlal ultimately put his assent to the decision of Gandhi for the demand 

of colonial self govt. 

The attitude of Nehru was astounding. Though he fought tooth and nail against 

the demand for colonial self-government he ultimately, at the pressure of Gandhi 

restrained and confined to colonial self-government Instead of complete indepenoence. 
The action of Jawaharlal was, to Subhas Chandra, similar to the givi~g up of the p~y. 
Jawaharlal himself was repentant for that. It is irony that Jawaharlal always sailed in two ' . 

boats at a. time though he knew very well that it was always impossible and irhpractica_l. 

He expres~ed his intension to res_ign from the post of congress general secretary. He' also 
expressed pis unwillingness to keep himself off from the post of President of the party. 
Gandhi al~o knew that he would n~ver do that. Jawaharlal wrote in his 'Autobiography' 

that.the letter of Gandhi was able to help him to come down the mental disturbance. Later 

on he finally approved the Delhi manifesto. 

Ultimately Gandhi was force.d to raise the proposal of complete independence in 

the Lahore congress of December, 1929 because of the failure of all efforts to achieve 
colonial self government. The propo_sal was passed. It was proclaimed that the goal of the 
Congress was complete •independence, but nothing was said about the precise programme 
.Everything was done in acc6rdan·ce with the wishes of Gandhi. The door of compromise 

was kept open. Subhas Chandra told of the setting up of a parallel govt. Along with the 

progr~e of strike, boycott of the British administration and the consolidation of the 

youth an1 under developed communities, those demands were not only short shifted, but 
he was also not given berth in the working Committee. lnstead of making effective the 
proposal. of independence, Gandhi proposed for appeasement of the Britis,h Indian Govt. 

He also tried to impress the Indian capitalists who apprehended at the proposal of 
independence. He also tried to convince the govt. of the fact that he wanted a sort of 

rapprochement with the British. 

Subhas Bose laid emphasis on -three ways to overthrow the British rule and 

achieve independence i)Payment of tax sliould be stopped. ii)Workers' and peasants ' 

organisation should be strengthened to put pressure upon the govt. 'iii)The strongholds of 
the govt. such as the soldiers, police force arid govt employers should be supported to 

ensure their sympathy to the cause of independence and put pressure upon the govt. The 
Congress failed because it could not effectively use the above ways. The civil 
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Disobedience movement did not reach the height where from it could create trouble to the 
British Indian govt. The govt would remain in power effectively unless it was pressurised 
by the force of weapon or that of economic blockade. He told precisely that a competent 
leader was needed for strengthening movement of national struggle and centrally well 
directed All India party was to be formed. The movement for independence should be 
divided in two parts. In the first stage, the movement should be launched against Great 
Britain and it would be 'national struggle'. The leadership should be assumed by 'the 
politicaJ party of the people' and the party would be represented by the working and 
different classes of the society. In the second stage, all kind of special privileges, 
differences and vested interest should be brought to an end. This would ultimately lead to 
social, economic and political equality. Subhas Bose held that Gandhi had done 
unprecedented work for country, but the freedom of the country would not come under 
his leadership14

• 

In the book 'Indian Struggle' he held that his socialism was a combination of 
communism and fascism. Jawaharlal wanted to select one from communism and fascism 
and he was supporter of communism though he did not agree upon all the points of 
communism. The ideologists would be applied in different ways in different countries 
and there might be some modifications. Subhas differed from Jawaharlal on the point that 
there must be a combination of the two ideologies in the following period of world 
history and there was no wonder if it took place in India. He wanted to convince the 
people that the combination should be of the ideology of justice, equality and love of 
socialism with that of efficiency and discipline of fascism. 

After the withdrawal of the Civil Disobedience movement, it was due to the 
effectiveness of the leftists in the congress, the opposition to the strategy of Gandhi began 
assuming momentum. The foundation of the socialist party within the Congress in 1934 
by Narendra Deb, Jayprakash Narayan Achyut Pattabardhan, Asoka Mehetawas an 
indication of the alarm of the Congress Subhas Chandra appreciated the move and they 
were told to get ready to take over the responsibility for the future strengthening of the 
movement15.A sort of awakening took place at that time among the peasants, labours, 
students, intellectuals at that time and it assumed consolidated character in 1936.So 
before the Lucknow Congress of 1936,it was evident that Gandhi wanted to direct the 
movement through constitutional way and the leftists wanted to take up revolutionary 
strategy. Gandhi could not think it of little importance. He understood that he would have 
to face more opposition in that situation than what he faced owing to the period of the 
Lahore Congress of 1929.So, he once again, after the Lahore Congress wanted Jawaharlal 
to take over presidential chair. Jawaharlal agreed to the proposal and with his consent of 
taking over chair Gandhi could have brought down his own tension. 

In the presidential address in the Lucknow Congress Jawaharlal expressed in 
unequivocal terms the quality of Socialism. He analysed the international situation 
dexterously, opposed the government of India Act 1935, emphasised the importance of 
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harnessing the peasant and workers' Association with the Congress to tone up the anti

imperialist struggle. In a word his speech reflected the sentiment of the left. But in reality 
he retreated at the pressure of the rightist members like Patel, Rajendra Prosad, 
Rajagopalachari etc. All these were done at the wishes of Gandhi. The Congress working 
Committee was set up in the manner that about IO members' were. fully against his 

sentiment only 4 members were socialists. The socialist sentiment was not at all reflected 
at the Lucknow Congress proposal. Being dejected by the fact that all his proposals 

having socialist tinge were made null and void. Jawaharlal expressed his gesire to resign, 
but he fi_nally refrained from taking that course because he did not like to endanger the 

position of the Congress which was certain to shatter to pieces. He had the·opportunity to 
harness the forces of leftism and radicalism to strengthen the nationalist movement. But 

he did not ~o so in order to avoid fraction with the rightists. The Lucknow Congress 

though could have been the platform to ensure the victory of the leftists, heralded the 

success ·of th~ rightists. 

·Expressing appla_use for socialism and his intension to establish socialism in the 

country after independ~nce Jawaharlal expressed his sentiment in the month of May 1936 
in Bombay. At th~t the industrialists were extremely annoyed. Some industrialists 

expressed in a manifesto. that the speech was perilous and destructive .Jawaharlal held 
that these industrialists rallied with the British with a view to suppress the Satyagraha and 
Boycott Movements and they were directing the country towards Fascism. The supporters 
of the industrialists within the Congress appealed to Gandhi for the retrieval of the 
situation ruffled by the speech of Nehru. Gartdhi resolved the matter by once again 

forcing Nehru to dissuade from the course he was following. 

Jawaharlal had to face a difficult situation and he was in the horns of a dilemma 

after the taking over of the presidential chair by Subhas Bose. He wrote to Subhas Bose 
that he was worried at the turn of events at that time. The emotional speech of G:andhi 
and the essay of Gandhi in ' the Harijan' endangered his position. The ·new. _tendency of 

the congress leadership to suppress the left and popular movement could not be ac.cepted 
by him. He kept silence because he did not like to criticise his colleagues of the wqrking · 
committee and his respect for Gandhi was next to none. He also wrote to Krishna f-:1enon, 

"Subhas Bose has to face and extraordinary difficult situation than anybody h,:td to face. I 
should like to help him of·course in every way; but how to do this effectively is the 
problem" 16.This letter indicatedhi-s ambivalent stand. On the one hand he was worried at 

the suppression of the left and mass r_no'-'.ement and on the other hand hl, was not ready to 

displease Gandhi and his follower~. He was ready to help Subhas Bose but he wanted to 

refrain from being a member .of the working Committee 

Subhas expected the assistance of Jawaharlal for building up the Congress in 
progressive way. A sort of understanding developed between them in Europe. So it was 
not unnatural to expect his help. But it proved to be hollow in practice. JawaharJal went 

to Europe and after his coming back he failed tq get Jawaharlal's assistance. Though 
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Subhas did not at all favour Nazism and Fascism he was not at all sentimental like 

Jawaharlal. He was an astute diplomat. To him, the diplomatic model was Soviet Russia 
and the interest of the nation should be confined to the achievement of freedom. In order 

to serve interest of national independence he wanted to the help of Germany and Italy. 
Though he sought the military assistance of Germany and Japan he was not at all the 
supporter of socio-political ideology of those countries. He was conscious of national 

interest and selfrespect of the country. He was always in favour of his independent stand. 
Bitter acrimony developed between Gandhi and Subhas over the question of acceptance 

of federal constitution of the country. 

The confrontation between Subhas Bose and Gandhi arose at that time over the 
question of the starting of movement against the British. Gandhi did not want to initiate a 

movement at that time. He and his close associates were engaged at that time in 

consultation with the British Indian Govt. over the acceptance of the proposal for 
federation selectively as proposed by the Govt. Of India Act l 935. When it was published 

in a British newspaper Subhas was annoyed and objected to the proposal tooth and 
nail 17.Europe was advancing towards the Second World War. Munich Pact of Sept. 1938 
made it clear to Subhas that war was imminent in Europe. He was in favour of starting 

the movement Independence afresh. He wanted to send a memorandum to the British 
taking advantage of the situation. He started campaigning for starting the struggle for 
independence throughout the country. Gandhi was annoyed at that. He expressed his 
anger in a letter to Subhas by saying that he did not like his constant opposition to federal 
programme and sending of ultimatum to the British lndian Govt. At that time role of 

Jawaharlal was ambiguous. 

The divergence between Jawaharlal and Subhas Bose was very much evident at 

the re-election of Subhas Bose as the Congress president Jawaharlal was vehement in his 

support to the Govinda Ballavpant's proposal that the congress working committee 
should have confidence upon Gandhi and the president should nominate the members of 
the working committee according to the wishes of Gandhi. Jawaharlal expressed in 
Europe that Gandhi was more powerful than the congress Panth proclaimed that a leader 

always came forward in all countries to pull up the nation. In Germany Hitler took up the 
leadership. He pushed ahead the country Mussolini and Lenin advanced Italy and Russia 

respectively. Gandhi should be held unequivocally unparallel in leadership to pull up the 

Indian nation.It was astonishing that Jawaharlal though always articulate against Fascism 
and Nazism, was not at all found to be restless seeing that Gandhi and Hitler Mussolini 

were put on the same platform. But at times, Jawaharlal was seen rebuking the supporters 

of Subhas as hooligans and their attitude was termed as Fascist attitude18.Jawaharlal 
admitted that he was opposed to his becoming president of the congress for second time 
because he apprehended the separation of Gandhi from the national movement leading to 

the weakening of the movement. The leftists were not strong enough rise on their own 

feet. Keeping contact with the world wide crises he emphasised upon the need of self 
determination. At a time when Subhas was anxious of seeking help of the foreign 
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countries to strengthen national movement. Jawaharlal was thinking of constitution 
· drafting. Herein was the difference between the programme of Nehru and S_ubhas. 

The appr~val of the Panth proposal and the setting up of the working committee 

. by the members having complete allegiance to Gandhi heightened the crisis in the 

congress. Gandhi did not have any other alternative but to push forward the Panth 
proposal in order to remain at the helm of affairs in the congress politics. Jawaharlal as 

did not like to see Subhas Bose omnipotent in Congress politics. He wanted to see him 

powerless at that time. _The only difference was that Gandhi could not conceal his 
sentiment against Subhas ~ d Jawaharlal had a disguise of impartiality. Jawaharlal could 
not be as firm as Subhas Bose in dealing with the rightist oppositional. Jawaharlal c~uld 
not accept the rise of Subhas to an unquestionable height as leader of the leftists. 

Subhas Bose ana Jawaharlal could not act in conjunction because of their 
different visions jn life and different idiosyncrasies. At times some similarities of motive 

d!"ifted them closer, but the sub-soiled dissimilarities led them to follow different courses 

of action. There was certainly a strategic role of Gandhi. But it was secondary. The 
excitement of -Jawaharlal about Gandhian way emaciated within a very short spell, but 

whenever he raised the voice of protest, Gandhi was found to be ready to get rid of him. 

The same thing was found in his behaviour with Subhas and th~ gul,f be.twe~n the two 
widened. The genesis of it should he sought in the fact ~hat Gandhi had· also a definite 

mission a~ that of Subhas. With a view to the successful prosecution of that mission 
.Gandhi certainly had a strategy, whatever might be its limitation. But J~aharlal did not 
like to undergo separation from Gandhi because he did not have any definite strategy. 
Gandhi wanted colonial self government. His strategy was to reach the goal by dint of 

mutual discussion mainly and at times he wanted to put some pressure. But the bedrock 

of his strategy was mutual discussion. So there was little difference between his strategy 
and that of the British_ Indian Govt. Jawaharlal acceded to the strategy of Ganghi, 

whatever might he sa:Y about his fervour for revolutionary spirit. It was safe resort for 
Jawaharlal. But the destination of Subhas was complete independence. His strategy was 

to snatch freedom from the British Indian Govt. by any means and if necessary by virtue 
of violence. 
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A Historical Study of the Origin and Features of Some Selected 
Folk Games in North Bengal 

Badal Roy' 

Abstract: 

Play, games and sports are integral aspect of any human culture. Traditional 
games and sports can form the backbone of a community which are the part of intangible 
heritage and a symbol of the cultural diversity of our societies. They are also an efficient 
means to convey values of solidarity, diversity, inclusiveness and culture which form an 
integral part of society. Moreover, they reflect on different cultural expressions, and 
create a bridge between cultures for a better mutual comprehension. Most of the 
traditional games and sports, expressions of indigenous cultures and ways of life 
contributing to the common identity of humanity, have already disappeared and those 
that are surviving are threatened of imminent disappearance and extinction under the 
combined effect of globalization and harmonization of the rich diversity of world sport 
heritage. Thus in this context the present study has made an attempt to examine the origin 
and features of Gollachut, Ekka -dokka, Ekir -Mikir, hamri, Agdum bagdum, Elating 
Belating Sailo, etc folk games in historical context. 

Key Words: Folk games, historicity, gollachut, Ekka -dokka, Ekir -Mikir, Chamri, 
Agdum bagdum, Elating Belating Sailoj. 

Characteristically, games are mimetic. Not only are they reflective of 
contemporary social life, but they have also faithfully mirrored the lives of the people in 
ancient times. In a good many local games it is not altogether difficult to observe the 
presence of customs, manners of relatively past times. Even when an age ends to give 
way to new, the traces of the past continue to remain in the manners and practices of 
people, sometimes implicating them in poignant events of the human race, while at other 
times taking the form of heroic narratives worthy to be cherished down the ages 1• 

GOLLACHUT GAME: 

.. . 

About four thousand years ago the Indus Valley Civilisation developed on the ..., 
banks of the river Indus. The foundation of this civilisation, as we know, was based on 
slave-labour. In fact all we have of this civilisation- building, well-planned drainage 
system, the great bath etc. testifies to the immense contribution of slave-labour on which 
the civilisation had so heavily relied upon2

• 

1 Badal Roy, UGC Research Fellow, Department of History, University of N011h Bengal. 
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Archaeologi.cal surveys reveal, among many other things, the presence. of a 
number of huge farmhouses. Following this a question inadvertently arises as to who 
were the people responsible for the task of procuring and storing crops in the farmhouses . . 
Taking cue from the historians the answer is not· hard to find: the slaves. A nwnber o{ 
·discoveries claim that several small settlements dotting the overall _urban texture of 
Mohenjodaro and Harappa have convincing signs of a parallel slave society and which 
existed, according to historians, as a crucial determinant of the civilisatio~ concerned3

• · 

In the perspective of the role of labour in the history of urban civilisations, the 
local Rajbanshi game of North Bengal, Gollachhut demands special attention. The game 
precisely records the condition of the lives of the slave-labour hitherto unrecorded 'in 
history. Taking place in.a wide open field, Gollachhut basically requires two teams in 
opposition to each other, with eight to ten members in each team. A big circle is drawn, a 
hole is dug in its middle, and in the hole is planted a stick or rod or some structure of a 
similar shape. The boundary lies at a distance of about 20-22 yards away from the circle. 
A member of a team stands holding or touching the stick ppsitioned within th~ circle. The 
remaining players, while holding the hand of the exclusive ~ember touching the st.ick,· 
form a so_rt of' fence, and then all the members start revolving around the circle. The 
member whose hand gets slipped from the chain during the process of revolution, or to 
put it differently, the member who gets separated from the group in the act of the 
specified ritual attempts to run towards the prescribed boundary to touch it; and the 
moment s/he succeeds in it, a point is scored immediately in his/her name. This is, 
however, not a simple business. The detached member, if touched by any other member 
of the opposition, before s/he reaches the prescribed limit- ts· qee~ed disqualified. 
Normally when the player runs to touch the boundary to secure a points/he, as. part :of the 
decorum of the game, chants a rhyine or simply goes on making intermittent hum4

• 

There is no dqubt that the game Gollachut has significant parallels _to the method 1 

of grinding crops precisely in the times of the civilisation of the Indus Valley. 
Archaeological sources reveal that the huge farmhouses of the time were but circular and 
bricks were used in its construction. The diameter of the circular farmhouse was atiqut 
ten feet. A pit used to feature in the middle of the circle and in it was placed a big Haman. 
It was by the Haman that the crops were grinded to make flour. In many ways the 
Haman, with· its great dimensions, refers to the stick/rod in Gollachhut planted in the 
middle of the circle. The circular premise made up of bricks is reminiscent of the etched 
circle of the game. The members of the game who make a h~an fence around the circle 
ost(:msibly share their identity with the-guards of the big farmhc:iuse. That the slaves had to 
continue performing their task ceaselessly and that without respite is somewhat clear in 
the way an exiled member in the game is brought back to form part of tfre human fence 
constituted by the members themselves5

• The boundary, the touching of which ensures 
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the victory of the member corresponds to the same line which had existed beyond the 

local administration of the time. Since the local power held no sway in that particular 

region, that region, therefore, came to be associated with hopes of freedom and liberation 

for the slave-labourers. On a different note Wheeler observes that the purpose of 

deploying guards at the outward limit of the city was to forcibly hinder any movement of 

the slaves' escape6
• 

Now a question arises: to what extent is the above-mentioned logic of continuity 
o.r direct reproduction of the practices in a differ(;nt spatio-temporal form possible and 

consequently tenable? How safe is it to conclude that the historic rituals of grinding in the 

huge farmhouse find their formal equivalent in the game? The answer to this has to be 

found along logical lines since no written documents are available7
• It is true that in the 

past times the task of grinding was carried out with instruments like Haman or Shit-Nora, 

but to argue that Gollachhut is directly imitative of this practice is but to miss the truth in 

its entirety. Even today the same practice is prevalent in parts of Kashmir and Bengal, but 

what is conspicuously missing in such practices is the presence and acknowledgement of 

slave-labour. Since we no longer live in a slave society it is difficult to account for such 

practices in terms of slave labour, and following the same logic if slaves do not exist 

today then the question of guards that seems to inevitably follow from the condition of 

labour is rendered inconsequential and meaningless. Thus to conceive of an immediate 

relation between actual historical practices and its uncritical extension in a game is but a 

naive gesture, deficient of rigorous historical examination. Controversies and debates 

concerning the question, therefore, abound8
• 

However, in the meantime, another question erupts: is it not at all possible to 

account for the existence of labour following the times of the Indus Valley Civilisation? 

If that is possible would it be too far-fetched to understand the presence of the system of 

grinding in that case? If the explanation of labour is possible isn' t it rational to conclude 

that Gollachhut is a direct imitation of the phenomena? Long after the example of the 

Indus valley civilisation the system of slavery did exist, but in any case it is difficult to 

conclude decisively that crops were grinded in the same way, given the scant evidence. 

Again even if it is assumed that the same method of grinding prevailed in post-Indus 

Valley times, it is not entirely logical to deduce that Gollachhut is its direct and 
continuous manifestation. In certain regions Gol/achhut is alternatively known as 

Gangachhut, for in such places the outward limit/boundary of the game is called Ganga. 

However, in this case the only difference is that the outward limit or Ganga is rectangular 

in shape, instead of being circular as in previous cases. 

Stuart Pigot, A.L. Basham, Kundagovinda Goswami, H. More and a host of other 

experts in the field have pointed out the event of migration of the Indus people towards 

the East and the South after the decline of the civilisation. Both of these regions was 
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located outside the Aryan circle. It is now considered that perhaps the slaves of the time 

had a tendency to move outside the urban civilisation to the East and to the South as 

mentioned above. It is also probable that the labourers might have at some time escaped 

to settle on the banks of the Ganges in the hope of being free, and especially because the 
Aryans could not exercise their power in such places. Thus what can, by means of this, be 

possibly concluded is that over the ages the game underwent serious spatio-temporal 

transformation until it came to be known and associated with the lives of the people 
(living on the banks of the ganges) as Gangachhut. 

It has previous_ly been stated that as part of the decorum of the game the 

members are obliged to hold their'breath for some time while uttering certain words 1\5 is 

done in the game I-ladudu; or else the ritual of chanting a rhyme is followed. Let us take 
an example of rhyme from Faridpur: 

Go/ go! bonye 

Khedu aano. 

There is a definite implication of forcing the labour back to his work in the 
phrase Khedu aano tanye. In many places Gollachhut has lost many of its rhythmic 

variations and what is, therefore, done today is merely the mechanical repetition of some 

words9
: 

. Golla go/la chhote 

Sonar go/la chhote. 

The slaves' desperation of escape does not stand clear in the dull repetitions and 
mumblings that have come to be related with the game in the present day. This is, 

however, not unnatural, for the more a game moves far away from its socio-political 

background, the more the possibility of its erasure from local public memory. The game 

in the present day connotes nothing more than an exetcise in pleasure for children. With 

the passage of ·time, new elements- social, political etc. -will be added to it until the 

odginai element is so much relegated to the background as to become almost cultW"ally 

unintelligible. For instance, in many places nowadays the ritual of planting a stick/rod in 
the centre of the circle has evaporated, and this has been substituted by a practice where 
the head of the members marks his presence by attaching his ankle to the hole/pit. This 

signifies that the grinding Haman has already departed from local imagination; and the 

more time advances, the more the game will find itself stripped off from its originality, 

given only to contingimcy and random adaptability. 
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EKIR MIKIR/ EKRI MIKRI GAME: 

This is a very familiar indoor game. The chilqren participating in this play settled 
roundly. Each of them put two hands on the ground. Some older people acted as the 
leader of the game with rhymes reciting. As soon as the rhyme and every word are 

pronounced, one finger touches the head. The last word in the rhythm is that the finger of 

the baby's finger is forward. Thus when the fingers die, the hand are in a futile state. 
This handy hand has to be kept behind. Serially all the hands of the players are grasped 
then everybody comes to the hands or the donkey. The head wants to know what's in the 

hand of the hand. The answer and questioning continues. The Sarder then attempted to 
cut two hands. The scandal the players open their hands by pronouncing a false word. 

Wakil Ahmed is the stance to cut the thief s hand in this game; it saw a social rule of 

Muslim society being followed. That rule is the punishment of the thief by cutting the 
hand. Asutosh Bhattacharya narrated the alleged Mujumder's practice and his misdeeds. 
At the same time, he concentrated on explanation. i~ the ~~cial context of the word shala 

(Kinshipterm). None of them are in the rhyme which is important to be sad historic event 

mentioned the historical personality, did not focused on that subject. According to a 
rhyme of the said game mentioned bellow: 

lkri mikri cham chikri 

Cham kale majumder 

Dheye e/o damudar 

Damudar chaturer poe 

Hingu/ gache bedhe thoe 

Hingu/ kore karmor 

Dada di/e jagannath 

Jaganath er hadikuri 

Duore bosi cha! kari 

Chai karte ho/o be/a 

Bhat khaose dupur bela 

Bhate por/o machi 

Koda/ diye chaci 

Koda! ho/o bhota 

Kha chutrer matha. --Rabindra sangra. 
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Mughal emperor Jahangir remitted Mansingh with his Hindu commander in 
Bengal to defeat raja Pratapaditya of Jashohar. On this situation his soldiers made the 
journey accompanied with troops, but he was faced with many problems while crossing 
the Jalangi River. Rescued him from this problem one muhuri employed in the kanungo 
department of hughli named Bhabananda Samadder. After the historical role of 
Bhabananada, then said: ' ... when the Jaminder did not come to meet him the Bhabananda 
come boldly and Mansingh was pleased to help the kings army in any way. Bhabananada 
tried a lot of boat collecting a lot of tricks. Mansingh easily crossed the jalangi river. 10 It 
was the month of Chaitra There started a terrible storm in which the armies were unable 
to cross the river. This disaster remained for seven days. According to the historians, 
many boats thrown into the water, many elephants and horses were floated, troops and 
war materials were also destroyed,1 1 behind the Jalangi river, the speed of the Damodar 
river has been mentioned in this rhyme, this is just change. The difficulties faced by the 
predominantly imperial army are the major problems that arise. Bhabananda Samadder 
extended extra help in this regard to the sufferers; he collected enough food to celebrate 
the worship but he gave all the food to the solder. The foodstuffs have been taken within 
the storm and rain.Tthat is to say that ekkir mikkir rhyme should be considered in the 
context of betraying Bhabananda otherwise the chameleon is likely to suffer from 
meaningless. 

ELATING BELA TING SAi LO GAME: 

This traditional rhyming game is basically for the female. Two teams participate 
in the game and they make conversations within themselves. A line is drown upon and 
two teams remain on opposite side facing each other team come, upto the line holding 

' each other's hands and continue to recite the lines of rhyme. The first team raises the 
question and second one gives answer. The one team asks the question and the second 
one gives answer. For example second team wants' to know, "what news come about?"; 
the first one answers "A girl is wanted by the king" second team again wants to know; 
which girl does the king want; the first one gives the name of a particular girl, thereafter 
the information like- what attire the girl should wear, how she will go- are shared. 
Thereafter, in exchange of how much money the girl will be taken away, is decided. 

The opinion of Asutosh Bhattacharya regarding this game is noteworthy- "it is 
based on a real tragic story full of pathos. The questioning and its answers are testimony 
of that pathos. The uncertainty of life a particular age is picturised here- which has an 
immense historical value. How a tragic story evolutionist into a sport event - is amazing 
to note12

• The social history of Bengal suggests that in the Middle Ages social dignity 
was measured through the possession of golden utensils and ornaments as well as 
numbers of slaves. They did manual works from cultivating land to cleaning utensils.13 

Even the owners kept the females as mistresses in hundreds in their personal harem. 
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Normally they were bought from markets. That means women were treated as 
commodities and they were sold and bought in markets. This naked truth is expressed 
through this game women w~re consumer goods for the landlords and aristocrats. Dire 
poverty compelled the poor parents · .to sell their daughters in exchange of money. 
Needless to say· the buyers had no sympathy or empathy from . heart - only money 
mattered. But the pangs of the parents were ltmit le\;!S. We find similar motive in the 

famous traditional sport (Jele mach). 

AGDUM BAGDUM GAME: 

It is a very familiar game the rhyme related with this game is -

Agdum bagdum gharadum sajhe 

Dhak mridangjhajhar baje 

Bajte bajte challo duli 

Duli gelo sei kamlafulli 

Kamlafulir tiy_eta 

Surjimamar biyeta 

Aie ranga hateejai 

Ekk khili pan kine khai 

Paner bhitor phopra 

Maye jhiye jhogra 

Halud phuie kalud phul 

Mamar name tagar phul. - Rabindra Sang'raha 

In this game the participant boys and girls sit in a circular round. One leader 
recites one word of the rhyme and touches the knees of a player graduc.tlly one after 

another. He even touches his own knee in the same way. The player whose knee is 

touched when the last word of the rhyme is pronounced is out of the ['.!lrtle for the next 

round of recitation and he sits on the knees. In this way when knees of all players are 

touched by the leader, the gme comes to the end. 

Rabindra Nath Tagore commented on this game in the following fashion - "I do 
not know whether the lines 'Agdum bagdum gharadum sajhe' bears any clear meaning or 
not; or if this is perversion of any other lines of a literary piece, the source is ambiguous. 
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But it is clear that a marriage procession is described the second line indicates some 

musical instrument and it is per versed generously in different texts 14 

The inner meaning of the rhyme is ambiguous for Rabindra Nath but he 
understood it is about a marriage procession. In this regard analysis of late Asutosh 
Bhattacharya is noteworthy- "until recently the marriage procession of rural aristocrats 
was the degenerated from of war procession". Because there was no difference between 
war and marriage procession when marriage by abduction was in vogue. To the first part 
of the rhyme describes a modem form war procession in a different mode. Basically it 
was the description of dome-quadruple. For example, Agdum means advance guard dome 
army, Bagdum means side guard Dome army, and Gharadum means the cavalry. 

Once this dom army guarded the western front of Bengal. The feudal king of 
Bengal like Bishnupur kingdom was in the safe hands of dome army. The medieval folk 
literature of Bengal is full of their bravery. Now they have lost their social value and 
function as well, so they are extinct in the memories of people. This is the reason why 

people fail to understand the meaningful lines and the rhyme is per versed so many 
times 15• 

CHAMRIGAME: 

The sport that played in north Bengal clearly has two sections. Historical relation 
with the first division can be seen. In the game when a brave young man stops the stick 
with stick (the first thing to play is to create a pond like a puddle, the prevent other 
players who came in the stick the come from. Eventually artificial war held, whether the 
pond should be a land for agriculture land or the state - the fight against these rights has 
come from early times, we can see his galaxies in playing leather16

• 

EKKA DOKKA GAME: 

If 'kit kit' popular game is played between girls. Then ekka-dokka also a very 
popular game. It will be very difficult to found the girls in village area who did not 
participate in this game. In this game a line has to draw on the ground for game court 
then the game starts with broken discs. The participant threw a disc by targeting a 
particular house. Then the disc that goes into which court it considered her of buying it, 
according to the rules of the game, the line should be crossed with jumping in one leg. 
After crossing all the lines, the player thrown a shingle over the several chambers where 
this shingle dropped may be occupied by the said player. The player has right to kept his 
two legs only in the occupied chamber. The game came to an end when the player able to 
occupy all the chamber. In several occasions the shingle carried for the chambers with the 
push of one leg. The players now recited some rhymes without breathing. Before the 

completion of breathing the player has to put the shingle in any chamber; failing which 

the chances passed to the next players. The opposition has no right to kept their leg to the 
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occupied chamber of others. This game may be played between two players but more 
than two players could also be partidpated. Abdul Hai who was a foremost among the 
folk game studies commented on this game, 'The interest of the game [Ekka-Dokka] 

centres round wining of rooms. The game hints at the eternal craving of a woman to build 
up a house of her own and felling of satisfaction from the fulfi lment of her desire as a 
mother- a craving hardly the characteristic of a rnan"17.In the history of human 

civilization, men were always motivated by the women to bui ld houses. The role of 
women in the house and the domination in the house is still active in thee society 18

• 

But another researcher however raised a different view in the feature of this game 

and observed the form of land system in it. According to him, 'the· Eka Do_ka game 

· consciously reflected the principal form of Bengal land system as this Bengal was fully a 
agrarian country. -The land of cultivation is the main instrument of production, when the 
population of the country was low; there were less conflict of _ownership ov~r land 

quantities. As the p.opul_ation increased the demand for cultivable land continued to 

increase. At that time, rheir land boundaries were· set off very courteously. The line 

demarcatron of Ekka-dokkar houses finely indicate that there ~e~e the fine division and 
demarcation in-the land. 19 This view of the said researcher further provoked that, for 

land related problems, nobody would have been allowed to acquire land without 
permission from owners. If it was necessary to enter the land of others alone, it would 
have to be very cautious. This is for that in Ekka Dokka one cannot enter the acquired 

land of other and if anybody wanted to enter the others land, he had jumped on the foot 
on the floor in one hand. This proved to be the ones hesitation to enter the others area. lf 
the land is purchased, it can stand on both sides as the right to enter the land.20 

For the sake of argument, if the assumption that in ekka-dokka Bengal land 

system had reflected in the limit awareness. ln· that case there will be a question of 
fertility in the context of women. As we know the assimilation of power and women so 

there was a-tradition to accumulate the women fert ility in case of agrarian production. 

similarly, the purchased land also comparable at that time with ferti lity women. If there 
was a question of physical coercion or matter of properties, naturally, there emerged a 

paternal demand in comparison to matriarchal. But basically the ekka-dokka game is 

about girls. In the case we face contradiction. Rather, the argument of Abdul hai and 
Wakil Ahmed is more acceptable- dreaming of wome~'s house, reflections of the eternal 

entity happened in this game. But with that one other context than we w0uld add. 

· The article, therefore, highlights those major areas wherein both the game and the 
practices carried out in the big farmhouses during the period of the Indus- Valley period 

seem to resemble the most, leading us to knowledge of the point the game had 

supposedly taken its origin from. It is true that on the face of the lack of concrete 

historical evidence it is difficult to establish the point but attending to the facts laid down 
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by certain historians like Piggot, Basham directs us to question the naivete and simplistic 
interpretation that the game so far received. To do justice to what has circulated as 
knowledge in the name of the game, one needs, therefore, to recover its actual historicity, 
the social and political strands with which it is entangled and enmeshed; this is, I believe, 
what the article has precisely attempted to do. The different folk games included 
Gollachut, Ekka dokka, Ekir Mikir, Chamri, Agdum bagdum, Elating Belating Sailo, etc 

however highlighted the social and cultural traditions of rural north Bengal. These games 
proved to be performed as team games more or less, so practically it helped to 
maintenance of the social relation in the several villages of North Bengal. These games 
were liberally practiced between several communities of North Bengal and proved to be 
raised as a sign of communal harmony. Though these games have now been destructed or 
disappeared the combined effect of globalization and harmonization of the rich diversity 
of world sport heritage. In this respect Dr. Sri Asutosh Bhattacharya argued in his book 
'Bangler Loko-sahitya' second part ( chora) "The identity or similarly of children's games 
through the years and the word testifies to the unity and continuity of culture, in spite of 
all the vicissitudes and vagaries of time and change and corrupting oral tradition.2
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The Economic Life of the Nashya Sheikhs of Jalpaiguri and 
Cooch Behar Districts: A Study of the Historical Perspective 

Md Nabiul Islam 1 

Abstract: 
The economic condition of the Nashyas is miserable and deplorable in compared 

to the other Muslim communities. ,Gradually under the pressure of a big culture and lack 
of consciousness their (Nashyas) ~wn culture, tradition, beliefs, rituals etc. were pushed 
to the verge of endangerment rendering them socially, economically, culturally, 
educationally extremely backward. This paper we will attempt to show the economic life 
of the Nashya Sheikhs of Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar districts. Their main occupation is 
cultivation, but cattle farming, small scale business, selling of fish, mutton, chicken etc. 
are also other source of their income. Nashyas are mostly interested in cow trading. They 
were always a subject of subjugation and hatred by the higher class Muslims. The 
literacy rate among the Nashyas, especially among the women is a matter of grave 
concern. Superstition and lack of consciousness is another impediment to the growth of 

this community. 

Keywords: Nashya Sheikh, Rajbangsi Muslim, Economic Backwordness, Jotedars, 

Masoning etc. 

Economic life of the Nashya Sheikhs: 
A big portion of the converted Muslim community in North Bengal are being 

victimised in tenns of economic stability. They could not think the alternative source of 

income within the social dieseling. Now a central question emerges that - "who are the 
Nashyas?" The Muslims who resided in Koch, Mech, Polia, and Rajbangsi societies etc. 
were basically converted in Muslims from these communities, who later on were known 

as Nashyas. It is these Nashyas who are popularly known as Nashya Sheikh. 1 
During the 

period of 13th to l 7tl' century Muslims attack occurred frequently in Kamrup, Kamtapur 
and Koch Behar. Perhaps for this might be the reasons for which Islam entered in North

Eastern part of India? The Brahmans, who were the holder and protector of the society, 
announced the indigenous peoples as a fallen group for the untouchability problem with 

Muslims. Sometimes the villages become fallen by the entrance way of Muslims 

soldiers.2 These outcaste peoples become spoiled (Nasto) and religion less. These peoples 

were compelled to convert into Islam. Still they were spoiled (Nasto) and religion less to 
the upper castes people. Gradually the word 'Nashya' had originated from the above 
mentioned term 'Nasta' as a distorted pronunciation.3 We found the name of "Panbor 
Nashya" as a recipient, fathers name "Asaru Nashya", caste Muslim from a reference of 

1 Md Nabiul Islam, UGC Research Fellow, Department of History, University of North 

Bengal. 
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document in 190l(Koch B.ehar state). Now I would like to shed light on "Sheikh". The 
word Sheikh means "Greatest". The Sufi saints like Sheikh JalaluddinTabrizi who came 
to the undivided Bengal from Afganisthan, used the word Sheikh in front of their name. 

The Nashya Muslims protested about their dishonourable title and after refusing that title 

they introduced them self as Sheikh as the disciples of"Sheikh" and used the title Sheikh. 
For an ei:cample we can say that we found the name of Mamud Sheikh whose father name 

was Tangru Nashya, caste Muslim.4 But here it's noticeable that the migrated Sheikh use 

the title Sheikh in front of their name and the Nashya used title after their name. For an 
example we can say the name of Jalaluddin Tabrazi and Piyar Mamud Sheikh. With this 

respect it may be mention that after the conversion into Islam, the Nashya Sheikh started 

ideological struggle with Sufism by the influence of Shariatism aJ?d got change their 
names and title. After changing the names like Tangru, Sandu, Domashu, Pedda, Tonda 

which belongs to Rajbansi community, they started to use the name like Hajrat, Suleman, 

Abubaquar, Osman which belongs to Arabian origin. Vis a Vis they started to refuse their 

title Nashya and also they refuse their title sheikh as the title of "Shia con1munity". They 
started to use of surnames like Rahaman, Ali, Main, Hussain, Sarkar, Islam, Ahmed, 

Uddin, Hoque, .Abedin etc. At present simultaneously they are also using their previous 

surnames.5 If we look for the answer for this, then we have_ to 'go through the 
anthropological study of the community. The similarities we. find among the people of six 

districts of North Bengal, Pumia district ofBihar and Dinajpw- and Rungpur districts of 
gangladesh with Nashya_ ·sheikh to some extent r~flect their old connection with each 

other. The Mongoloyed community and Rajbangsi community people had been living in 
this particular area. There are four kinds of people like Koch, Mech, Polia and Rajbangsi 

indigenous people. The various kind of reason were responsible for the conversation of 

huge numbers of people four community such as oppression and suppression of 
Brahmanism, social untouchably and economic and political. This process of conversion 

in Bengal continued from Sen. Period to · British period. The new . converted Muslim 

com:mun.ity wanted to prove them self as an indigenous community. Because the 
indigenous community felt themselves as a upper class within Rajbangsi society.6 

Agriculture: 

Basically agriculture is the main professi?n of this community. Till date the bulk 
of the Nashya sheikh population in the above mentioned districts are mostly depended on 

farming and agriculture. However a shift has been noticed that there is a tendency among 

the educated Nashya sheikh Muslims to lean towards Government s~:-vice. In spite of 
that agriculture is the prime source of income for this community. Now a day's-various 
kind of factor is responsible for loosing up their land. Within the' economically changing 

society a back of people who are called Nashya Sheikh Community. 

The traditional occupation of the Nashya community is agricujture. But now-a

days they depend on various occupational pursuits. In rural areas they are primarily 

cultivators, a few share-croppers and many are agticultural labourers7
• Once there was 
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many Nashya Jotedars. Once there were many rich Jotedar from Nashya Sheikh 
Community in Cooch Behar and Jalpaiguri districts, such as Meehua Doni ....... but now a 
day for various reasons they have lost their big holdings. For different monetary 
urgencies the land holding of the big and rich Nashya Sheikhs have gradually became 
fragmented. 8 A few decade back cultivation was mainly curried out through the 
conventionally means which mean that it was entirely depended on manual skill and 
organic fertilizer. Naturally the production was less in comparison with the present time. 
Now it is the scenario has been changes. Today the rich Nashya Sheikh cultivator prefers 
to used tractor, tilling machines, chemical fertilizer, genetically muted seeds in the 
farming. Contrary a mediocre and poor farmer even today follows the conventional 
technique of production. There exist various occupational groups among the Nashya 
sheikh Muslims of Cooch Behar and Jalpaiguri. In rural areas the Nashya sheikhs are 
primarily cultivators and craftsmen who produce goods and services for the public. Most 
Nashya sheikh peasants are agricultural labour and some are self cultivators.9 There are 
few a big land lords among the Nashya sheikh Muslims of this area before the period of 
independence. The Nashya sheikh contribution to Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar's 
agricultural products particularly paddy, jute and tobacco are very significant. Muslims of 
Dinhata are considered to be the best tobacco cultivators of Cooch Behar district. Beside 
cultivation, some Nashya sheikhs are engage in making agricultural tools and other 
materials of domestic use. 10 

The Nashyas living in urban areas are engaged in shop-keeping, tailoring, 
Masoning, rickshaw-pulling and blue-collar services. Women belonging to poor Nashya 
families are engaged in various economic activities. They work as agricultural labourers, 
construction workers and housemaids. Economically, the Nashya of both the rural and the 
urban areas are poor. Apart from that the another interesting feature of their income is 
their deep engagement in cow and goat trading across North Bengal especially in two 
districts i.e. Cooch Behar and Jalpaiguri11

• 

Industry: 

In general, it can be said that there is no big industries owned by the Nashya 
Sheikh community.Few decades ago, most of the people from Nashya sheikh has been 
involved with handicraft industries like Taki, Kulo, Chera etc. These handicraft articles 
are used to lead their daily life. There are so many people who used to lead their life 
depending on these small native industries. But now a day, the amount of handicraft 
workers is decreasing day by day. Few years ago, the people of Nashya Sheikh 
Community used Dheki, Sham, and Gain as to make rice from paddy. In this context 
male member of the family helped to do this beside the active participation of their 
female members. A good numbers of people were there, who has taken this job as their 
profession and they had to do this for the rich families. But now a day, the situation has 
been changed; it is hardly possible to see this technique even into someone's room at the 
villager. It is happened so because of the development of the modern techniques. Side by 
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side making net to catch fisher is also one of the techniques which few years ago were 

also present. They had used to make Net for their own. By this handmade net, people of 
Nashya sheikh community led their life keeping this job i.e Pisiculture as their 

profession. In order to do this job female were also involved with the participation of 

males. Since the time immemorial to till now, most of the people of this community has 
taken Piscultw:e as their profession. But the popularity of this profession is gettipg low 
for the development of some modem techniques. As result, this profession has lost his 

prominence and they are compelled to lead out their life works as daily labour. 12 

Trade 8nd Commerce: 

Most of the people of the Nashya Sheikh community have been i~volved with 

agricul~ure. Hence, there are small sections who are involved in trade and commerce. In 
addition those who has been with these professions are not strong share holder rath_er they 

had many small business. Among these groups, many people were involved with the 

business of Cow, Mosh and Goat. They did not able to make them profound business 
because their social framework is depending on agriculture. The businesses of Cow and 
Mosh have very influential among the Muslim ·communities because of the deep 

relationship between agricultural sectored Cow and Mosh. Because Cow and Mosh vastly 
could use for ploughing the land. In the markets of Booch Behar and Jalpaiguri, still we 
can see severally that most of the people involved with selling Cows and Moshes. Some 
important markets of the district of Jalpaiguri are - Dhupguri market ,Nathuahat, 

Jateshwar and Jaigaon.And on the other hand some front rank markets of Cooch Behar 
distric_t are Haldibari, M\athabhanga ,Sitalkuchi, Tufanganj ,Dinhata etc. Apart from 
these· regions these are also some places outside the state of west Bengal such as Bihar, 

Uttarpradesh, and Jharkhand with who's the native inhabitants of Cooch Behar and 

Jalpaiguri district maintained their business. 13 

Apart from these businesses, the people of Nashya Sheikh Community.are also 

attached with some other business like paddy, Jute, Potato, Oil, Betel-Nut, Tobacco etc. 

A good number_ of people of Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar though attached with these 
professions th.eir amount are low in comparison to other communities. Thesy small 

businessmen sell their good to the big mahajanas for their small profit. They are forced 

to sell their goods not ke·eping into store because they have the luckiness of capital. 
Hence, highest profit on these goods comes only by the big mahajans. Because they 
stores +the goods and in later when the crisis arise they sells their stored goods to the 

market. Besides these business there is one another business called betel-nut which is 
quite popular not only among the communities ofNashya Sheikh but other communities 

also. In most of the cases through this business, people get huge : benefit. The 

businessman buys the betel-nut and then boils these and at the end they export their 
goods outsides the districts and even outside of west Bengal for the shake to make more 
benefit. Here also the producers of the betel-nut also to make less benefit than the big 

mahajans (or businessmen). The maximum benefit from this business got by the big 
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marwaris of Dhupguri region. The people of the villagers apart from doing such business 
are also involved with some other business like keeper of small shops, mudikhana and the 
shop of different type ofvegetables. 11 

Labours: 

Most of the people of the Muslim community are poor and agriculture is their 
main profession. Till the end of 7°1 decades of the 20th century, there was no alternative 

profession than the agriculture among the Muslim communities. During this time most of 

the people were the daily labow· that had worked on land. During the time of sixth-7th 

decades, the value of daily labow· was one rupee for I kilogram rice. It was applicable for 
both Hindu and the Muslim communities. In the later period, the value of the money 

decreased but one kilogram rice as the value for one day labour remained unchanged. The 
daily labour work was seasonal. The duration of the work was from the sunshine to 
sunset. Main works that they are used to do are - ploughing land, Nirani, Bona, Koda/er 

Kaj, Jute cutting, Paddy cutting, soil digging etc. They were used to wear share and 

frequently it was not possible to recognize that who are the Hindu and who are the 
Muslims. There dress up and language is same. Without wearing shaya ( lower long 

innerwear) and blouse (upper innerwear). They were to do their word outside their own 

house. If someone makes rice from paddy of IO Ki lo gram then he/she had to pay 3 poya 
or I Kilogram rice. The female of the Muslim Comm unity also forced to do so service for 
the share to maintain their economic situation of the family. As that were uneducated, 
they had no knowledge of family plan that is why until and unless has to give birth of the 
child. This has made a very horrible situation in the society, although there were no 
restrictions provided by the authority of the village. 15 

Most of the people of the Nashya Sheikh Community of Jalpaiguri and Cooch 
Behar districts are labours. During the period of the second half of the 20th century many 

families had huge amount of land. But through the passes of time this situation has been 

changed. And most of them lost their stable economic identity. The lack of education and 

social consciousness were played a pivotal role behind this unorganized and static 
situation. As a result they migrated from the village to the towns in order to search for 
work.16 After being jobless they have arrived to different towns and they forced to take 

the work of ricksaw poller, some works as the servant to some rich families and some 
people are also involved with the small shopkeeper. Thus the people of this community 
fulfilled the needs of the increasing demand oflabour class. During the recent time, a few 

number of tea garden getting stopped in which generally the tr ibal people involved. As a 
result the tribal people are migrate everywhere outside the tea garden in searching work 

and people who used to work at different towns or place for the work like house 
construction etc have become jobless. By this situation they started to migrate outside the 

state such as Gujrat, Kerala, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh etc. Still many young people 

from Nashya sheikh and Rajbanshi community are migrate to other states. It is not only 
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confined with the district of Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar but also some other regions of 
Assam also. A woman of the Nashya sheikh helps men in the work ~f agriculture. 17 

Service: 

The numbers of the Government service holder among the Nashya Sheikh 
.communities are very less in comparison to other communities. Because in the field of 

Education, the representation of the people of Nashya Sheikh Commu~ty are very few. 

On the major important factor behind this static situation was they keep ~heir traditional 
identity as the farmer and as they involved in th~ agricultural activities the~ had no 
profound economic condition to take the further studies. It is very shameful to say that 

still they remain as the believer on some tradit,ional ·superstitions belief. What will .be the 
benefit to take higher studies? As they are the ·sons of the farmer so they· are bave ·to take 

agriculture as their profession. 18 Even if we look after into the modem situation we can 

easily find out this situation among the people of Nashya Sheikh Community. Thjs 

situation can severally seen not only in the cases in Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar Districts 
but alos in other regions. There are very few candidates who got the Governments service 

as the representative of Nashya Sheikh Community. For insmn~e. , fe½'. names of the 

people of the Nashya Sheikh Ccommuruty who got the Government service are as 
follow- Abdul Karim of Duramari (Retired serviceman of Govemmet H6spi~al. in -Group
D), Aminur Rahaman of Deomali (Retired Teacher of Primary School ), Jogbar Rahaman 

of Dhupguri(Retired High School Teacher), Hyder Ali of Deomali(Retired high School), 
Musaraf Karim of Duramari(Ritired Primary Teacher), Bakkas Rahman of 

Kalirhat(Retired High School Teacher), Shahinsa Hossain of Saptibari(High School 

Teacher), Karim Rahman ofNathua Hat(High School Teacher), Raju Rahamn of Nathua 
Hat ( High School Teacher), Maminul Islam ofDuramari (Uttar Banga Unnayan Parshad
Group-D ), .Rafik Hossain of Deomali(G.P. Sahayak), Mainul Haque of Deomali(lndian 

Army), Mumin Islam or Dhupguri(Municipality), Rinku Islam of Nathua Hat (Assam 

Rjffle), Bapi Islam ofDuramari (Indian Army), and many others. 19 

There hardly possible to find out the woman candidates of Nashya Sheikh 
Community in the sector of Government service. The main reasons are that they are 

usually did not get good chance to take their education. In this context it is to say that the 
policies and regulations implemented by the Government authority are not sufficient or 

adequate to eradicate this static condition. They do not feel comfortable in this sector as 

their social condition and the consciousness of civil ·society are not notable. Although 
there are some candidates who are able to take Higher studies as they lives in town or 
such proper location. Butthe situation has been different in the case of villages. Here it 

can be say from one of the Government field study that, some Muslim women who are 

involve with as Mahi la Sasthya Karmies are as foll0w- Saphiya ~hatun of Nathua Hat, 
Meherrunnisa ofNathua Hat , Merina Begam of Duramari, Shiuli Begam of Dhupguri, 
Shahanaj Begam of Dhupguri, Anjuma Begam of Dawkimari and many others. Apart 

from this report some Muslim women School Teachers of Dhupguri Block are Maheda 
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Banu of Deomali, She was the First woman of Nashya Sheikh community who got the 
School service job in 2007 under SSC. In later time after reservation of OBC-A category 

by the Government of West Bengal, some more Nashya Sheikh Muslim women able to 
get the job under SSS i.e. School service Commission .. Among them some names are 
Beauti Begam of Dhupguri, Suriya I3egam of Dhupgun. Aruti Parvin of Dhupguri, in 
2013. 1n the present situation it is needless to say that after making reservation in the 

Government services for the OBC-A communities like Nashya Sheikh it is quite easier to 
get Government Service than earlier. Both in the cases of Male and Female ofNashya 
Sheikh community, the present situation in the sector of Government service are being 

changed.20 

Most common occupation pursuits of the Nashya sheikh living urban areas are; 
medium or petty businesses, hawking, tailoring, driving, Masoning, binding, packing, 

mechanical works, electrical works, leather and rubber works, bakery, crafts work, riska 
pulling and low grade services at organize and unorganised sectors of Jalpaiguri and 
Cooch Behar.21 

Quite a number importance services are rendered by the Nashya sheikhs living in 
urban and rural areas of this two districts, which are either their traditional or non
traditional occupations. The most famous Nashya sheikh Muslims occupational groups in 
this area are cotton carders, bearing makers, butchers, tailors, mechanics, electricians, 

mason etc. The Nashya sheikhs have a monopolistic control over the trade of cattle, hide 

and bone. Garage wining and repairing of motor vehicles is specially monopolized by the 
Muslims. Nashya sheikhs in substantial numbers are seen involved in leather works. The 

function of the Nashya sheikhs named Dhu11ia (cotton carder) and Darji (trailors) deserve 
special mention. Several specialized items of decoration are also made by Nashya sheikhs 

who are mostly used in pujas and other festivals. Nashya sheikhs are considered as expert 
in mechanical works, electrical works, and masonry and colouring activities.22 

TABLE-1.1 

Occoputional Condition of Nashya sheikJ1 Muslims in Cooch Behar and Jalpaiguri 
Districts 

A) 

B) 

C) 

D) 

Occupation Percentage 

Agricultural labow· - 52% 

Marginal unskilled labour- 26% 

Bargadar, small famour- 17% 

Solvent groups including service- 5% 

Total 100% 

Source: Occoputional Condtition of Nash ya sheikh Muslims as per survey report: 
Anagrasar Muslim Sangram Samiti (U.B).23 
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A survey was conducted by the Anagrasor Muslim Sangram Samiti Mancha and 

the data were placed before the commissions. The said sample survey' was conducted 

among the Mus li~s covering a few maujas located in Cooch Behar and jalpaigurri 
districts. Total populatioin cover was 6471. Data represent reveal that 7.29% of the 

sample population were employed in government services. Of the total sample population 
' , 

52% survived as 'agricultural labourers' and 26% were 'marginal farmers'. The Bargadar 

or small Farmars 17% and 5% were Solvent groups including Service.24 

· According to the West Bengal Commission for Backward classes Report- 8, the 
economic condition of Cooch Behar and Jalpaiguri district in general of this classes is not 

at_all satisfactory. Most of them are very poor and 35% of the population lived bdow the 
poverty line. It has been submitted that they mostly pursue the lower graded profession as 

agricultural labour, cultivator, ricksaw pooler, mason, unski lled day-labour, craftsmen 

etc. There females are also completed to work in the field to assist in the running their 

families. As per their submission only 5% of them own land mostly below the ceiling, 

20% have their own land below the ceiling and work in others'-land also, 20% are share 

cropper and about 50% service as agricultural labourers. Only 5% of them are engage in 

businesses; petty fam ily businesses 3% and small trader /,businessman 2%.25 

In field of Government employment the historically pathetic situation of Muslims 

did not change much even today. As per a non-Government statistics covering India from 

1970 to 1980. 

TABLE-1.2 
Occupational percentages of Nashya Sheikh Muslims in various sectors 

Occupation - Percentage of Muslims 

Doctor 2.~% 

Engineer 2.0% 

I.A.S. 2.86% 

I.P.S. 2.00% 

Income Tax Officer 3.06% 

I st Grade State Level officer 3.3% 

Bank 2.18% 

Private corporation 4.08% 

Project on Low Interest 3.76% 

Direct of Government Sponsored 1.8% 

Sources: Rahaman, Bazlay, Mondal Kamishaner Report O Uttar Banger Muslim Samaj, 

Anagrasar Muslim Sangrami Mancha, Uttar Banga, 1996, p. 26. 
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Additionally national per head income is 4.147(all India level). The per head 
income among Muslims is 5% lower than this. Their financial capability is down by 20-
25%.26 

Due to lack of adequate education among them, their representation 'services are 
also very significant'. The percentage with regard to doctors, engineers', chartered 
accountants, other professionals etc from their class is almost 'Nil '. 27 

In recent timers there has been a considerable change in above set pattern wining 
to increase of these districts populations due to ongoing migration of outside people, 
especially the immigrant population of East Pakistan (now Bangladesh). The emerging 
situation has mostly affected the virtual monopoly of the Muslims in those trade and 
occupations.28 

For various reasons, the educated middle class has not been properly developed 
among the Nashya sheikhs of present areas. Since the content of middle class among 
them each significantly very small the Muslim do not figure in any significant number 
either in white colour jobs or in political and administrative matters of the Jalpaiguri and 
Cooch Behar. There are only micro scopes few Nashya sheikhs who are known to be 
higher status service holder. They are least organize and their commitment to their 

society is very significant. There is no reputed Nashya sheikh entrepreneur in Cooch 
Behar and Jalpaiguri. It is to be noted here that accepting a very small section, majority of 
the Muslim are self employed and they engage in economic activities of marginal nature. 
A simple survey of ricksaw poolers of Cooch Behar and Jalpaiguri town reveal that 
seventy percent of ricksaw-walas of the town were of Nashya sheikh community. 29 

The Muslims are the largest Minority Commw1ity in India and Bengal they 
constitute nearly twenty-three percent of the total population of the state. For various 

reasons Muslims in general are a traditional and Conservative community. The economic 
backwardness of the Muslims and their problems of modernization and change offer an 
interesting area of social science research. A study of nature and character of the Muslim 
social Mechanism of this community inhabiting various parts of the subcontinent but in 
the present case it is confined to the Muslims of Koch Behar and Jalpaiguri in West 
Bengal.30 
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Malaria in Jalpaiguri: The History of an Epidemic Disease from 
1869-1947 

Monoranjan Sarkar1 

Abstract: 

This article is aimed to examine the spread of malaria disease and its socio-environment 
impact in the tea plantations area of Jalpaiguri dis'tric_t in colonia_l India. In recent times 

there are so many scholars who have studied the environment and health of colonial 

Bengal, unfortunately, missed Jalpaiguri as their study area or though mentioned only an 
or few lines on it. Hence present article proposes to examine a df!tailed study in this 

theme. The source materials are exclusively collected from the different literary texts, 

reports, statistical accounts etc. composed by the colonial officers and that of 'the 
indigenous writers; some of the original sources of have been collected from the officials 

of different Tea Estates and West Bengal State Achieves. · 

Keywords: environment, ecology, malaria disease, society, common people. 

Introduction 

Malarfa disease is well known since the ancient period. It is referred to by the 
early Greek and Roman writers. Hippocrates in the 5th century B.C. distinguished fever in 
which a rise of temperature occurred daily from those which showed a tertian or quartan 
periodically. As is done in modem times, India's acquaintance with it can be dated back 
to the Vedic Period. A description of it is found in one of the oldest Hindu Tantras- the 
Ayurved9. In this ancient system of medical science, a connection between malaria and 

mosquitoes is shown. Mention of 'Makshak ' (mosquito) and their contribution to disease 
are found in the works of Charaka and Susruta- two famous exponents of Ayurveda. The 
early Indian physician, Susrata, who lived in the 5th century A.D., described a fever 
which often began with shivering and passed off with sweating, which tended to recur at 
fixed intervals and was followed by a severe physical weakness of the victim. In the 
Charaka Samhita, this type of tertian or quartan ague is said to have originated from the 
aggravation of the three basic elements of the body, 'Vayu', ' Pitta' and ' Sleshma' and 
caused by also some ' Aganuka' or external -factors, by which he might have tried to mean 
insect or mosquito bites. 1 

• 

1 Mo11ora11ja11· Sarkar, UGC Research Fellow, Department of History, University of North 
Bengal. 
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The study of rhe history of colonial health in India has been widely discussed 

0ver the past two decades. There has been a series of study by Punam Bala, Nandim 
Saradindu Bhattachar)a, BiS\\amay Pati and Mark Harrison, Madhun Sharma, Gagandip 

Cheema, ArabinJa Samanta on thi5 theme. The above-said researchers have widely 

discussed Health and Medic.u,c:s. cut the ies-:archers did not give special attention to 
1'!orth Bengal, espcciallj abuut mal..11 ia, they have overlooked an impo,tant district town 

i.e., Jalpaiguri and the effect of malaria, the reaction of the government and the people of 

the district which consisted of divisional town and tea gardens, this article tries to focus 

on the spread of malaria in the district to the town of Jalpaiguri disease and the 
consequences of the measures adopted by the Government as well as peoples reaction. 

Location, Geography, and Climate: 

The name Jalpaiguri is derived fro11i Jalpai. (an olive tree), and Guri, (a place); it 

means, therefore, the place of the olive trees.2 The Jalpaiguri district as an administrative 

unit was formed in Januar)- 1869 b) the British administrators. The five police stations of 
Rangpur, namely Boda, Panchagarh, retuliya. Pargram, and Debiganj, were joined with 

the annexed Western Dooms (Westet n Dooars \\'as;; annexed by the British after the 

Anglo-Bhutanese war in 1865) to form the district Jalpaiguri. 1t was bounded by Purnea 

district of Bihar and Da1jeeling district on the West; on the north by the Himalayan 

Kingdom of Bhutan and some part of the Dmjecl ing district; on the south by the districts 

of Rangpur, Dinajpur and Princely State of Koch Bihar; on the East Goalpara district of 
Assam and some parts of Koch Bihar. 

It claimed that th1:. diseases contracted in Daijceling could be compared favorably 

even with relation to Europe· 'Rheumatism: is every,\ here a tedious disorder, and it is not 

uncommon at Darjeeling. [ts general duration is less than in Europe.' And invariably so 
in relation to the ·pla111s': ·when contracted bclo\,, it would be relieved by removal to 

this climat1.:.' The crucial point invoked in favour of its reputation as a site for 

comalescence was its suitability inr specifically European constitutions weakened by 

debility in the tropical climate: The influence of the dimate on persons enjoying a 

moderate degree of health is quite as satisfying as it is 111 cases of diseases. In India, there 

are many persons who c,m be called neither ill nor well: who are troubled with 

... occasional fevers .. indigestion ... who arc obliged to take a good deal of care of 

themselves, and yet are abk to pursue their ordinary avocations. Perhaps almost every 

European in Indic1 is more or less in this condition. 

Through topograrhical surveys and accounts of the physiological and 

pathological effects of 'warm ciimates·, India was defined as an exotic space, a 

dangerous and unfamiliar place, large!) unsuited, even in the 'temperate ' hill-stations, 

for permanent white settlement. Although necessarily obeying the same 'universal' laws 

as in Curope, a disease in India appe1red to 
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Function in unfamiliar or extreme ways. The theory and practice of medicine had, 

accordingly, to admit to local 'modifications' and these at times opened up a significant 

gulf between colonial and metropolitan medical science.3 

S.P. James, the IMS officer deputed to the Commission, reported, 'as we 
proceeded from Calcutta through the plains of Bengal to the district known as the 

Dooars, ... The endemic _indices gradually increased from nil in Calcutta to as high as 

seventy-two percent in the Dooars' . Thus, in the very first scientific report on malaria in 

the Dooars, the importance of its location was emphasized. The report underlined the fact 

that anophelines were of various kinds; on this trip, the Commission discovered two new 

species of anopheles in the Dooars, which they had not encountered elsewhere in lndia. 

Malaria could no longer unambiguously be linked with either sanitary conditions or 

climatic fluctuations: 

'From Calcutta to Dooars the places were under practically identical Conditions, 

similar climatic influences, a uniform high temperature, an abundant rainfall and much 

surface water. In Calcutta, however, we had abundant A.Ross ii and no malaria, and in the 

Dooars a relatively small - number of A.Fluviatilis and a large amount of malaria'.4 

Emerged as the site of tea plantations, claimed for the most part from forests 

interspersed with villages where small communities of Meches and Garos who practiced 

shifting cultivation and herded buffaloes, while a few villages had a settied population of 
Rajbanshis and Meches who cultivated paddy. In 1864 the first Conservator of Forests in 

Bengal was appointed. In the next few decades, several plans for the management and 

consolidation of the forests of Dooars for timber were drawn up and executed. The 
Western Dooars was very much unhealthy and certain diseases, especially malaria, a 

black water fever raged there. But as it said earl ier that the tea planters were very much 

preferred the area as it was climatically suitable for tea plantation. The high rainfall at 

180 inches and red loamy soil of the Dooars were the perfect combinations for the growth 

of tea. Dr. Brougham, who had started Dhutaria Garden in Darjeeling in 1859, launched a 

garden at Gazoldoba in 1874, the first tea garden in Jalpaiguri. After that garden was set 

up at Fulbari and Bagrakot and by 1876, 13 gardens had oeen brought into be'ing in the 

district. 5 

In 1906, a number of planters in the Dooars died of blackwater fever, which was 

Associated with malaria in some form. One estimate put casualties in 1906 to ten percent 
of the resident European planting population. J.A. Milligan, the settler11ent officer then 

engaged in the revenue settlement and survey of the district, noted that one of his first 

duties on arriving in Jalpaiguri in 1906 was to attend the funeral of a planter, and that 

'this experience was repeated at sho1t intervals-during the fall of that dreadful year 1906'. 
According to him, this was the turning point from a situation where the 'intensely 

malarias climate ... was accepted with resignation by the inhabitants, Europeans and 

Indians alike .... The planters now petitioned the Government for a thorough assessment 

of malaria and blackwater fever in the Dooars. 
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There was a proverb about Jalpaiguri district as the area of water jungle, 

"Jal, Jola Bhumi, Jangal, 

Ei Tinoi Jalpaiguri Amangal" 

( Free English Translation: Water, wasteland, and forest; these three are regarded as the 
evil of Jalpaiguri)6 

Malaria: as an epidemic 

Colonial health in India Malaria is one of the mainJy discussed in the history of 

science, due to which the environment has been asked to emphasize the importance of the 
environment. After the death of famine in Bangladesh, cholera and malaria epidemics 

were seen, which helped to develop negative notions in Bengali colonies. It was also 

considered acceptable for malaria disease. In 1840 James Taylor's report on Dhaka's 
emphasis was given to the environmental factors of malaria. Malaria occurs in September 

when the annual flood decreases and ends in November. Historians have mentioned a 

sociological importance of the incidence of malaria disease. In the report of the provincial 
sanitary commissioner in Bengal from 1871-1872, every decade of the census was given 
a detailed description of the malaria effect of malaria. Not only did mala1ia bring death 

but it was harmful in other ways. According to the Sanitary Commissioner of Bengal in 
1889, the reason for the death of three-quarters of Bangladesh's death was malaria fever, 
which caused the death of nearly one million people annually. 

In the early sixties, when outbreaks of epidemic fever first attracted serious 
attention in Bengal, the occurrence of the disease was ascribed to the construction of 
embankments. The chief exponent of this theory was Raja Digambar Mittra, the Indian 

Member of the first committee appointed by Government in 1863 to inquire into the 
causes of the epidemic. From time to time, a great number of other outbreaks were 
attributed to similar causes. In a report on the epidemic fever submitted to Government 
by the Commissioner of the Presidency Division in 1874, the following passage occurs:-

"The other cause to which defective drainage may fairly be attributed is 
embankments. Babu Digambar Mittra has laid much stress on this, but it is still a moot 
point. Many professional engineers are of opinion that railways and roads have nothing, 

or next to nothing, to do with the fever. But T find something in this division to support 
the other view. Dr. Elliot names Muhammadpur as the first place where the epidemic 
broke out with virulence. Inquiry shows that the great outbreak there was in 1836, and 

not 1824 or 1825, though there may possibly have been two outbreaks. However this may 

be, it is stated that it c:-oke out while the Jessore and Faridpur high road was being carried 
through the village. It seems possible that the very severe fever that prevailed in 
Belghuria, just north of Calcutta, nearly every year, may have owed its origin to the 

railway embankment. It used in old days to be a very thriving place, but since then it has 

become desolate and uncared for ... The south suburban town suffers every year from a 
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devastating fever in the months of October, November, December, and January, and the 
people attribute this to the escape of water being prevented by the Diamond Harbour 
Road."7 

Another outbreak had previously been reported during the construction of the 

Northern Bengal and North Western Bengal Railways. Fever became intensely prevalent 
from 1896 onwards in Nowgong during the construction of the Assam-Bengal Railway 
from Gauhati to Lumding. Recent observations have shown on numerous occasions that, 
following the construction of embankments, there is a very great local extension of 
malaria on both sides of the embankment, accompanied by a rise in the local mortality, an 

increase in the proportion of fever cases and fever deaths and a rise in the spleen index.8 

The occurrence of outbreaks of malaria in association with the construction of 
embankments has never been disputed, ~d the observation in regard to the sudden 

increase of the spleen index in the neighborhood of these embankments is conclusive. But 

the manner in which embankments bring about this admitted increase of malaria requires 
being made clear, in order that adequate steps may be taken to remedy the condition and 

to prevent the further extension of the evil.9 

Until the discovery of Malaria injections by Ronald Ross, there were two 
methods of suppressing malaria: Due to slow evaporation of wetlands, dip etc. and the 
use of q1,1inine prepared from second antidote drug such as a syringe bark. By 1900, the 

drainage system was introduced in major cities of India. Quinine powder was distributed . . . 
among government medical departments and from there to others. Quinine is consid~rcd 
an important weapon of empire. Of course, it was not always a very successful weapon 
and it had many side effects as a drug. Ronald Ross Anopheles was diagnosed with the 

malaria virus, and a new reaction was seen in the entire area of the population. Ross and 
his followers to improve mosquito brigade and drainage system to control malaria 

mosquitoes, cleanse wetlands etc. Many British medical officers emphasized above the 

Quinine people. In 1911, the Government of India's Sanitary Commission was appointed 

by C.P. Lukisd. He emphasized the need for scientific research as well as to improve the 
health of the system. Imperial Malaria Conference was organized in Simla in October 

1909. The Central Malaria Committee was established after this. The most important 

research work of the Indian Research Fund Association (IRFA), established in 1912, was 
surrounded by malaria Malaria was an obstacle Lo the development of the colonial 
government at this time. In the first year, 35,500 rupees were paid to lor<i.l governments 

for monitoring anti-malaria activity by the IRF A. What is in Bangladesh according to 

Bentley Sanitary Commissioner and Public Health Director, the 20th century was 

responsible for the virulence of malaria. The construction of the road was damaged due to 

water drainage. Agriculture and health deteriorated and the villagers have attacked almost 

malaria 

According to many scholars observe, colonial period malaria was man-made 

malaria; That is, due to the so-called progressive task of construction of roads and 
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railways and construction of river dams etc. The state's efforts to distributing quinine 

were hardly subsumed by epistolary networks. The 'pike-packets' enabled a flexible 
'system' , which could enlist, whenever required, a variety of familiar figures including 

forest officers, police constables on beat patrol, released convicts, 'respectable shop
keepers', stallholders, railway stationmasters at 'small roadside stations', vaccination 
establishments, dispensaries, indigo and tea planters, political agents to the native states, 
patels of villages, salt licensees, village headmen, schoolmasters and chowkidars.21 Such 
arrangements of governing a 'thing - in-motion', it appears, conjured-up fetishist 
intimacies between quinine and the ' people' inhabiting the interiors.22 Quinine was thus 
projected as compatible with the prevailing bonds of a shared language, locality, 

community and the rhythms of daily life. Apart from resulting in such a communalization 

of quinine, exigencies of circulation reconfigured some of its physical attributes. 

While quinine changed hands during the cow·se of circulation, the government 

adopted a series of measures to protect its promised 'purity'. These measures, in tum, 
reconstituted some of government quinine's physical features. To distinguish it from 
allegedly adulterated versions available in the bazaars, for instance, most of the quinine 

manufactured by the government in Madras was coloured pink from 1893 to 1904.23 

Besides, a variety of government stamps, i.e. a seal of the 'royal arms' or a seal bearing 
the mark of the packing factory, was attached upon firmly closed covers or a certificate 
endorsing the quality of the drug were enclosed in the packets to guarantee purity of the 

product.24 Further, a network of post officials, chemical analysts, police inspectors and 

legal clauses appear to have been in place to detect, report, investigate, convict and 
punish acts of fraud in relation to quinine.25 However, the image of ' quinine' as a 

profitable commodity seems to have excited the imaginations of a range of players in 

marketplaces across British India, despite such networks. 10 

The District is situated to the south of the Darjeeling Tarai and the Bhutan hills, 

and is well known to be unhealthy; in eight out of the ten years ending 1901, it figured 

among the six districts with the highest mortality from fever in the province of Bengal. 

The mean ratio of births for ten years from 1893 to 1902 was 31.31 per I 000 and of 
deaths 31.74 per 1000; the figures for 1907 were births 39.72 and deaths 34.33 per 1000. 

The difference is partly due to improved registration, but the registration of vital statistics 
is still far from accurate, particularly in the tea garden areas, the heavy rains and many 
unabridged rivers making it difficult for the chukanidars to report regularly at the police 

stations. 

The Tista river divides the Jalpaiguri district into a western or moderately 

malaria's tract and an eastern or intensely malaria's region. The latter, known as the 

Western Dooars, has an evil reputation for malaria. The test of the malarial intensity of 

any region is the percentage of children of from two to ten years of age who have malaria 

parasites in their blood; the figure representing this percentage is termed the malarial 

endemicity index or shortly the endemic index. The figures given in the margin show the 
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endemic indices of five places in the district as asce1tained in 190 I; subsequent inquiries 
made in 1907 prove that even these figures are too low and that the true endemic indices 

are from 10 to 20 percent higher. 11 

Table: I 

Percentage of the malarial intensity in some regions of Jalpaiguri 

Jalpaiguri 16 

Mainaguri 25 

Rangamati 43 

Nagaisuri 55 

Nagrakat 72 

[Source: Gruning, John F., 'Eastern Bengal and Assam District Gazetleers Jalpaiguri ', 
N.L. Publishers, Siliguri, 2008 (First Publication, The Pioneer Press, Allahbad] 

The table, however, shows with fair accuracy the risk to which immigrants into the 

district are exposed. It wi II be seen that the degree of ihfection varies greatly. 

The rate of Mortality in Jalpaigu ri district 

The intensely malarious climate of the Western Dooars was accepted with 

resignation by the inhabitants, European and Indian alike, as an inevitable part of their 

environment. The death rate must have been enormous, and few, if any, escaped that 

weakening of the constitution and the impaired vitality which prolonged saturation with 

malaria inevitably produces. Every officer, who has been in charge of survey and ·similar· 

operations in the Dooars, has testified to the prejudicial effect of malaria on-time progress 

of his work. O'Donel, Beckett, Hodson, Sunder have all the same tale to tell. In 1888 
Colonel Bo.ileau wrote as follows: "The known unhealthiness of the country cannot be 

ignored. Experience of fi ve years of tea land survey establishment has shown that a large 

proportion of the men employed fal l ill during both the early and the latter part of the 

held season and about two amines in ten die every year or leave the country unfit for 

more hard work" a very noteworthy feature of the local malaria is that it is most deadly 

to new comers even when they come from places with a high malarial endemicity, and as '-

my staff of amins each year contained very few men who had experi 0 nced a previous 

season in the district, each cold weather witnessed a breakdown of the survey programme 

owing to enormous casualties amongst men of all ranks, but especially amins. As this 

initial epidemic wore off, the hope which springs eternal in the breast of a Settlement 

Officer made me optimistic about retrieving the lost time. But as Hackett wrote in 1872 
"After the month of March the Dooars are very unhealthy but we had to stay 'out much 

longer than that." So did we much longer; in fact, we had to be out the whole year round 

after the first year or two, as otherwise no programme would ever have been completed. 
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Among the Europeans of who over 200 resided in the Dooars, the incidence of 
malaria is very high. Visitors to the district, no matter what the season, usually suffer 
fro01 the disease from one to three weeks after their arrival. Residents of only a year or so 
and those recently returned from furlough are to repeated attacks of fever, while those of 
longer standing are extraordinarily subject to the liver, biliousness, and dyspepsia, the 
frequent sings of masked malaria. it is not surprising, therefore, that the invaliding and 
death rates among Europeans in the Dooars are abnormally high; the mortality among 
this community which consists almost entirely of strong adults in their prime, ranging 
from 20 to over 75 per 1000, as compared with a death rate of 7 per 1000 for the whole of 
European population of India. The high malaria incidence and the resulting sickness and 
mortality is not due merely to accident or chance but is the direct outcome of the 
extraordinary prevalence of malarial infection among the general native population of the 
Dooars. In this time investigation, which has been carried on since July 1907, has shown 
that the commonly held opinion regar~ing_ the extreme unhealthiest of the Doo~s is well 
founded. So far the inquiry has been confined mainly to the tea-gardens, which find 
employment for more than 150,000 persons and probably support a much greater total 
population. Among these people, malaria is present to an extraordinary degree. 15

. 

The reaction of the Government 

Questions aroused that how did the government react· to the applying specter of 
death and disaster caused by malaria? This apparently simple question defiles an easy 
answer. The ·colonial government was not a monolithic entity. Nor did its attitude re.main 
constant over nearly one hundred twenty years covered by this study. The initial response 
of the government was palliation rather than prevention. Therefore, steps were taken to 
afford some relief The government appointed native doctors and distributed medicine 16 

by the beginning of 1870, the government chalked out a scheme for medical relief to the 
ailing districts. Each district, was divided into circles to which medical aid was afforded. 

It sent medicines and doctors to hospitals and dispensaries already in existence. In some 
cases, it strengthened the medical establishment with equipment required. It also founded 
new dispensaries and four hospitals. The expenses were however met in some cases from 
special funds and in others from general, r~sources such as local donations . and· 

subscriptions. It was rarely supplemented b/the revenues of the state. 17 According to a 
government announcement on 3rd May 1887, the Jalpaiguri District Board was formed. 
District Border contribution to public health and medical conditipns in the city and rural 
areas of the district was undeniable. In 1918, charitable were further improved in places 
such as Boda, Panchangarh, Malabar, Samuktala, lentulia, Rajganj, etc. In 1937, the 
District Board established the Public Health Laboratory in Jalpaiguri town and from 
1938; the Laboratory was set up in the laboratory to prevent the outbreak of an epidemic. 

Apart from this,_ the district board recommended various types of antioxidants, such as 
the use of mosquito for the protection of mosquitoes, the use of quinine for malaria, and 
the use of incense burners to remove Moses in the evening, destroy the mosquito eggs in 

closed water. 
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It is difficult to give a realistic impression of the wretched condition under which our 

work annually dragged to it weary close. Officers and Kanungos and mohurrirs and 
anims, an average of 30 percent, down with fever and all the others suffering from that 
depression of spirits and loss of energy which are the aftermath of a course of malarial 

attacks lived in tents or leaky Bashas throughout the steamy days of sunshine and the 

weeks of torrential driving rail. It was a wretched life and the wonder to me was that 
work ever was fini shed at all. Our death rate was very high and the numbers who went 

away with broken health were enormous. lt is significant that in all the other settlement to 
I 

which they were subsequently distri buted many Jalpaiguri Kanungos were at first 
stigmatized as very inferior. But after the change of cl imate had allowed them to recoup 

their health that stigma was in most cases expunged. Again and amin inspecting officers 

commented most unfavorably on the personnel of my stall, but it was the environment, 

which had reduced them to what they were that ought to have been the subject of 

unfavorable comment. What say Christopher and Bentley in their report on Malaria in the 

Dooars"? " A marked feature of the chronic malaria subject 19 a characteristic apathy, 

and it is easy to understand that when, as is very frequently the case, time percentage of 

haemoglobin fall to below 25 percent of the normal, the subject becomes apathetic, 
unwilling to work and there commences the vicious cycle that often ends in death." 12 

The greatest mortality is caused by fevers, the death rate from which was 31.94 
per 1000 in 1907 out of a total death rate of 34.33 per 1000. Malaria is prevalent all the 

year round but is most intense during and after the rains. The types of malaria found in 

the district are simple te1tian, malignant tertian, quartan fever and the deadly blackwater 
fever. Mixed infections and double infections of the same parasite often make it difficult 

to recognize the variety from the temperature chart, but a careful record will usually show 

which variety is present. The cycle of simple tertian fever is 48 hours and the fever 

occurs every third day. The malignant tertian has a cycle of from 24 to 48 hours and the 
fever occurs every other day or more commonly dai ly. The quartan parasite has a cycle of 

72 hours and the fever paroxysm occurs every fourth day. 13 

Table: II 
Mortality in the seven districts of North Bengal in the year 1886. (Ratio per mile) 

~ 

Jalpaiguri 31.01 

Pabna 27.68 

R~gpur 27.12 

Rajshahi 24.86 

Dinajpur 23.92 

Bogra 22.2 1 

Darjeeling 16.35 

[Source: Nineteenth Annual Report of the Sanitary Commissioner for Bengal for the year 1886.14] 
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The changing policy of the government towards the epidemic fever in colonial 
Bengal may be summed up the three phases. I. the government initiated a programme of 
pruning trees and jungles. 2. the state-sponsored sanitation measures. 3. it sent relief in 
the forn1 of food, medical aids and doctors to the affected villages. Coming to the 
question of jungle cleaning, it arguably required the huge deployment of men and money. 
The government sought to solve the problem of money by taking recourse to a 

compulsory subscription from the villagers. Tn most cases, government officials would 
call the important people of large and well-to-do villages and threatened to invoke penal 
laws unless there was an improvement in the condition of the vi llages by self-help. The 

officers would then recommend them to raise a contribution sufficient for the proper 
cleansing of the village, "both as a means of benefitting themselves and avoiding the 

possibility of being subjected to the Penal Law" 18 

Many Englishmen had come to believe that this was their primary role in India. 
But the actual reason was to hegemonies the colonial rule over the natives. And in the 
case of Jalpaiguri regarding diseases, the river Tista bifurcate the district into two types 

of malarial territories- the western or moderately malarias zone and the eastern or 
intensely malarias region. The later known as the Western Dooars was severely 
destructed by malaria. Jalpaiguri town representing the western region was a moderately 

malarias zone. But the other part of the Dooars was the den of malaria and the index 

repeatedly rose until it reached its maximum at Nagrakata. Those malaria fevers were 
caused due to the decomposition of the rank vegetation which grew immensely far and 

wide in the district. They were generally found during the beginning and end of the rains, 

in the month of March and April, and in September and October. The Act was mainly 
administered by the local bodies. W.W. Hw1ter mentioned that the selected urban area 

was the Jalpaiguri town and certain outline vi llages with a total population of 6281. In 

1873, the number of deaths within this area amounted to 157, or 24.99 per thousand. The 

selected rural area was Pargana Maynaguri , with a total population of 48,185; of whom 

664, or 13. 78 per thousand, are reported to have died in 1873. 19 

The year 1877 was a milestone in the history of the tea industry of North Bengal. 
In that year Munshi Rahim Buksh, though he was a Peshkar (bench clerk of the Deputy 

Commissioner) but became able to obtain an endowment from the British Government 
for production of tea. He was the first Indian to obtain such a special grant which came to 
him in the form of the Jaldhaka Grant. Subsequently, Baintbarie, Bamandangaa., 
Ellenbarie, Damdim, Kumlai and Washabari tea estate began their journey. The first 
Indian Joint Stock Company was started at the initiative of a few Bengali Lawyers and 

Clerk of JaJpaiguri in 1879. The first Indian tea garden named MogaJkutu Tea Company 
Limited was initiated in 1879.As the majority tea gardens labourers in the Dooars were 

coming from outside they did not experience malaria before their arrival. The annual 

consent flow of newcomers aggravated the situation there was probably no malarias 
region in India like the Dooars the garden where the diseases were threatening and taking 

lives of coolies in large scale. Moreover, in the Dooars the constant immigration of 
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labourers from non-malarias zone and their regular sh ifting to other gardens spread the 

di sease rapidly. The .Dooars was so much malaria that it was difficult for the planters to 
keep immigrant labour settled there. From the graveyard of the Raichan tea estate of 
Oodlabari located in Jalpaiguri district, it is evident that a large number of thy planters 

lost their lives due to.malaria. Thus the planters were alarmed by the ravages of ma:Iaria. 
Unfortunately, there was no proof of the death of thousand of labourers and the 
employees of the tea gardens. Among the Europeans who stayed in the Dooars, were 

mainly affected by malaria. In every season new comers suffer from the diseases after 
one to three weeks of their coming. Those Europeans who stayed in the region for a year 
and those who recently returned to the Dooars after enjoying leaves were affected by 

repeated attacks of fever. But the others who lived there for long duration were not 

attacked by malaria, though suffered from a liver problem, biliousness, and dyspepsia, 

common symptoms of mask malaria. Thus the death rates among Europeans in the 
Dooars were very much high. Among the Europeans, there were approximately 20 to 75 

adults among 1000 people. The investigators were of the opinion that malaria fever which 
led to infection and death among the Euro·peans in a large scale neared due to contact 

with the indigenous people suffering from malaria. Though the ma_laria w~s a dangerous 

enemy for all the people who used to come to the Dooars for the fir~t time, it was not so 

much perilous for the people who were the permanent settler of the !egion. Malaria was 
chiefly found among the young, and the rate of child mortality was very high. Most of the 
European Officers stationed at Dooars cited the example of the Meches, an indigenous 

tribe of the Dooars who were malaria proved. But with the rapid growth of the tea 
gardens, the Meches were expelled from their habitants and most of them took refuge in 
Alipurduar Sub-Division and others went to Assam. The symptoms of black water fever 

and malaria were not similar. There was usually a sharp chill like sever ague, but this was 

quickly followed by the passage of dark brown, blackish or bloody urine, and generally 
by repeated and persistent bilious vomiting. The temperature rose rapidly, pain at thei pit 

of the stomach might be complained of and jaundice soon became evident. The attack 

might last from twelve hours to four or seven days and relapses were not uncommon. In 
most cases, the first sign ofrecovery from the disease was the clearing of the urine. When 
the disease becomes serious the patient used to die from heart failure. But the impact. of 

the investigation was not so much effective for the general workers: Among them so 
extensive anti-malaria or anti-black water fever propaganda were undertakers. As regard 
prophylaxis among the general population, in a number of gardens, planters had begun to 

distribute quinine in palatable from freely among the Coolies. In some cases, the 

consumption of the valuable remedy previously used in little quantity had increased 
tenfold. When the labourers used to come to the factory to submit the leaves paladins was 
directly poured into their months as profile active or precaution. If the)'. denied taking 

paladin their leavb were no taken. When the labourers were attacked with malaria they 

were given quinine. Though the investigation to prevent the spread of black water fever 

was undertaken, but no concrete step had been taken to check, the ravages of black water 
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fever till 1920. Consequently, an officer was sent by the malaria Department of the all 
Indian institute of hygiene and public health to the Dooars tea garden to find out the 
problem. All the gardens were instructed to inform the officer deputed at Kalchini 

whenever any cost of black water fever occurred in their gardens. Afterwards seeds of 
Ahoi tree were easily available from the divisional forest officer, Jalpaiguri, District 
Board Office, Jalpaiguri, Lataguri forest office and Kumlai forest office. From the above 

centres the tea gardens collected the seeds of Ahoi tree and sowed in their respective 

gardens. In 1934 Dr. G.C. Ramsay of Ross Institute proposed some measures to eradicate 
malaria after his experiments in the Damdim area. He was of the opinion that without 

irrigation it would not be possible to eliminate malaria in the Dooars. In Dr. Ramsay 

Draft Bill it was stated that excavation would be patented to tank, well, ditch, drain, pit or 
irrigation channel. It was also suggested that the information of the anti-malaria operation 

would be published in the local gazette for the information of the local Govemment.20 

At the instance of the planters, an inquiry into the occurrence of malaria and 
especially of black-water fever in the Western Dooars is now being made by Dr. Bentley, 
M. B., and Captain Christopher, IM.S. The following account of the fever of the Western 

Dooars and the results of the investigation, so far as it has gone, has been kindly written 

by Dr. Bentley for this volume 'Since the British occupation of the Dooars this tract has 
shared with the Darjeeling tarai the reputation of Royal Society's Malaria Commission in 

1901 that anything really definite was known as to the actual incidence of malarial 

disease in this part of the country. The investigations conducted on this occasion by Drs. 
Stephens and Christopher's and Captain S.P. James, I.M.S., showed that the malarial 
endemicity of the Dooars was extraordinarily high and that black water fever was as 

common in that locality as in any region of Africa visited by the Commission. Until quite 

recently no further investigation into the conditions relating to malaria in this area was 
undertaken, but in 1907 the Dooars Planters Association, alarmed by the apparently 

increasing unhealthiness of the district, made an urgent appeal to the Indian Government, 

with the result that an enquiry was instituted into the occurrence of malaria and black
water fever, and the general condition of sanitation in the Dooars.21 

Free Grants of Quinine by Government: 

During this time instead of distribution quini ne as was done formerly by means 
of a special itinerant staff, Government has adopted the policy of making free grants of 

the drug to District Boards, Municipalities and certain other agencies, eg., mission 
dispensaries. The amounts so granted during the past three years havt> been as follows: 
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Table III 

Year wise estimates of free grants quinine by Governments 

YEARS RS 

1918-19 50,000 

1919-20 46,000 

1920-21 72,680 

1921-22 70,000 

1922-23 42,000 

1923-24 64,000· 

1924-25 1,20,000 

1925-26 1,20,000 

[Source: Bentley, C.A, 'Malaria and Agriculture in Bengal How to Reduce Malaria in 

Bengal by Irrigation', Calcutta Secretariat Book Depot. 1925 p. 98] 

It would appear from these figures that the sums actually allotted for quinine and 

cinchona derivatives, including that given by Government, are always less than Rs. 2 

lakhs per annum and ordinarily, amount to about 1.5 lakhs. Obviously, the treatment of 
malaria cas·es must be, in these circumstances, hopelessly inadequate.22 

REACTION OF THE PEOPLE 

The response and reaction of the people are extremely difficult to document.• 

Official records of the public reaction were often constrained by a lack of knowledge of 

the rural psychology, and should, therefore, be used with caution. Again, if archival . 
sources are to be used with caution, greater caution should be exercised with regard to 
literary. evidence. Contemporary literature on the subject was primarily the discourse of 
the urban literati. 

Bengal does not seem to have been an exception. When the widespread epidemic 

malaria started tak1.g its tolls in the 1860s, the popular reaction did not sharply differ 

from other parts of the country. In fact, the identification of epidemic disease with divine 
wrath was almost a pan-Indian phenomenon. It took the distinctive form of belief in 
disease deities, especially goddesses. 

Most of the disease goddesses were associated with a particular disease or 
ailment. In Bengal, the principal deity was Sita/a, the goddess of small-pox. The worship 
of Sita/a was timed to coincide with the beginning of the small-pox season. In deltaic 
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Bengal, the specific cholera deity was called Olabibi by the Muslims, and 0/ai Chandi by 
the Hindus. But the most interesting phenomenon was that scarcity did the people 
interpret epidemic fever as heavenly intervention, and consequently one finds no folk
deity for fever epidemic, excepting the cult of jwarasuru prevalent among the lower 
classes. Jwarasuru i.e., the fever demon was invoked in individual cases to get recovery 
from fever, and by the villagers generally during epidemics of malarial fever. For 
nowhere in the contemporary literary works or in the official records could one find 
reference to a widespread worship of this particular deity? In other words, this disease 
deity, unlike Sita/a or Ola Bibi, never became a cult in the Bengali society. The 
Rajbanshi peoples in the rural areas used djol pora if they suffered from fever and not 
~elieved in the western medicinal system of quinine. Meches also suffered from fever. 
HQd~on describes the performance of a Ojha which none of the [present day people could 
remember. It is this: 

"An Ojha is called. He draws a circle on the ground representing the deities and 
places thirteen leaves each representing a script, with some rice on each. The Ojha causes 
a pendulum attached to his thumb by a string to vibrate before the leaves while repeating 
invocations. The leaf, before which the vibration continues, is taken out and asked the 
god in question about the sacrifice he wants. He answers through the exorcist Ojha. The 
sick man agrees to do so after he gets well. On recovery, the promised sacrifi ce is given 
to the said god. ,m 

In Jalpaiguri district especially Dooars escaped its damage. The epidemic became 
almost a national phenomenon, visiting various places at various times. It was not an 
isolated disease, affecting a particular person or two. Thus the element of fear 
disappeared, and instead, there was a helpless resignation to conventional treatment. 

Arguably, therefore, the epidemic was scarcity regarded as a divine displeasure and 
consequently, worship or propitiation of a particular god was ruled out.24 

There was a tree found in the name of Chakanda in fever, there were red flowers 
on the tree and there were many such things as Sim. Once upon a time, the Chakander 
had a jungle, so the name of the deity was Chakanda Bhandari. In the pre-colonial era, in 
Jalpaiguri district, there were two types of medical conditions in the field of prevention of 
malaria disease, namely: the treatment of people and the ancient country medical system. 
According to the government report of 1872, people of this region were more confident 
about the treatment of people in Rajbangshi and Rabha, Garo Santai, Choto etc .. Baidya, 
Kaviraj, Ojha were among the main doctors. The local hawkers were cured by the local 

people gathered in various trees, shrubs, pans, oil spills, etc. from shrimp trees. In case of 
rubber sickness, their goddess would go to Rantuk and she would send him to the 
goddess. Besides, indigenous communities believed in the existence of evil spirits. 

Indigenous people, even local people, went to the refuge for survival and used to carry 
copper syrup. Many different types of Maya were excellent. They used to run different 
kinds of bets at sunset. A popular ban mantra (Twelve rosary buns) is: 
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"Baro Golap Tero Kali, Khoseya Kha Fannar Buker Jali 

Kalua Kamuli Ban Buke Basia Han !Mui Gele Ghuris, Mor Guru Gele Ghuris, Aar Ojha 
Gele Bojor Kheya Dhoris "25 

. 

Conclusion: 

Malaria fever was no doubt one of the exceptional scourges deeply affecting the 
agrarian society in Bengal throughout the second half of the nineteenth century. It had a 
pervading impact on some select areas, i., agriculture, industry, trade, and commerce. At 
a different level, it would also try to identify the impact of malaria on the individual and 
family, society, society, and state, public administration and government. Any such 
inquiry is, however, constrained by several important factors, for instance, the financial 
losses which malaria entitled can scarcely be computed in simple monetary terms. For 
difficult to differentiate the real and potential losses due to malaria sickness. At the very 
most out, one can try to form an idea about the financial losses to the individual, the 
family and even to the community. These loss~s include the cost of illness, i.e., hospital 
charges, doctors fees, nursing, medicines, the cost of sick leave, the loss of wages during 
the sickness etc. for example, Bentley estimated that there had been 30 million reported 
cases of malaria in Bengal in 1911. This, at the rate of Rs 1.5 per case, entitled a total loss 
of forty-five million rupees in one-year alone.26 

. As early as 1908, Bentley mentioned that on a tea garden in the Dooars with 
·1 ,350 working coolies, an average of some 50 to 70 women attended hospitals on every 

. day during.the rainy season because of fever of their infants. In the same area, Rice found 
that a good number of women who otherwise regularly worked during the cold weather 
rarely turned up during the plucking season. By way of explanation, he argued that their 
children, before they became immunized, suffered heavily from malaria. This 
necessitated intense nursing, and the result was that the mothers absented themselves 
from their work for this purpose. The statistical infom1ation provided by Rice indicate 
that about 4% of the working days were lost due to malaria sickness. A plantation 
labourer sought to work about 300 days in a year, he would be incapacitated for at least 
12 days due to malaria.In the tea estates of the Dc)Oars, Rice a famous malaria specialist 
found that 60% of the total sick were incapacitated by malaria or by other diseases in 
which malaria had been the primary cause of lowering the resistance of the patients. The 
precise extent of the reduction of efficiency was a most difficult to estimate, but Rice 
took 10% as the los:;· of efficiency due to malaria, and this he considertJ a conservative 
estimate. 27 

Far greater was the wastage of capital due to the value of lives lost. In the garden 
of Dooars, Rice estimated that it oost Rs 300 to obtain a coolie for the estates. Rice and 
Savage stated that the value of a settled working coolie in an estate was Rs 400 in the 
Dooars. These figures, however, represented only the cost of recruiting and equipping 
coolie, and not the capital sum which his work was worth. Perhaps one way to calculate 
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the material value of a human life would be to work out an aggregate of total income a 

person would have earned in course of his working life. In 1939, the average expectation 

of life in India at birth was about 23 years, at the age of20 years about 27, and at the age 
of 50 years about 14years. It is, therefore, reasonable to take 20 years as the mean for 

calculating the loss of life for each individual who died of malaria. The per capita annual 
income of the Indians in 1934 was Rs 45. This means that each death from malaria was 
equivalent to an average loss of20 years of income at the rate ofRs 45per annum, i.e, Rs 
900. If one takes into account 3,50,000 malaria deaths in a year, the total loss of income 
due to the value of lives lost would amount to Rs 31,50,00,000.28 on the other hand the 

phenomenon of malaria fever in Jalpaiguri provides an important insight into the attitude 
of a colonial government to its subjugated subjects and the method of colonial 

management. 

Therefore, malaria had an immense effect on the economy, society, and lives of 
people of Jalpaiguri. The tea economy provided the economy force for the newly settled 

region in the mid-nineteenth century. The disastrous effect of malaria on agriculture 

operation in the plains, its effects on the efficiency and output of labour in the tea estates 

in hill tracts were also important. Sho1tage of labow- due to malaria sickness and malaria 
mortality had been pruticularly felt by the tea estates of Dooars. Bentley stated that ''the 

leaf too often running away in the midst of the plucking season, or the bushes failing to 
give their proper outtum for want of cultivation".29 

Far greater was the wastage of capital due to the value of lives lost- In the tea 

gardens of Bengal Dooars, Rice estimated that it cost Rs.300/ to obtain a coolie for the 
estates. Rice and Savage stated that the value of a settled working coolie in an estate was 
Rs.400/= in the Dooars. These figures, however, represented only the cost of recruiting 

and equipping a coolie, and not the capital sum which his work was worth.30 

The financial loss was huge in the tea estates of the Dooars. Local labourers were 

not available in Dooru·s in sufficient numbers, for indigenous population was either sparse 

or workshy. Even if some labourers could be harnessed, there had always been the strong 

risk of desertion. Under such circumstances, the planters had to fall back on imported 

labourers. One can notice a continuous inflow of immigrant laborers pouring in Dooars 

and Assam from the neighboring states of United Provinces, Bihar, Central Provinces, 
and Madras etc. An unhealthy garden became unpopular among the coolies who left it, 
and new labourers had to be recruited in their places. In fact, the greatest number of death 
among the working coolies in Dooars was from malaria, and the cost of recruiting and 

equipping a new labour was enormous.31 

The main purpose behind the construction of railway, embankments, and roads 

was to enhance the revenue of the state, not the well-being of the people. The widespread 

prevalence of malaria or other vector-borne diseases was due to serious environment 

disturbances created because of the government's greedy policy of exploitation. Through 
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its effects, the whole population of Bengal suffered the majority of who were farmers and 
labourers.32 

The numbers of deaths in Bengal from malaria was an economic factor of serious 
importance. It was estimated that in each year one million people died in Malaria. If this 
was the death figure, then the suffering and productivity loss would have been ten times 
more. Thus, the economic and human loss was colossal. The causes of diseases. lay 
squarely with administrative, environmental and nutritional factors. The natural causes of 
the decadence of the environment, along with man-made measures, brought untold 
suffering to the people. Unfortunately, that suffering is unabated today, and unluckily, we 
no longer have foreigners to kick about for our miseries. If it is rightly said thaf the 
knowledge of history is more than anticipated experience, then our knowledge of the 
history of environmental degradation could bring some foresight to the future.33 
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Unravelling the Myth: Exploring State and Religion under 
Aurangzeb 

Aoiket Tathagata Chettry1 

Abstract: Traditional historiography often identifies Aurangzeb as 'communal' or as a 
'religious bigot' whose orthodox policies alienated large sections of Hindu community 
away from Mughal rule weakening the base of the Mughal empire in the subcontinent. 
This article emphasises on the need to contextualize most of Aurangzeb's actions before 
he be labelled as communal or a bigot. This paper attempts to explore the politics behind 
many of Aurangzeb 's most controversial actions like the levying of j izyah or the 
destruction of temples in order to show that most of Aurangzeb 's policies were a 

response to the political exigencies encountered by him rather than being f ueled by any 
quest /or imposing a rigid Islamic order throughout the Mughal emp ire. This article also 
focuses on several other aspects of Aurangzeb's reign, often ignored by the traditional 
historiography which clearly indicates Aurangzeb's willingness to conform to the model 
of rule laid down by Akbar which was based on a broad idea of tolerance and patronage 
to all religions. 

Keywords: Mughal, Aurangzeb, Religion, Politics, State. 

Aurangzeb ascended the Mughal throne in 1658 after having emerged victorious 
in a bloody succession war against his brothers and having imprisoned his father-the 

erstwhile Sultan Shahjahan. For the next forty nine years Aurangzeb ruled the Mughal 
empire, a period during which the empire reached its· territorial zenith extending far south 

into the rich fertile valleys of the Karnataka region and even penetrating eastwards into 
the heart of the territories ruled over by the Ahom rulers. By the time Aurangzeb died in 

1707, the Mughal empire ruled over a population that was double the size of 
contemporary Europe, had an army that counted among· the largest in Asia and Mughal 

landholdings reached an all time high. However, t_be legacy of Aurangzeb till date is 

primarily that of. a bigoted ruler whose bigotry was considered responsible for 

undermining the all-embracive social order so painstakingly established by Akbar and 
maintained by the likes of Jahangir and Shahjahan1

• Aurangzeb':: zeal for Islamic 

orthodoxy is understood to have inauguarated a period of tyrannical oppression of the 

Hindu subjects of the Mughal empire; this discontentment of the Hindus expressing itself 
through a series of ' Hindu' rebell ions like those of the Jats, Satnamis, Marathas, Rathores 

1 Aniket Tathagata Chettry , Assistant Professor, Dept of History, Hansraj College, DU. 
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to name a few2. While one does not deny the presence of these rebellions during 

Aurangzeb's reign, what appears to be more problematic is the simplified argument 
inherent in labeling these actions in terms of a mere religious binary explained by 
' righteous Hindus' rising up against an 'evil Muslim' ruler. A look at a few basic 

questions can problematize this otherwise straightforward proposition around the 
assessment of Aurangzeb as a ruler: Were those who were rebelling resorting to such 
means to safeguard the religious rights of 'Hindus' as a group or were there other more 

political and economic reasons behind these uprisings? Could it be said that all Rajputs 

or all Marathas sided with the Rathores or with Shivaj i when they rose against 
Aurangzeb? If there were also considerable number of Marathas and Raj puts who fought 

on the side of Aurangzeb during these very clashes, how does one explain the good 

Hindu- bad Muslim divide? Was a policy like temple desecration that is often used to 
indicate Aurangzeb's deep seated religious orthodoxy, real ly a pervasive policy applied 

by Aurabgzeb to all temples throughout his empire? If not, on what basis were temples 

destroyed? Were policies of Aurangzeb like the extremely unpopular idea of levying 

jizyah actually motivated by his zeal for restoring the position of Islam in the 
subcontinent or were there deeper motivations that prompted such acts? 

Thus, posing such questions and trying to find their answers is extremely crucial 
in reaching a more nuanced understanding of Aurangzeb, his piety and his politics. This 
paper would try to look into some of these questions and through them reassess the 

complex socio-political challenges that Aurangzeb faced in his rule and the manner in 

which he responded to these challenges. An evaluation of these challenges and responses 
is expected to also put into perspective the debate regarding whether Aurangzeb was 

indeed a religious bigot or was there more to his statecraft than a mere love for Islamic 

orthodoxy. 

The piety and politics of Aurangzeb 

In the eighth year of his reign Aurangzeb constrained festivities on occasion of 
Nauroz, the persian new year. Subsequently, from 1668 onwards, Aurangzeb is attributed 

with having issued a series of decrees which included withdrawal of imperial patronage 

from certain practices like official history writing and music. Additionally, it is also 
believed that Aurangzeb ceased appearing for jharokha darshans, and even stopped the 
practice of tuladan3

. In his personal life, Aurangzeb was considered to be more pious 

than his predecessors who abstained from all forms of alcohol and opium, prayed 

regularly and sewed prayer-caps and copied the Quran by hand in his free time. All these 
contributed in creating an aura around Aurangzeb as a puritan and an Islamic bigot who 

strove to establish a socio-religious order based on the principles of Islamic orthodoxy 

with no place for anything non-permissible to the Islamic order. However, before 
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accepting such an assessment of Aurangzeb as an orthodox it is important to pay closer 
attention to each of these actions that are attributed to Aurangzeb. 

While it is true that he did try to constraint festivities of Nauroz, it had nothing to 
do· with the un-lslamic character of this festival. Rather, Aurangzeb issued such a 
command primarily because he viewed such festivals as a threat to public order. Hence, 

not just Nauroz, Aurangzeb even tried to curb the festivities associated with Diwali, Holi, 

Muharram and even those associated with the major Muslim festivals of Eld-ul-Fitr and 

Eid-uf:Adha4
• To a certain extent Aw·angeb's fears were not completely unwarranted as 

festivals in India did have a tendency of becoming law and order issues. Foreign travel 

accounts are replete with incidents of violence on festivals like Muharram and Holi5
• 

Keeping in mind public safety, Aurangzeb issued such orders though it must be kept in 

mind that there was no general order for banning these festivals and there are several 

evidences which testify the celebration of festivals like Holi, Diwali and Eid. Similarly, 

there was no overall ban imposed on music either. Rather Catherine Butler Brown 

suggests that the ' ban' if at all was primarily, in the form of prohibition of music in the 

presence of the emperor himself. This was more a matter of personal renunciation and 

was not forced upon other connoisseurs. Therefore, one finds se'.-'eral prominent nobles of 
Aurangzeb actively encouraging and patronizing musicians and singers at this period. 

lnfact, more musical treatises were composed in the period of Aurangzeb than in the 
period of his predecessors and Brown suggests that Aurangzeb himself encouraged 
theoretical discourses on music7 

. Regarding literature too, it must be kept in mind that 
Aurangzeb was too well read to condemn literature or poetry in general. His letters 

frequently bore references to the likes of Sadi, Hafiz, Rumi and others8
. As late as 1675, 

Aurangzeb presided over the compilation of a legal compendium known as Fatwa-i

Alamgiri. He supported a huge imperial library and frequently donated huge sums for the 

preservation of manuscripts. Thus, it is unlikely such a person would ban literature. What 

seems more plausible is a withdrawal of imperial patronage to the qasidagos or 
panegyrists. However, patronage and encouragement of all sorts of poets continued 

amongst princes and nobles of the court. 

It is imperative to keep in mind that Aurangzeb legitimized his political claim on 
grounds of his adherence to orthodox Islam. In one of his letters to his imprisoned father, 

Aurangzeb presents himself as having taken up the burden of kingship for ' restoring 

peace and the rule; of I~lam9
'. Similarly, Aurangzeb brought about the execution of Dara 

Shukoh on grounds of his purported heresy. Thus, for Aurangzeb, in the first part of his 
reign it was essential to demonstrate to the world his commitment to the Islamic strictures 

in order to maintain his political authority which relied on his adherence to the precepts 

of Islam. The various aforementioned proclamations attributed to Aurangzeb thus needs 
to be placed within this context as part of his efforts to show that his kingship was strictly 
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in conformity to the Islamic principles he upheld. This does not however mean that the 

celebration of festivals or the practicing of music or the tradition of literature disappeared 
from Mughal India. Rather, as discussed above all these cultural forms continued to 
flourish throughout Mughal India giving the impression that these prohibitions were only 
a part of his public persona that he maintained but was not enforced upon others. 

Statecraft and Aurangzeb: Exploring Aurangzeb 's Religious Rhetoric in light of his 
Statecraft 

One of Aurangzeb's most debated and controversial policy was his imposition of 

the jizyah in 1679. Examining the logic behind this action Saqi Mustaid Khan argues that 
Aurangzeb's desire to uphold the laws of sharia and thereby suppress the infidels forced 

him to pass an injunction allowing for the imposition of jizyah10
• Saqi Mustaid Khan was 

supported by Al i Muhammad Khan and lswardas who agree with him but also emphasise 
on the role of the ulema. According to them, the ulema realizing Aurangzeb's zeal for 

upholding the rules of the Sharia represented to him that the levying of the j izyah on the 

infidels was compulsory according to the sharia11 . These arguments emphasize on 

Aurangzeb's regard for Islamic tenets and his deference to the ulema as the main causes 
behind the imposition of jizyah. The jizyah was primarily a tax that was levied on the 

non-Muslim populace. In Aurangzeb's reign, the money obtained from jizyah was 
deposited in a separate treasury called the 'khazanah-i:iizyah '. The proceeds from this 
was to be given as charity to members of the learned class and to theologians. The 

officials who were charged with the responsibility of looking after this treasury were all 
staffed from the ulema class 12

• For Aurangzeb who sought a public persona of one who 
ruled according to the injunctions of the sharia, the imposition of jizyah provided an ideal 
opportunity to validate such claims. Furthermore, the levying of jizyah and keeping the 

proceeds in the hands of the theological classes has also forced historians to suggest that 

Aurangzeb had a high regard for the ulema whom he constantly appeased 13
• However, 

the jizyah issue merits two important questions. Firstly, did Aurangzeb's public acts like 
the imposition of jizyah actually imply a close relationship between the emperor and the 

ulema? Secondly, did Aurangzeb's constant need to portray himself as a ruler whose 

social order was based on upholding the laws of sharia ensure his violation of the 

Akbarid social order based on ideas of sulh-i-kul ? 

In Islamic conception of the state, the ulema ,umrah and the sultan were the 
three pillars of the state. However, Akbar barring the early years of his reign never 

allowed the members of the ulema to dictate affairs of the state. His aim was to reduce 

the power of the ulema and the mahzarnama of 1579 is often seen as a landmark step in 
curbing the ulema The ulema had a very narrow perception of the state where the state 

would be guided by the interests of the Islamic community with the non-believers being 
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constantly suppressed. Akbar on the other hand never wanted the state to be confined to 

the precepts of a particular religion. For him, justice was the cornerstone of the social 
organization which could only be achieved by maintaining the balance among diverse 
interest groups and only then could the society strive towards a state of perfection 14• On 

the other hand, as this paper has already mentioned Aurangzeb's claim to power relied on 
his adherence to the Islamic principles, so it is but natural to assume that Aurangzeb 
would give much more prominence to the ulema in matters . of governance, The 

imposition of jizyah and the privileges accorded to the Islamic clerical classes in 
collection of jizyah can easily be seen as proofs of the deferential attitude that the 
emperor had towards the ulema However, such an assumption would be far from the 

actual reality of Aurangzeb's attitude to the ulema. A cursory glance at Aurangzeb's 

policies inake it very clear that he did not like the interference of the ulema in matters of 
statecraft. For instance, the ulema was always critical of the assimilation of Hindus to 
high ranks with the Mughal administration and they were the most vocal opponents of the 

Mughal policy of entering into matrimonial alliances with the Rajputs. Aurangzeb's 

ascension did not change this trend of increasing Hindu participation in Mughal 
administration despite repeated protestations from the ulema class. Under Akbar, Hindus 

constituted 22.5 percent of all Mughal nobles. In the first twenty years of Aurangzeb's 

rule this remained at a steady 21 percent. Between 1679-1707 Aurangzeb increased 
Hindu participation at the elite levels of the Mughal state by nearly 50 percent, with 

Hindus occupying 31.6 percent of the nobility' 5
• This 'Hindu' section included large 

number of Raj puts, Marathas as well as other caste and sectarian groups. Not only were 
they appointed within the administration but they were also given high mansabs. 

Marathas like Kanhoji Deccani and Yashwant Rao enjoyed a mansab of 5000 and 4000 

respectively. Later when Shivaji 's son Shahu was imprisoned by the Mughals, he was 

given a mansab of 7000. Raj puts from different clans also enjoyed high mansabs. The 
likes of Jaswant Singh of Marwar and Jai Singh of Amber enjoyed mansabs of 7000 

while Raj Singh ofMewar had a rank of 600016
. Even the lranis despite mainly belonging 

to Shia sect did well under Aurangzeb. Between 1658-1678, 23 Iranis held the rank of 
5000 and above. Though between 1678-1709, their number had come down with only 14 

Iranis enjoying a rank of 5000 and above, during this same period only 6 Turanis he:ld a 
similar rank 17• Aurangzeb's attitude to administration becomes evident from his reply to a 
petition drafted by a Muslim from Bukhara who had entered Mughal service. He had 
requested the withdrawal of Persians from high positions as they we!"~ Shias and not 

Sunni. To this Aurangzeb's reply was that religion should be kept away from worldly 
affairs and administration should be vested in men of ability irrespective of their religious 
affiliations. Thus, this shows that in matters of state craft Aurangzeb did not depart from 

established Mughn I practices and if the views of the ulema were clashing with his views 
of statecraft, he always gave precedence to the latter over the fo1mer. 
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Similarly, Aurangzeb like his predecessors liked interacting with learned divines 
of various denominations. He was known for having discourses with the Bairagi saint 
Mangaldas Maharaj whom he also gave large grants and his vis iting of the tombs of 
famous Sufi saints is a lso well known 18

• In 1686-87 on way to annexing the Golconda 
state, Aurangzeb spent a week in the mausoleum of the famous Sufi saint Gesu Daraz. 
Even in his patronage, Aurangzeb was fairly catholic. Aurangzeb renewed the land grants 
of several temples at Mathura, Allahabad, Brindavan and elsewhere. In 1687, the 
emperor gave land in Benares to Ramjivan Gosain to build houses for 'pious Brahmins 
and fakirs 19

' . ln 1691, he conferred eight villages and substantial tax-free land to support 

the Balaji temple20
• In 1698, he granted land to a Brahrnin named Rang Bhatt in 

Khandesh21
• Aurangzeb enacted similar policies towards the Jains as well granting land at 

Shatrunjaya, Gimar and Mount Abu in the late 1650s22
• In 1681 , he donated land for a 

Jain monastery to a Jain monk named Lal Vijay while as late as in 1703, he issued orders 

to stop people from harassing the Jain religious leader Jina Chandra Suri23
• He also gave 

lavish gifts to the Sikh gurudwara at Dehradun24
. 

These are only a few examples but they indicate that despite Aurangzeb' s claims 

of being the protector oflslam and implementing the Sharia in matters of state, as far as 
functioning of the government is concerned Aurangzeb did not deviate from the 
established Mughal traditions of governance. He kept relying on an ethnically, 

linguistically and religiously diverse nobility for the smooth functioning of his 
administration. People were still given the freedom to practice and preach the religion of 
their choice. One does not hear of any state-sponsored conversion drives being initiated 

by Aurangzeb. Occasional cases of conversion did take place but such converts were 

mostly small Zamindars or petty state employees who converted expecting preferential 

treatment after their conversion. Aurangzeb was liberal in matters of providing 

endowments to religious institutions and most religious groups enjoyed the munificence 

of the emperor. He also frequently interacted with members of other religious beliefs. 

The ulema would not have enjoyed many of these measures as these policies would have 
been contradictory to their narrow Sunni-oriented sharia based view of the state but the 

fact that these practices continued till the time of Aurangzeb's death indicate that the 

ulema were not policy makers and that the emperor rarely sought their advice in state 
matters. Aurangzeb's relation with the ulema was often shaped by his political 
requirements. When Aurangzeb's vision of state clashed with the ideas of the clerical 

class, Aurangzeb did not hesitate in suppressing the interests of the ulema This is 
extremely clear from Aurangzeb's decision to conquer Golconda and Bijapur. The 
theological elements in the emperor's camp were not impressed by the decision as is 

evident from the refusal of the Shaikh-ul-Jslam to give a fatwa to the campaign who felt 

the decision to wage war against a fellow Muslim ruler is unlawful25
• However, 
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Aurangzeb was not swayed and he carried out his campaign despite the opposition of the 
ulema. Similarly, when Aurangzeb felt his political interes_ts required appeasing the 

ulema , he did, as is evident from the imposition of the jizyah. The fact that the jizyah 
was imposed in 1679- twenty two years after Aurangzeb ascended the throne has been 
pointed by many historians as indicative of the fact that it had to do less with the 

emperor's desire to upholding the shariah than with political requirements of the period26
• 

lnl679, Aurangzeb faced numerous problems: the Sikhs had become rebellious in areas 
around Punjab while the conflict with the Rathore showed no signs of abating and had 

only intensified in the years leading upto the levying of the jizyah. Siimilarly, the region 

of Deccan posed a challenge to Aurangzeb as well with the Marathas under Shiyaji 

constantly harassing Mughal forces and encroaching upon Mughal territories. To make 
matters worse, Aurangzeb's policy of shoring up the Bijapur or Golconda state against 

the Marathas had also failed with these states more willing to ally with Shivaji than with 

the expansionist Mughal state. ln such a situation, to mobilize Muslim support behind 
him Aurangzeb felt the need for reverting to a rhetoric of an orthodox state and what 

better way to signify this than by reimposing jizyah. He was aware such a step would 

please the ulema as well and the decision to staff the administration of the khazanah-i
j izyah with members of this class was simply another step of appeasing the ulema. He 

hoped that the clerical class would help him in rallying Muslim popular support behind 

him. 

Thus, what our discussion so far clearly establishes is that Aurangzeb was well 

aware of the Mughal traditions of administration and governance that had been put in 

place by his predecessors and he was not keen on deviating from them. However, his 
religious rhetoric was often determined by political exigencies and by doing so he ended 
up giving a religious undertone to his politicking. His commitment to upholding Islamic 

principles was primarily a means to legitimize his precarious political position that had 

become evident post his actions of imprisoning his father and executing his brothers. It 

was as part of his efforts to reinforce that his kingship conformed to orthodox Islamic 

principles of statecraft that one finds him publicizing his acts of banning music, literature 

and other un-lslamic practices like celebration of nauroz, tuladan, jharokha darshan. 
However, this paper has already shed light on the limited nature of a majority of these 
prohibitions thereby demonstrating their inefficacy in the wider social arena. Even the 

policy of imposing jizyah which held within it the promise of reverting to a more 

orthodox setup was a step primarily taken to mobilize support in order to meet the 
political challenges that Aurangzeb faced. Interestingly, despite the imposition of jizyah, 

Aurangzeb did ·not bring about any radical change in the functioning of the state. The 
ulema gained no considerable say in workings of the state and neither did Aurangzeb 
give up his policies of assimilating non-Muslims in his administration or providing 
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financial support to non- Muslim religious institutions and individuals. There was no 
state sponsored drive to bring about mass conversions nor do we have any evidence 
pointing to a 'Hindu genocide' . All these indicate that Aurangzeb's religious rhetoric 

was more motivated by real-politic than from a genuine need to exercise and implement 
the rules of the sharia in society. Nowhere does this become clearer than in Aurangzeb's 
policies of selective temple desecration. 

Aurangzeb and his policies of 'Selective' Temple Desecration 

Historians of the likes of Jadunath Sarkar and S.R. Sharma have used the notion 
of temple desecration to vilify Aurangzeb. According to them, Aurangzeb's bigotry and 

anti-Hindu nature expressed itself in 'wanton acts of temple desecration'. They pointed 
out his destruction of the Keshavnath temple in Mathura, Vishwanath temple in Benares 
and the destruction of temples throughout Rajputana as evidences of such wanton acts. 

While none of these evidences are incorrect but what such arguments lack is a proper 

contextualization of these actions. Richard Eaton is his very influential ruiicle on 'temple 
desecration and Inda-Muslim states' very rightly argued that the notion of temple 

desecration was a very politically motivated action in the context of pre-modern India, 

prevalent from even before the advent of Islam into India27
• The political role played by 

temples in consolidating political authority is well known to most scholars of South 
Asian history. Royal temples housing the state deity often referred to as kuladavata 

expressed the sovereignty of the king thereby allowing such temples to serve as sites 

where kingship was created, legitimized and often revitalized28
• Given this political 

connection between temple, deity and kings scholars like Richard Davis and Richard 
Eaton have demonstrated numerous instru1ces of temple desecration seen through early 

medieval Indian history occurring dw-ing times of inter-dynastic conflicts. In 642 A.D, 
the Pallava king Narasimhavarman attacked the Chalukyas and destroyed their royal 

temple looting their state deity from their capital29
• Such actions of destroying royal 

temples and looting the central deity were carried out with the explicit aim of detaching a 
vanquished king from the most visible sign of his former legitimacy- the royal temple and 
the state deity. Thus, the act of temple desecration was well established within the Indian 

political rhetoric. During the period of the Turkish conquest, they replicated these 

political patterns and traditions. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to determine the 
exact number of temples destroyed by the Turkish forces as records left, if any have often 
not survived. Furthermore, the eagerness of court chroniclers to portray their patrons as 

ideal Muslim kings often resulted in actions of temple destruction being attributed to 
kings even where there were no such actions performed. 

On the basis of epigraphic and literary evidences, Eaton identifies eighty 

instances of temples desecration spanning over five centuries ( I I 92-1729), most of 
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which were along a moving military frontier carried out by the state to denounce the 
legitimacy of vanquished local ruling houses30

• For instance, as the Mughal state annexed 
new territories, temple desecration accompanied these new conquests as is evident in 

Assam where the Mughal defeat of the Ahoms was followed by destruction of the chief 
. temples patronized by the Ahom rulers31

. Such a theoretical understanding of temple 

desecration does not deny the destruction of temples but places it within a much larger 

tradition associated with political needs of states, rather than as an ideological weapon for 
suppressing the Hindus. From Akbar's period the Mughals saw temples as part of state 
property and took steps to protect them, renovate them and even patronize them32

• These 

policies continued with Aurangzeb who has been documented earlier patronized temples 

and their functionaries. A Jarman from 1659 to officials in Banaras instructed them to 
protect Hindu temples and their functionaries and prevent any unlawful harassment of 
them so that they could continue praying for the continuation of the Empire33

• But then 

were there temples that Aurangzeb destroyed and if yes, why? 

While it is true that Aurangzeb did destroy temples like the famed Vishwanath 

temple at Benares and the Keshavnath temple at Mathura, there was no instruction given 

regarding the general desecration of all temples throughout the empire. The temples that 

however still faced the wrath of the emperor suffered such a fate primarily because of the 

close linkages that existed between temples and temporal authority in pre-modem India. 

Following the treaty of Purandhar, Jai Singh the Raj put chieftain from Amer made great 
efforts to bring about an alliance between Aurangzeb and Shivaji. The subsequent visit 
of Shivaji to the emperor's court and the resultant conflict between which saw Shivaji 

imprisoned is by now a very popular tale that needs no recounting. Shivaji's later escape 

from prison is an equally well-known incident. However, Aurangzeb suspected Jai 
Singh's complicity in Shivaji's escape. Subsequently, the Vishwanath temple built by Jai 

Singh was destroyed by Aurangzeb as a punishment for Jai Singh' s alleg·ed complicity in 

Shivaji's escape34
• The year 1670 witnessed a revolt among the Jats of Mathura. Once, 

Aurangzeb had captured and punished the ring leaders, he ordered the destruction of the 
Keshavnath Temple35

• Similarly, several temples throughout Marwar .and Mewar were 

destroyed when Aurangzeb was suppressing the violent Rajput rebellion that had broken 

out in these two regions36
• Interestingly Aurangzeb was not the only Mughal Emperor to 

resort to such tactics. When Shahjahan was suppressing the Bundela rebellion, he 

destroyed the great temple at Orchha that was patronized by the rebel Jhujjar· Singh 

Bundela37
• What these incidents demonstrate is that when non-Muslim subjects of the 

Mughal emperors engaged in open rebellion, the state resorted to principles of 'selective' 

temple desecration, targeting particularly those temples that were clearly assodated with 

the rebel groups or individuals. Therefore, selective temple desecration appears to be a 
potent political action that Mughal emperors including Aurangzeb adopted to denounce 
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the very legitimacy of those who posed a threat to the Mughal political order. The 

political nature of these acts of temple desecration becomes all the more clear when we 

examine Aurangzeb's attitude in the Deccan. Having annexed Bijapur and Golconda in 

1687, Aurangzeb's desire was to expand further south and bring under imperial control 

the vast country that extended upto Jinji. This region was populated with a number of 

Hindu chieftains and Zamindars. In order to appease these groups, one finds Aurangzeb 
never resorting to acts of temple desecration even when Hindu rajas of the region like 

Pam Nayak, The Nayaks of Madurai and Jinji opposed the Mughals38
• This definitely 

indicates that temple desecration was a very political act, resorted to or desisted from as 
and when it suited the political requirements of Aurangzeb. To confuse this to be an 
expression of his faith would be a historical anachronism. 

Thus, to conclude this paper attempts to examine the politics and piety of 

Aurangzeb. Though several of his actions including the imposition of jizyah, the 

desecration of temple, banning of music have all been interpreted as part of his attempts 

to organize a state based on Islamic tenets where a conscious policy was followed to 

alienate Hindus, this paper tries to show that it is important to contextualize such action 

before drawing inferences. This paper attempts to explore the politics that prompted 

actions like levying jizyah or following a policy of selective desecration of temples and it 
is argued that in most instances it was out of Aurangzeb's need to maintain his political 
authority or mobilize a certain section of the population that he resorted to such activities. 

Thus, while the paper does not deny the historical facts around the impostion of jizyah or 

the destruction of temples, it presses for a closer scrutiny of these actions to see whether 

indeed it was the piety of Aurangzeb that was manifesting itself through such acts or was 

it simply the real-politic that motivated such actions. 
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Contested Spaces: Population Dynamics, the Refugees and 
Changing Social Landscape of Siliguri (1835 To 2011 C.E.) 

Minakshee Kumari1 

Abstract: The East India company in 1835 first acquired the nucleus of Darjeeling 
district from Raja of Sikkim, it was almost entirely under forest and particularly 
uninhabited. Although it was stated to have been inhabited probably a more accurate 

estimate was that these Hill tracks of 138 square miles contain the population of 100. The 
heavy forest and no communication facilities must have discouraged development and 

could have been a big obstruction for any increase of population. 1This research article 

traces how the population of Siliguri changed after independence and especially after the 
Inda Pakistan war when there was a huge flow of migration of people from sur,:ounding 
areas and this totally altered the social landscape of the region. 

Keywords: inhabitants, population, Tea industry, Refugee, migration, 

General Lloyd and Dr. Chapman were sent in 1836 to explore and investigate the 
climate and capabilities of the Darjeeling. They spent the winter of 1836 and part of 1837 
trying to inquire about the place and finally they decided to develop the place as a 

sanatorium. General Lloyd was appointed as the local agent to deal with the applications 

for land which began to pour in from Calcutta. There was rapid progress and this could 

be inferred from the fact that in 1836 there was only few hits erected by the Raja of 

Sikkim and by 1840 a road was built from Pankhabari, a hotel was erected at Kurseong , 

there as a staging bungalow at Darjeeling, and there were at least 30 private houses of 
migrants from outside and many building site had taken up at lebong.2 

The decision of the company to develop Darjeeling as a Hill Reso1t was a big 

boost for the region as it gave opportunity to the neighbouring people to immigrate and 

take part in development. The original inhabitants, probably Lepchas, were rapidly 

outnumbered by settlers from Nepal and Sikkim3
• By the year 1850, Dr. Campbell the 

first Superintendent reported that the number of inhabitants has risen to 10000. The Rapid 

influx was noted by Sir Joseph Cook when he visited Darjeeling about that time. When 

1859 a rough census was taken of the inhabitants of this tract, the tota! was found to be 

over 22,000. It is not clear what the population of Terai was then but it can be assumed 

that it was considerable for the fact that, in I 87 4, it was reported that at the time of 

1 Minakshee Kumari is Research Scholar at Centre of Himalayan Studies, University of North 
Bengal. 
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annexation there were 544 jotes which brought the revenue of Rs 19,000. The census of 

1872 shows the total population ofTerai to be 47,985.4 

THE URBAN POPULATION DYNAMICS 

The first regular census took place in 1872 when annexations were over the 
District had reached is present area. The total number of persons in the district at each of 

the census is shown below5
:-

T ABLE 3.1: Showing the population growth from 1872-1941 

YEAR POPULATION Increase Percent 

1872 94,712 ... . .. 
1881 1,55, 179 60,467 64 

1891 2,23,314 68,135 44 

1901 2,49, 117 25,803 12 

1911 2,65,660 16,433 7 
-

1921 2,82,748 
! Jr_. # 

17, 198 6 

1931 3, 19,635 36,887 13 

1941 3,76,369 56,734 18 

Source: census reports. 

The large increase in 1881 has been attributed in a part at least the incompleteness and 

inaccuracy of the first census. There is no doubt however that the expansion of 

population between 1872 and 1890 was remarkable in spite of the vague alarm which 

caused numbers to escape across the border into Nepal rather than face the 1891 
enumeration. Main cause of the rapid increase of population has been the development of 

the tea industry and the influx of settlers to cultivate the waste lands of the District. The 

steady improvement in communications due to the building of Railways and Roads also 
facilitated development generally and made possible a seasonal tourist traffic, encouraged 
the Provincial Government to stay longer and more often in the town and made 

Darjeeling a centre of educational activity for Europeans. The increase in the expansion 

of agriculture can be understood from the study of the increase in the number of general 
population. The expansion is due to the development of tea as said earlier, because we 

see that in 1872, there were 74 tea states in District with 14000 acres planted. This 
increased in 1881 to 153 tea estates and 30000 acres and in 1891 to 177 tea estates and 

45000 acres of land6
• 

The 1931 census repo11 it stated that the mother-tongue of 37444-person resident 

in the district was Bengali. The census of 1931 reported that those born in Bihar counted 
24,540 in number, born in Sikkim 5,321, Born in Nepal were 59,016, born else were in 
Asia 2,052 and the Europeans who were born in and outside United kingdom and Ireland 

counted as 616 only. As many of those whose mother tongue was Bengali were probably 
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born in the Terai as per the record of A. J Dash. The population of the hi II areas was more 
permanent than that of the Terai. 7 Increases in the Siliguri Subdivision had also been 
continuous8:-

T ABLE 3.2: Showing the population growth and increase percentage of Siliguri 
Subdivision from 1872-1941 

Year Population Increase Percent 

1872 47,985 
1881 63,038 31 

1891 72,993 16 

1921 75,787 4(for three decades) 

1931 82,258 6 
1941 90,014 12 

Source: census reports. 

The year 1872 witnessed population of 47,985 and in 1947 the population was 90.0 14. 
The Kharibari Thana showed the lowest increase and the Siliguri thana the highest. The 
high rate of Siliguri thana was no doubt due to the abnonnally rapid expansion of the 
Siliguri urban area9

• 

TABLE 3.3: Showing the population growth and percentage of decadal variation of 
Siliguri Subdivision from 1941-2011 . 

Year Total Population Percentage of decadal variation 
1951 32480 209.72 

1961 65471 . l 01.57 

1971 97484 48.9 
1981 154378 58.36 

1991 216950 40.53 

2001 284602 31.18 

2011 509709 44.16 

Source: Annual Report ofSiliguri Municipal Corporation, 2013 

The Darjeeling District in 1947 had an area of approximately 1,192 square miles 
and the density of population is 316 persons per square mile. The Sadar Subdivision was 
about 19 percent, of the area of the District and held 39 percent of the population thus 
having the higher density (408) than that of District. The Kurseong Subdivision with area 
14 percent of the District, held a population of 16 percent of the District population and 
thus had a density slightly higher (364) than that of the District. Mirik thana (38 square 
miles) has 44 persons per square mile, a considerably higher figure than that Kurseong 
thana (339) although this last contains an urban area. The Kalimpong Subdivision with an 
area of 35 percent of the District, held only 20 percent of its population. The density of 
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population appreciably lower ( 194) than that of the District. This is accounted for by the 
large areas of Government forest in the Subdivision and particularly in the Gorubathan 

thana where density as low as 88 per square mile. 10 

The Siliguri Subdivision had an area of 22 percent of the District area and a 
population 24 percent of the District. The density of population (349) was thus slightly 
higher than that of the District. Population was evenly distributed throughout the 

Subdivision, density varying from 342 in the Siliguri to 366 in Phansidewa thana. The 

Subdivision had only small areas of forest and although there were waste land, large area 
were cultivated, much being under tea. As it almost lies wholly in the plains, it witnessed 
a much higher density of population of 540 persons to the square mile. One of the cause 

may be, the unhealthy reputation of terai as the reason for a low population development, 

rendering necessary the importation of aboriginal tribes form Chota Nagpur and the 
Santai Parganas to develop and work in tea gardens. 11 

The areas of this region fall into two main categories, firstly, what may be 

described as plantation areas and secondly, lands where the small cultivator worked and 
these lands were controlled by the Revenue Administration or the Terai jotedar. The 

plantation areas included reserved forests of Government, the Government Cinchona 
plantations and tea gardens. The population on Government Cinchona plantations in the 

District was 13,507 in the year 1947. The density of population was not high but the 
density on Government Forests which have a population of 10,014 was lowest. On the 
other hand areas leased for tea hold a population of 1,463,508 persons or about 39 

percent, of the population of the whole District. As 1.673680 acres ofland (258.75 square 
miles) were leased out for tea, the density of population in tea areas was over 560 persons 

per square mile, appreciably higher than the density rate for the District. Of the areas 

worked by the small cultivator by far the largest part was Government Khas Mahal land 
the only appreciate area not described as Khas Mahal is the Kumi Estate in the Sadar 

Subdivision. But the Terai Khas Mahal had little resemblance to other Khas Mahals in 
the District because Government did not deal directly with cultivators but only with 

middlemen. 

MIGRATION AND POPULATION GROWTH 

The Darjeeling district offers the most remarkable example of growth of 
population immigration from outside. At the time of the cession of the great part of 

Darjeeling subdivision comprising 357.4 sq.km by the Raja of Sikkim in 1835 AD, the 
tract was covered by forest and very sparsely populated. It has been said that there were 

not even 20 resident families or households in that area 12• 

The period of Dr Arthur Campbell's superintendent-ship from 1839 A.D. saw the 

growth of settlements and increase in populations in the district. Campbell took vigorous 

progress steps to attract settlers to the region and his measures proved so successful that 
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by 1849, that is, seven years before any tea garden was established in the district he was 
able to report that the number of inhabitants had risen to J 0000. In understanding the 
quantum of population growth as revealed by the census counts we find that the Census 
of 1872 was considered defective. There was concealment of females in 188 I. Many of 
them fled on the census night over into Nepal. Labourers absconded from tea gardens 
from panic and other causes. It was believed that the Census of 1891 for the first time 
took a satisfactory count. During 1891 to 1901 the Hills were very healthy. On the other 
hand Terai was notoriously malaria and mortality was very heavy 13. 

The early settlers were mostly agriculturists. Campbell gave them every 
encouragement to reclaim forest lands and settle down there. Urbanisation through the 
establishment of a Sanatorium at the nucleus town also led to the growth of employment 
opportunities and hence the population increase. By 1852 there were 17 European houses 
in Darjeeling town besides a Bazaar and jail. A Hill Corps was stationed there to maintain 
law and order and the revenue raised from the settlement amounted to Rupees 50,000 in 
1852. 

The most potent factor contributing to the growth of population had been the tea 
industry for the introduction of which into the district the credit goes to Aurthur D. 
Campbell among others. Soon after his appointment as Superintendent of Darjeeling, 
Campbell began trial experiments in growing tea and also induced many other European 
residents to do so. This led to the establishment of the first tea plantation on the 
commercial basis in 1856 at Aloobari and at Lebong. These enterprises created a big 
demand for plantation labour in the district and by the end of 1866 that is only 1 0 years 
after the establishment of the industry on a commercial basis, there was no less than 39 
Gardens with 10,000 acres under cultivation which by 1874 rose to 113 spread over 
18,888 acres. From around 1856 immigration of plantation labour caused by opening of 
tea garden had been a major factor in the population increase in the district. ln I 869 when 
a rough Census of the than district was taken it was found out that it contains over 22,000 
inhabitants. The great pa1t was played by the tea industry in this behalf is evident from 
the fact that according to the Census of 190 I tea garden labourers and their dependents 
accounted for more than two third of the total population of the district, despite the fact 
that industry was passing through a minor recession at that time. In 1931, the same 
category of labourers formed about 47.25% of the total working population of the 
district14

• In 1971 the workers employed in plantation forestry, mining, quarryi ng, 
hunting etc constituted about 27% of the total working population in the district and an 
overwhelming majority of them employed in the tea industry. In the three Hills 
subdivisions in 1971 they formed 31.5 percent of the total working population. 

An emphasis on the tea industry as the most potent factor for the growth of 
population in the district should not minimise role played by general agriculture which 
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also increased large scale immigration to the newly reclaimed 

apparent from the following facts related to Si liguri subdivision. 

THE REFUGEE INFLUX15 

ISSN: 2229-4880 

lands and would be 

Regionally the district may be divided into two distinct parts- the Hills and the 
Plains comprising of Siliguri subdivisions. Rajbansis along with other Bengali scheduled 
caste also form the bulk of population of the Siliguri subdivision but the colossal 

immigration of Bengali Hindus from the erstwhile East Pakistan and other places since 

the Independence reduced the numerical superiority of the Raj bans is is in this area. 

During 1901-1 I there was a decline in the rate of growth of population as 
O'Malley in his census report of 1911 observed "the explanation is that there is only 

unlimited area in whkh there is room for an increase in population over one third of the 
district is covered by reserved forest while the tea Gardens extended over about 17 of its 
area while they were being open out and developed, and a phenomenal growth of 

population resulted. All the land suitable for cultivation within the area reserved for it has 

been taken up on the tea garden therefore no considerable increase of population can be 
expected as it is the occupies a third of the cropped area and the tea garden employee in 

labour force of 53000 or one fifth of the total population of the district. As regards 

ordinary cultivation, one third of the district is cultivable and it cannot give false hope to 
suppo1t a team in agricultural reserved for native cultivation.''16 

Between 1872 and 1881 the population has increased by 63.8 % and during the 

next decade by 43.9%. The growth rate registered a drop to 11.6% during 1891- 1901 and 

a further drop to 6.5% during 190 I to 1911 which remained almost the same in the 
following decade. During 1901 and 1911 most of the population growth took place in 

Kalimgpong subdivision which recorded in 19.3 % rise in population, the Sadar division 

6% and the Si ligu1i Subdivision recorded 2.6%. During this decade the growth of 
population by immigration was caused by bringing wasteland into cultivation than by 

expans ion of industry, trade, commerce. During 191 1-1921 when the district recorded 
6.5% population increase, the Darjiling (Sadar) showed a decline and Siliguri 
surprisingly showed a 4.9 percent increase. During' l921 -31 the district recorded a 13 per 
cent growth in population, followed by a 17. 7 per cent increase in 1931-41. 

EAST PAKISTAN REFUGEES 

From I 931 onwards Siliguri subdivision began to attract more and more 

immigrants, tl1e bulk of whom were traders, white collar employees and transport 

workers from the Indian plains, who came in the wake of urbanization of Siliguri an 
entrepot market and the most important transport node in north-eastern India. During the 

1941-51 decade, the District population increased by 18.3 percent; Siliguri, subdivision 

registering a 29.4 per cent growth while the Siliguri police station containing the town of 
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Siliguri recorded a growth of 61.2 per cent, which was largely due to the influx of 
refugees from the erstwhile East Pakistan, following the partition of the country in 194 7 
and the' communal riots in 1950. During 1951-61 the district population decreased by 

17 .8 per cent against an increase of 36.4 per cent for Silguri police station and 101.5 per 
cent for Siliguri town. The fact, noted earlier, that a large number of immigrants into the 
district from Nepal r~mained unaltered in 1961. In the same year it was found that there 

were more immigrants from Bihar including tribals like Oraons, Santals and Mundas, 

than from any other State in India. Immigrant refugees, mostly Bengali Hindus from the 
erstwhi le East Pakistan now become an important segment of the population of the 
district. Most of them settled in the plains portion of the district within Siliguri 

subdivision. A number of Tibetans also migrated over after the Chinese occupation of 

Tibet. 

It can be deduced from census data that 11.44 percent or 4,364 out of a total of 

38,162 persons from Pakistan residing in the district in 1961 had come to settle there 
before the partition of the country. Between 1946 and 195 1, a total of 15,738 persons 

(8,931 males and 6,807 females) emigrated from the former East Pakistan into Darjiling 

district. The rush of refugees in the first two years was quite heavy; but 1950, the year in 

which there were widespread disturbances in the former East Pakistan, saw the largest 
influx, when 5,285 persons (2,946 males and 2,339 females) arrived. The influx of 

refugees was also heavy, in 1954, 1956 and 1960. 

In 1961 it was found that 21,794 persons ( 12,053 ma) 119,741 females) or a little 
over 57 per cent of the total of 38,J62 persons and lived in urban areas (mainly Siliguri), 

while 16,368 persons, 9,141 males and 7,.227 females) or a little less than 43 per cent had 

settled in the rural areas of the district. 

The refugee influx helped Siliguri town to grow in many ways. The Refugee 

Rehabilitl.ltion Department made donations to the Siliguri College and the Siliguri 

Commerce College to construct buildings. Land was also granted to Siliguri Girls Higher 
Sec_ondary School for its building as these institutions were needed to meet the ever
increasing demand for education from the new settlers. The State Government also 

advanced more than Rs. 1,50,000 to the Siliguri Municipality to construct roads, make 
sanitary arrangements and arrange water supply in the refugee concentrations within the 
municipal limits. The Refugee Rehabi litation Department opened a market on a 3-acre 

plot of land at an expense of more than Rs. 10,000,00 for the benefit of ahout 800 refugee 

traders and named it "Bidhan Market". Half of these 8 refugee colonies are within 

Siliguri town and the persons staying there were mostly employed in urban occupations 

pertaining to the tertiary sector of the economy. Two colonies were in the semi-urban 

area, the inhabitants of which are also employed more or less in the same sector. The 
other two colonies are in rural areas and engaged in the primary sector of the economy. 

17 
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THE TIBETlAN REFUGEE 

With the annexation of Tibet by China, exodus of Tibetans Refugee to Lndia began about 

the middle of 1951 , which gained momentum and assumed fairly large proportions in 

1956. But the main bulk of Tibetan refugees began arriving in India from 1959. The 

responsibility of rehabilitating the Tibetan refugees rested with an organization called the 
Central Relief Committee, under the direct supervision of the Ministry of External 

Affairs and the Ministry of Home affairs of the Government oflndia18
• 

There were five official production centre to which a number of Tibetan 

refugees were attached either as trainee-workers, trainer workers, wage labourers or as 
self-employed workers. Except where there was provision for residential accommodation 

within the Productive units, no special colonies were set for these displaced persons. 

The five production centers with their respective lines of specialization were: (I) 

Tibetan Central Training (Handicraft) Centre of Lebong, at Darjeeling. (2) Agricultural 

Co-operative Farming Society at Sonada, Dariling (3) Lamahatta Agricultural Co

operative Society at Lamahatta, Kalimpong (4) Handicraft Self-help Co-operative 
Society, Kalimpong and (5) Sonada Handicraft, Dairy Poultry and Agricultural Self-help 

Co-operative Society, Sonada. But these w1its could provide employment only to a 

fraction of the Tibetan refugees and hence a great number of them had to work either as 

petty traders and pedlars of handicrafts or as day labourers. Since there were no specified 
colonies, excepting residential quarters attached to the productive units, the Tibetan 

refugees lived in small concentrations at various places, preferring sites near monasteries 

and those inhabited by the Bhutias. Thus they were found as small closed communities at 

Ghoom, Sukiapukri, Kurseong town, Sittong and Algarah. A large proportion of the 

Tibetan refugees who were not attached to the production centres constitutes a floating 

population. For instance, out of 6,292 Tibetan refugees who settled in Kalimpong 
subdivision between 1959 and 1967, only 606 persons (345 males and 261 females) were 

found living there in November 1967. 

MIGRANTS FROM NEIGHBOURING STATES 

The males accounted for 53.14 and the females 46.86 per cent of the district 

population according to the 1971 Census. But the percentage of females in urban areas is 

much less, being only 44.22 while in the rural areas females constitute 47.64 per cent of 

the total population. Women composed 48.25 per cent of the total population of the three 

hill subdivisions while in Siliguri subdivision the corresponding percentage was 44.63. 

The disparity of sexes is more marked in Siliguri town than in the urban areas in the hills. 
While in the urban areas of the Hill subdivisions the women composed 44.82 per cent of 

the population, in Siliguri town they form only 42.41 per cent of the population. The 

reason for this is not far to seek ; most of the immigrants into the urban areas of the hills, 

except traders from Bihar and Raj~than, were permanent settlers and, as such. lived with 
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their women folk, whereas a great number of immigrants to Si liguri town were traders, 

skilled or unskilled workers and day labourers who were non-permanent residents. In the 
rural areas of Sil iguri, too, especially in the tea gardens, more non-permanent residents 

were to be found than in the hill subdivisions. But in the rural areas in the hills, except 

some traders and white-collar workers, few people lived as non-permanent residents. 

But the growth of population in Siliguri may be ascribed to partition of Bengal 

1947. There was huge influx of population from the adjoining areas of East Bengal 

(Pakistan, now Bangladesh) to Siliguri Town. Geographically Siliguri is very near to 
Bangladesh and refugees entered into this town. Furthermore, after partition Assam lost 

its link with the rest of India via Bangladesh and Assam traffic must pass through 

Siliguri. Gradually, it was established as a trading centre and thousands of refugees 

flocked to this town for shelter and for rehabilitation. Siliguri's importance was further 
enhanced by the Since-Indian border war 1962 and Siliguri became a very important 

centre for military concentration. Along with the heavy military concentration in the 

Terai forest area, new Railway Stations were developed and an Airport was also came 

into existence. Trade and Commerce flourished. Transport because a very important 

occupation for a large number of people. 

CONCLUSION 

The heterogeneous population composition of Siliguri was one of the spin-offs of urban 

transformations. This issue will be taken into consideration in detail in the next chapter. 

The social system of this border town took shape through migration of various groups 

from the neighborhood following different political developments. Massive migration led 

to differentiation of social and economic space. The illegal cross border movement of 

goods further led to expansion of urban markets. The region faced both internal as well 

external threats leading to heavy militarization. The establishment of many army 

cantonments added to the urban growth of Siliguri. The social, mil itary and the economic 

spaces of Siliguri were re-defined in phases after independence. 
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Popular Protest Movements of Dinajpur in Post-Colonial 
Bengaland the Role of Left Political Parties: A Micro Level Study 

Swapan Kumar Pain' 

Abstract: The contemporary trend of Indian history writing is 'history from below '. It 
means a number of historians have focused on the writing of the history of marginalized 
people or the common people who are discarded from the arena of mainstream of 
history. Recently, an attempt has been made to write the history of marginalized people 
or marginalized areas. Dinajpur is such kind a District where galaxy of historical 
incidents took place but till now the scholars are hardly attempted to write the peoples ' 
history of Dinajpur. After the end of World War II Bengal had to face a series of popular 
protest movements and Dinajpur was no exception to that. Primarily these movements 
were started by the then opposition parties i.e. left forces and it became 
spontaneous. 1 Even the ordinary people without any party affiliation joined these 
movements in great number and the District witnessed many protest movements in 

Colonial and of course Post-Colonial period. 

Dinajpur city was the first catalyst to create modem political organization, 
struggle and consciousness. Through this movement not only among the people of the 

city and middle class, the first formation of the people of districts started with the spirit of 

British imperialism. Among the followers of movement the subaltern, the middle class, 

small businessman, small and medium Jotedars, students, youth, women, shopkeepers 
and other also joined together.2 During colonial period the Congress was dominated, but 

in few areas left political parties sprouted in Dinajpur. The leftists got instance there 

slowly and later in the post-colonial period they spread their influence over the whole of 

this district. The present paper wi ll throw light on popular protest movements ofDinajpur 
from 1946 to 1977 through which the Left Political Parties thrived in Dinajpur. 

Dinajpur is well-known for its historical importance. The district lies between 
26°29'54" and 25°10'55" north latitudes, and between 89°0'30" and 87°48'37"east 
longitudes in the Jalpaiguri Division of West Bengal.3 The inhabitants of the district are 

mostly comprisedRajbansi, Santai, Oran, Pahan, Munda and the Muslims. Apart from this 

among the zamindars and landlords mostly were Hindu businessmf'n coming from 
different districts."'rhese people living on the low level of the society became impellent 

due to oppression of the colonial rulers and exploitation of the zamindars and landlords. 

1 Swapan Kumar Pain, Assistant Professor of History, Raiganj University. 
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During colonial oppression Dinajpur had these circumstances to scotch it always left 

politics began appearing with all its assertive ideological stands. 

The concept of Left Politics is a complex issue. India has the first Communist 

Party (CPI), second Communist Party (CPIM), and even the third Communist Party 
(CPIM-L) which is known as 'Communist Left'. Side by side with these the other 
Socialist Parties too began claiming to be leftist. But it would be logical to te1m them as 
'Non-Communist Left'. According to Prof. Debi Chatterjee, "From one communist party, 

first two, then three and now a multiplicity of communist parties and groups- all claim a 
'left ' status. Not only the Marxists, but also the socialists of different shades consider 
themselves as 'left'. There was a time in history when even the congress, led by Indira 
Gandhi, was known as the 'left' Congress. While all these and many more claim 'left ' 
status, many of them have difficulties in establishing their credentials before others. Thus 
one Marxist Party refuses to recognize another as 'left', and in/act, most go to the extent 
of considering itself and only itself as genuinely left ". 5These left parties believed the 

cause of equality and social justice against undue social privilege. In all spheres, left 
parties demands that citizens must enjoy equality in the eyes of law, basic human 

freedom, full trade union rights and liquidation of feudalism in the countryside.6 

During the colonial days among the leftist parties only Communist Party of India 
spread its influence in different areas of Dinajpur. However, in the Balurghat Sub
division of this district Revolutionary Socialist Party had its influence to some extent.7 In 

the Goalpokhar Thana area Forward Bloc had some influence and in Raiganj Thana area 
Socialist party had showed their seed and till today they exist in some of villages of 
Raiganj. From 1937 the movements tended to be anti-congress and pro-leftist. For this 

the fai lure of Nishith nath Kundu, the undisputed leader of Dinajpur, to get ticket from 

Congress to participate in the Assembly Election was responsible. He later stood as 
Independent Candidate and won with the active support of leftists and became M.L.A. 

from Dinajpur.8 After this victory he used to draw attention to the deprivation of the 

people of Dinajpur in the Assembly. Side by side with this, prominent leftist leaders like 
Muzaffar Ahmed, Bankim Mukherjee. Panchugopal Bhaduri and Biswanath Mukherjee 

came to Dinajpur in 1938 to encourage the leftists.9 In post-colonial period we found 

Socialist Party (1948), Praja Socialist Party (1952), Sanjukta Socialist Party (1964). 

The people ofDinajpurwere carrying out a great tradition of the movements since 
the very inception of colonial rule. From the Partition of Bengal in 1905, the Non

Cooperation Movement, the Movement of Ci vil Disobedience and the Revolutionary 
Movement of the fire age Dinajpur gets an extra mileage. 10Right before the independence 

and in the post-independence era the movements through which the leftists would extend 

their area of influence were Tebhaga Movement, Movement against Levy, movement 
against the eviction of bargadar, Bengal-Bihar Merger Movement, Food Movement, 
Peasant and Labour Movement, Teachers' Movement, Refugee Movement, Movement 
against Emergency etc. 11 In these movements the participation of increasing number of 
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leftists augmented the acceptability of leftism to peasants, labourers and common people. 
Consequently, the leftists began consolidating their position in the district ofDinajpur. 

In the undivided Bengal in the Dinajpur district the immortal struggle ofTebhaga 

by the peasants was an important phase. From 1946 both Communist Party and Kisan 
Sabha called for a struggle of Tebhaga. In the month of October 1946 the District 
Committee of the Communist party started agitation with three watchwords namely 

harvest paddy for one's own granary, no adhis we want tebhaga and no interest against 
borrowed paddy. 12ln the planning of this movement the whole district was divided into 
six regions.13 These were .... !) Thakurgaon East Region under the leadership of Bibhuti 

Guha and Ajit Roy, 2) Thakurgaon Western Region under the leadership of Janardan 
Bhattacharyya, 3) Chiri Region under the leadership of Sudhir Samajpati and Sachendu 
Chakraborty, 4) Phulbari and Patiram Region under the leadership of Rupnarayan Roy 

and Kali Sarkar, 5) Chopra Region under the leadership of Dr. Bhaben Singh and Adhir 

Biswas, 6) Balurghat Region under the leadership of Sunil Sen.The agitators had the 
main demand of bringing thejotedars to agree to have a share of the crop out ofthe three 

parts. The peasants did not agree to give even the half of the share to the jotedars and 

they claimed for collecting the whole of the crop to be preserved in the storehouse of the 

peasants only and if ever any share distribution was to be done in the farmhouse of the 
peasants only. But jotedars offered this agreement that land was theirs, seeds and 

fertilizers were also given by them and so they will not agree to this system of s_hare 

distribution. Naturally, conflict arose between the forces of jotedars and peasants. On 4th 

January} 947, in the port of Chiri of Dinajpur Shibram Maj hi and Samiruddin Mian were 
shot by police to death. These two men became the first martyrs of the Tebhaga 

movement ofDinajpur as well as Bengal. Bengal Provincial Krisak Sabha reported that in 
the Tebhaga movement of Dinajpur 40 agitators were killed, 1200 arrested, 10000 
wounded and 65 policemen also wounded. A worth mentioning aspect of this movement 

in Dinajpur is that many Muslim peasants joined different meetings and processions with 
the flag of Muslim League and Koran. 14 On 19th march 1947, The Statesman wrote she 
had been dumb for centuries, today that speechless being has become voluble with one 
shout of a slogan, he is now marching forward crossing big fields growing grass or lying 

follow with grass only on it. Everybody of these suddenly enlightened men had rifle 
perched on his shoulder while the procession was red flag held in the hands of the front 
liners. Simply this is inspiring an event to make a revolution successful. Really a chill of 

fear goes down our spices when they are seen lunging one another and addressing 
'comrade' while chanting loudly 'inquilab '. 15It would not be an exaggeration that as a 
result of this Tebhaga movement Land Acquisition Act, Land Reforms Act etc. have been 

legislated. Beside this, this movement led the nation to freedom in the villages many step 
ahead. It deserves mentioning here that the massive popularity of this movement helped a 
lot in bringing victory to the poor peasant Rupnarayan Roy from Dinajpur Constituency 

as M.L.A. in the Provincial Assembly Election in 1946.16 
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From 1953 the Krishak Sabha started protesting vehemently under the leadership 
of Communist Party when Levi system was imposed upon paddy crop cult ivated by poor 
peasants. The Sabha started signature campaign from the masses and sent it to the then 
Chief Minister. The members of Krishak Sabha from such places as Balurghat, Patiram, 

Kantabari, Bikhahar, Itahar, Maharajahat, Bhatol, Bindol etc. of Dinaj pur would organize 

mass movements successfully to make the protest tremendously frui tful. 17 

After independence people of Dinajpur felt a limitless hope for a bright day 

ahead. Meanwhile Radcliffe lunged a knife right away through the breast them and in 
protest against this injustice the leftists essayed a few songs. A sample of these songs is 
given hereunder. 18 

"Ogo ponorai August/ ki bole aaj gaibo tumar gaa11 
Radcliffer clmri klw11a/ elo tere dilo haua 

Mayer booke lwnlo churil korle tare khan khan .... " 

(In Bengali) 

(0 fifteenth August/ what shall we say to sing your arrival 
Radcliffe's knife/came darting to us 

Pierced my mother's breast/mu/ it into many parts) 
(English Translation) 

This song was written by Kamal Roy and set to tune by Himangshu Majumdar. 

At this time the refugees shrieked and aloud for food in huge numbers. To help them at 
the initiative of RSP an All Party Committee was formed. This committee consisted of 

Paresh Neogi and Jamini Majumdar from CPI, Probodh Talapatra and Khagen Dey from 

RSP, Kamalendu Chakraborty from Congress and others. This committee arranged 
supplies of rice and pulse for them and appraised the administration of the need of quick 

relief to the refugees. 19 

In 1956 Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy, the then Chief Minister of West Bengal and Sri 
Krishna Singh, the then Chief Minister of Bihar began endeavouring to unite both the 

states into one single whole. To protest against this effort the whole of Bengal rose up in 

unison. At that time Dinajpur District was not an exception too in this respect. Mainly in 
the Sub-division of Balurghat and Raiganj the movement became terribly powerful. In 
the Raiganj Sub-division in this movement Communist Party, Praja Socialist Party and 

other leftist parties took part with tremendous alacrity. At the District level anti-merger 
movement got the leadership of Dhiren Banerjee of RSP and Jamini Majumder of CPI. 
Especially the movement raging in the Raiganj Sub-division was infl uenced by the 

personality and fame of Nishitnath Kundu. At the call of agitators a day was observed as 

Arand/tan. 20Many youth and students participated in this movement. From this time 
onwards the allied student-youth movement began tarring a defi nite and permanent form 

in this District. Just after anti-merger movement of 1956, the election to the State 
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Assembly of 1957 was held. In this election Dhiren Banerjee won the Balurghat Seat as a 
candidate of RSP. After this victory the leftist got the scope of consolidating their 
position with increasing power.21 

From 1959 to 1966 Bengal was in the terrific grip of a food shortage. In demand 
for the food the agitation in Bengal came to heard everywhere. This historic Food 
Movement had socio-economic perspective. By utilizing different loopholes in the West 
Bengal Land Reforms Act, feudal lords began to keep their holding intact by way pf 
deluding the government. The Land which was redundant remained fallo'v for longtime 
affecting total harvest. This meant that they had not to pay a huge amount of tax against 
the quantity of lands that they owned. Along with this the rate of agricultural growth also 
began to go down. The Government used to levy a quantity of tax on the husking mills. 
But the owners of these mills did not pay these taxes. According to Saibal Mitra, the 
student leader, the Food Movement took a tremendously violent turn because of the 
feudalistic agricultural politics of the congress led Government under the leadership of 
Prafulla Sen. Apart from this, a huge quantity of rice continued to be illegally passed over 
to the erstwhile East Pakistan in collusion with the police. Apart from this subsequent to 
the lndo-Pak War the prices of the essential commodity shot up to go beyond the reach of 
ordinary buyers.22Police started lathi charge and firing on the agitators indiscriminately. 
This agitation snowballed gradually in Raiganj, Kaliyaganj, Itahar, Balurghat etc. 
extensively. In this protest movement the leftist quickly formed the Food Campaign 
Committee, Committee for Resistance to Price Rise, or Committee for Resistance to 
Famine. These c.ommittees mainly aimed at lending sol id support to the overall statewide 
leftist movement. Leaders like Manas Roy of Communist Party, Sukumar Guha of 
Forward Bloc, Mukul Bose & Dhiren Banerjee ofRSP and Nishitnath Kundu proclaimed 
the leadership in this movement.23 

The movements of the Teachers and Labourers were worth mertioning stage in 
the rapid and steady spread of the leftist movement in Dinajpur. In the fifties and sixties 
the teachers and labourers movement got an unprecedented impetus in the whole of West 
Bengal from the extensive awakening of people here to the terrific problems stalking this 

state. From 1954 the Primary and Secondary Schools got the impulse of the huge waves 
of statewide leftist movement. Cease work and fasting started at the initiative of All 
Bengal Teachers' Association (ABTA) on the issues of different demands of the teachers 
in Raiganj Sub-division. These were led by Sudhir Ghosh, Subir Dey, Binoy Biswas, 
Sabita Majumder, Puspa Chakraborty and others. In 1966 teachers of (i1is Sub-division 
observed 27 days cease work in all the schools under the leadership of ABTA. In 
seventies in response to the call of West Bengal College and University Teachers •· 
Association (WBCUTA), the teachers of Raiganj University College observed 20 days 
cease work. It deserves to be mentioned that in Dinajpur this had been the first movement 
by the College teachers. Side by side the teachers movement the first labour strike started 
by the leftist in Dinajpur with the participation of the labourers of the North Bengal State 
Transport Corporation (NBSTC). Manas Roy and Janaranjan Chattopadhyay played a 
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very important role that merits mention here in lending effectively to this movement. 
ABT A made the labourers, employees and teachers organizations entirely movement
oriented. In 1967, Sahadeb Yadav and Shyam Chakraborty set up West Dinajpur Jute 
Bailing and Processing Workers' Union. During this time 12 July Committee too 
extended its sphere of influence by opening a branch of it in Dinajpur.24 The time under 
discussion had noticed that all movements more or less were led by the collective 
directions given by 12 July Committee. 

The year 1967 was significant in the history of West Bengal. It was in this year 
the leftist came to occupy the corridor of power for a brief period of time. The veteran 
CPIM leader Mr. Jyoti Basu took oath as Deputy Chief Minister in the Ministry of Mr. 
Ajoy Mukherjee. From Dinajpur Mr. Nishitnath Kundu was picked up to become 
Minister for Relief and Co-operatives. Meanwhile the Naxalites began to move the 
government in their own style and that de-established it within a very short period of 
time. The Naxalites although stuck to this armed aggression on the constitutional 
Government non-stop the violent ferment in Marxist-Leninist fashion could not prove its 
durability in the teeth of official resistance of the Indian State. Consequent upon the 
stubborn opposition through violent means of the Naxalites to anything offered by the 
polity of India Governor Dharamveer dismantled the United front Ministry on 21 11 

November in 1967. This entailed a long and sustained protest movements of the leftists 
started to burst out everywhere in West Bengal. In Dinajpur too these movements spread 
far and aside.25 

The time spreading from 1972 to 1977 was really propitious for the leftist 
movement. Following on the heels of the Bangladesh Republic coming into being under 
the leadership of Seikh Mojibur Rahaman numberless refugees took shelter in the three 
Sub-divisions of Dinajpur i.e. Balurghat, Raiganj and Islampur. The leftist parties 
extended their helping hands to all these refugees. Many of Congress party came out to 
help the refugees. The later years many of these refugees inclined to the leftism. But then 
to call meeting and set up associations were next to impossible till 1972-1977. In despite 
of the Government' s resistance, however, the leftists did not stop from reaching different 
remote parts of this District with their progressive cultural message.26 Fortunately for the 
struggling leftists all these efforts of them to be popular among the masses resulted 
ultimately in their massive victory in 1977 in the Assembly Election. 

In conclusion, it may be said that the popular movements in Dinajpur were 
important and memorable in history, many people were arrested by joining in the various 
movement, sometimes they were wounded and some time they died too while upholding 
the banner of their struggle. Most importantly, the existence of British rule was 
impossible due to mass movement. And in case of leftist it may be summed up that in 
colonial period the politics of leftism began but it was in embryonic stage. In reality in 
the post-colonial era the leftist thinking began to get booster more and more due to 
gradual slackening of the harm handed rule of the foreign power. labourers, peasants and 
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common people chanted the slogan for right to equality and end of feudalism and 

depending on these slogans leftists proceeded onward to their goal. Specialty of the 

leftism of West Bengal is that a faction of Congress discreetly defected from their mother 

party and joined the leftists which only helped the leftist either in striking its roots in this 

District more deeply and infallibly signaling that in future the leftis~s were to loom large 

in the horizon with tremendously foel ing effect but as a set off to this phenomenon the 

rightist conservatives just lazed away time by patronizing the jotedars and zarninders 
remaining always their alienation from the mainstream psyche. This was a meager 

opportunity for the leftists at first who right away usurped the last rays of shine of the 

rightists and won a walkover to be predominant as a promising political force for the state 

as a whole. 
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The Changing Status of Women in Modern Bhutan with Relation 
to Education (From 1914 to 2003 A.D.) 

Ratna Paul 1 

Abstract: 
Till the middle of the last century Bhutan was isolated from the outside world and its 
social system was feudal. Historically, women were supposed to enjoy the same legal 
status as men, but after looking at the records and the practical aspects of women's lives 
we find that is not so true and practically their role was only of a home maker. The 
advancement and emancipation of women is virtually a recent phenomenon. Before the 
advent of modern education in the 1960s, the only form of education prevalent was 

traditional monastic education where Jew women got opportunity to educate themselves. 
Although the seed of modern school system to impart secular education was sown in 
1914, women's entry in the formal education came about only after many years. We must, 

of course acknowledge that Bhutan was passing through a phase where parents preferred 
to send their sons to school rather than daughters not only because of harsh terrains, 
long distances, lack of accommodations or other general hardships but also because of 
the view that daughters were more vulnerable and more useful at home. In the 1960s with 
the Royal Government 's intention to modernize the country, Five Year Plans were 
implemented and as a part of these plans, literacy rate was sought to be increased, and 
women found the doors of schools unlocked to educate themselves. Gradually the number 
of schools increased, so also the number of girl students. In the 1990s the government 
established hostel facilities for girls in the technical and vocational institutions. Non
formal system was introduced which was much more suitable for women. So, in spite of 
some age old gender disparity, women gradually became educated ushering increased 
awareness and thereby bolstering their status in the socio-economic-political fabric of 

Bhutanese society. 

Key-words- Women, Education, Status, Literacy rate. 

Bhutan was essentially an isolated and feudal society till the ascendency of the 

third hereditary monarch, Jigme Dorji Wangchuck in 1952. It gradually realized the 
indisputable fact that human resource development and economic transformation go hand 

in hand and that women constitute almost half of the human resource. Women on their 

part are trying to strike a balance between participating in the development process, 

*1914 - Commencement of the first secular/modem school in Bhutan 
2003- The beginning of the 9th Five Year Plan period 

1 Ratna Paul, Assistant Professor, Dept. of History, Jaigaon college, NBU 
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thereby challenging old myths and their present manifestations, while at the same time 
preserving their traditional roles in the household works since Bhutan is a religious nation 
where women are regarded as 'repositories of culture'. 

Women in Bhutan generally have a much higher status than in many other 
countries and theoretically they enjoy the same status and legal rights as men in many 
fields of life. There is no overt discrimination on the basis of gender and women are 
regarded as valuable and respectable members of families and society. And this equality 
has undoubtedly contributed to the rapid development of the society. Keeping in mind 
that the country's population is basically rural, it can be claimed that for most part, 
women in Bhutan play a major role in retaining and propagating the traditional ethos of 
the nation. In an average household in Bhutan, the woman is not just a wife or a mother, 
but also a home maker. She bears the responsibility of a 24 hours job and shares 
responsibility in farming communities as she is invariably involved in paddy field works. 
When not in the fields she supports the family by engaging herself in weaving and other 
cottage industries. 1 

Bhutanese women enjoy the right of inheritance and land ownership and there is 
no dowry system or bridal price system. Despite a broad-based equality, women in 
Bhutan have not set aside the traditional practices related to house-keeping, agriculture, 
animal husbandry and cottage industry and this is more apparent in rural economics 
where they appear to play an important role equal to men. 2 In fact, in Dukpa Kagyu 
school of Mahayana Buddhism, which is the state religion in Bhutan, the doctrine of 
Karma gives women an elevated status as they are sometimes even seen as superior to 
men in many ways; for example, it is said that women's thought process is clearer and 
that they have better discerning power. In Mahayana Buddhism3 there are many female 
deities such as Tara, Saraswati, Dorji Phagmo etc. and female and male principles are 
equally indispensable. There is a Sutra which says, "There is no difference between the 
sexes on the road to enlightenment."4 

In spite of the Bhutanese women enjoying considerable freedom, a scrutiny into 
the day to day life presents a different picture in several aspects of living. As Bhutan was 
a feudal nation till very recently, traces of the feudal practices and prejudices are still 
visible. Feudalism discriminate Bhutanese women in almost every stage of life which 
was compounded by poverty, illiteracy and exploitation of. If one is to flip through the 
pages of Bhutan Telephone Directory of the year 1994 a rather helpless picture of women 
is seen to emerge. It shows that all, save for few exceptions, Ministers, Judges, 
Secretaries, Directors, Heads of Corporations, Authorities etc. were found to be males.5 

Under the circumstances nothing needs to be added about women's place in the society. 
A noted Bhutanese female writer commented, "The government is aware of these 
discrepancies and serious efforts are being made to narrow the gaps. "6 This research 
shows that the Bhutanese women, as a result of the existing circumstances, lacked 
confidence even in handling issues generally affecting themselves and their daily lives. In 
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fact, the situation was such that the majority of women were not even aware of their basic 
rights. Bhutan has, of course, marched ahead and by the beginning of the 21 st century 
women did advance in education, business, and politics but a lot more needs to be done to 
come anywhere close to gender equality. 

It is common knowledge that education equips one for a better life, better 
income, enhanced ability to feed one's family, fight for one's rights etc. But, the country 
was almost devoid of any modern schooling facility till the beginning years of the 

development of the country. To be more specific, ti ll the early 1960s there were virtually 
no modern educational faci lities inside Bhutan and all that the country had was the 

traditional education given in the monasteries. Monastic education, gave men a 
significant advantage over women in religious, political, social and economic contexts.7 

In the monastic education system, literacy as limited to certain groups of people, mainly 

the male clergy and a select group of elite and thus literacy and religion were seen as 

being synonymous. Though theoretically, the spiritual path was open to both men and 

women, religious and cultural prejudices presented various obstacles and hindrances in 

the women's way because of their gender.8 lt cannot be said that there were no nu~eries 

for women but it can be stressed that the number of nunneries and the number of nuns or 
Anims (female celibate monks) were very few.9 Consequently, there were no women in 
position of influence in the rel igious hierarchy. 

Although the seed of modern primary schools was planted in 1914 in the Haa 

valley and gradually in other parts of the country, women hardly got the opportunity to be 
admitted in these schools. Moreover, in the past, fami lies preferred sending boys to 

schools not only because of harsh terrain and long travel distances, the lack of 

accommodations or hostel facil ities and other general hardships but also because of the 
traditional view that daughters were vulnerable and were needed at home. 10 The female 

child was also in disadvantageous position due to the lack of schools and women 

teachers, poor classroom facilities, the absence of girls' hostels, lack of separate toilets, 

inaccessibility of schools because of roads and transport, rigid school rules etc. To 
aggravate this there was the general phenomenon of girls dropping out of school earlier 

leading to feminization of poverty or in simplified form it can be explained as a case of 

"learn less - earn less". It might be added that Bhutanese women also married early 
making them even more vulnerable. A Bhutanese lady scholar also adds that since even 

the facility for monastic education was abundant for men it was just a transition from an 

old system to a new one when they entered modem schools. Whereas t;ie same did not 
apply for women for whom going to a modern school was a pioneering effort. 11 

The above conditions made girls' enrolment in the schools altogether negl igible. 

Though there were scholarship system for study in the schools of Kalimpong and 
Darjeeling in India, yet very few girls were selected. According to Dasho Gagey Lhamu, 

Bhutan's first lady High Cou1t judge, the few selected girls had to be actually 'pulled 

away' from their parents to be sent to schools in India. To quote her, "During my time 
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(early 1950s) it was not common for a girl child to go to school. About ten girls, 
including myself, were selected for admission to Haa primary school. In 1956, there were 
seven girls from Haa who were selected to be sent to schools in India after completing 

our class three in Bhutan, and the journey was tough " 12 "There were no motorable roads 
so the prospective students had to walk to Samtse town which took seven days, and then 
catch a train followed by a bus to reach Kalimpong. Even at home the walk from the 

house to the local school took a lot of time .. .it was only later, with improved road 
conditions, that more girls were enrolled into schools." 13 Thus the physical facilities were 
also not favourable for the girls in any conceivable way. Of course, we do find an 

exception in a pioneer Bhutanese female student, Miss. Chandrakala Gurung, became the 

country's first graduate in 1956 which would mean that she must have joined school 

around the latter half of 1930s. 14 

Enrolment of girls at different levels was almost non- existent prior to 1960. With 

the commencement of the Five Year Plans, the Royal Government realized the shortage 
of working manpower as the main constraint on the overall development process, so 

funds were allocated for extending the network of primary, secondary and central 

schools. There is no data available on the number of girls receiving education in the First 
and Second Five Year Plan periods though there must have been some female students. 
ln 1977 the total number of girls who received formal education was 5,420 out of a total 

19,973 students (or 27%) and by 1984 girls accounted for at least 33 percent of a total 
enrolment of 47,883 students. 15 Despite the enormous increase in the enrolment of girls 
into schools the literacy rate amongst women remained lamentably poor. The data for 

1979 reflects that only 10% of the female population was literate compared to 36.8% in 

males. The figures show even more alarming details of illiteracy amongst women in 

Eastern Bhutan (6%) and Western Bhutan (6.6%). 16 

The following tables show the enrolment of girls in comparison with boys in 

different levels of educational institutions of Bhutan-

Table I: (April 1989) 

Schools and institutes No Boys Girls Total 

Schools 
Extended classrooms 30 1755 055 28 10 

Primary schools 152 29028 17256 46284 

Junior high schools 21 7140 4761 11901 

High schools 10 2887 1651 4538 

Sub-total 213 40810 23723 65533 

Institutes 
Sherubtse College 01 379 74 543 

National Institute of 01 102 63 165 

Education 
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Teachers' Training Centre 01 41 17 58 

Royal Bhutan Polytechnic 01 185 11 196 

Royal Technical Institute 01 308 16 324 
Simtokha Rigney School 01 53 1 33 564 
Zangley Muenseling School 01 19 08 27 

Sanskrit Pathshala 05 372 160 532 

Sub-total 12 1937 382 2319 

Grand total 225 42747 24105 67852 

(Source-General Statistics, Ministry of Social Services, Department of Education, July 

1989, Thimphu. P) 

Table 2: (April 1994) 

Schools and Institutes No Boys Girls Total 

Schools 
Community schools 100 5404 4021 9425 

Primary schools 145 26155 19782 45937 

Junior high schools 18 4902 3968 8870 

High schools 08 2579 1606 4185 

Private schools 07 386 330 716 

Sub-total 278 39426 29707 69133 

Institutes 
Sherubtse College 01 438 95 533 

National Institute of 01 114 46 160 

Education 

Teachers' Training college 01 109 37 146 

Royal Bhutan PQlytechnic 01 168 23 191 

Royal Technical lnstiMe 01 191 42 233 

Simtokha Rigney School 01 337 99 436 

.2angley Muenseling School 01 24 09 33 

Sanskrit Pathshala 01 14 07 21 

SulHotal 08 1395 358 , 1753 

Grand total 286 40821 30065 70886 

(Source-General Statistics, Ministry of Health and Education, Education Division, 

Thimphu, June 1994, p.3) 
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Table: 3(April 1997) 

Schools and Institutes No Boys Girls Total 

Schools 
Community schools 107 6137 4606 10743 
Primary schools 150 28914 22862 51776 
Jw1ior high schools 25 9571 8336 17907 
High schools 13 4889 3639 8528 
Private schools 07 740 684 1424 
Sub-total 302 50251 40127 90378 
Institutes 
Sherubtse college 01 414 82 496 
National Institute of 01 99 100 199 
Education 

Teacher Training College 01 125 81 206 
Roye! Bhutan Polytechnic 01 224 34 258 
Royel Technical Institute 01 221 68 289 
Semtokha Rigzhung 01 224 81 305 
Institute 

Trashiyangtse Rigney 01 21 - 21 
Institute 

National Institute for the 01 18 10 28 
Disabled 
Surye Sanskrit Pathshala 01 26 16 42 
Dhoban Sanskrit Pathshala 01 45 - 45 
Sub-total 10 1417 472 1889 
Grand total 312 51668 40599 92267 

(General Statistics, Ministry of Health and Education, Education Division, Thimphu, 

June I 997, p.4) 

Through these tables attempt is made to show the rate of enrolment of girls in 

comparison with boys during the period of Sixth Five Year Plan (1987-1992) and 
Seventh Five Year Plan (1992- I 997) periods. It is found that the girls' enrolment in the 
school levels in various plan periods was quite satisfactory. As the number of schools 

increased around the country the number of girls students did too. Extended classrooms, 
later known as Community Schools, were introduced in the Sixth Five Year Plan and 

were established within easier reach of communities and it contributed to an increase in 

the number of girl children attendance.17 A Bhutanese report states that "between 1984 
and 1993, the enrolment of girls in primary to high school increased by 68%, as 
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compared to only 11 % increase for boys." 18 Despite this fantastic success the canvas is 

not the same where post-school education is concerned: If we note the enrolment of girls 
in institutional level we will find that their number was less than half of the boys. The 
possible causes may be the long distances between the college and thei r residence, the 
unwillingness of their parents to part with girls because of safety concerns, unawareness 

about the utility of higher education, early marriage customs, pressure in household 
activities, and practicality of certain courses for girls etc. 

The Royal Government of Bhutan was concerned about the inequitable position 
of women in society and tried to develop strategies and programmes which might bring 

about significant improvement in the quality of life of women. On April 9, 1981, 
National Women's Association 9fBhutan was set up as a non-governmental organization 

for the improvement of socio economic conditions of women by identifying the 

constraints that women face and to suggest appropriate solutions. 19 This NW AB also 

works for women's participation in developmental activities. Dasho Dawa Dem, 
Secretary of NWAB said in 1987 that' "Bhutanese women, especially the capable and 

educated, must work on equal footing and even compete in their profession". 20 NW AB is 

trying to promote socio-economic conditions of disadvantaged women through 
promoting economic opportunities, developing capability and raising awareness of the 

rights and potential of women. 21 

The Department of Education in the I 980's had encouraged women to apply for 
training as Bhutanese Language teachers. The department pointed out that there was no 

discrimination between men and women and women interested in serving as Bhutanese 
language teachers might apply for the training.22 Being aware that only a negligible 
number of girls received technical and vocational education priority was given for the 

establishment of girls hostels in Royal Bhutan Polytechnic and Royal Technical Institute 

to increase the enrolment of girls during the Seventh Five year Plan period. As a part of 

the programme to provide basic education to al I Bhutanese by the year 2000 the Royal 

Government of Bhutan began in 1992, as an alternative system, offering six months 

course named as non-formal education programme. The course concentrated on the 
ability to read and write simple letters, maintain basic accounts in Dzongkha (the national 
language) and English, knowledge of health and hygiene and the achievement of self 

sufficiency through cottage industries. The classes also helped to acquire knowledge 
about relevant issues like family planning and chi ld care. In the year 1994 there were 
altogether 33 non-formal education centres in the whole country witi, 1700 learners 

among whom 69% were women and thus the non formal education scheme has enhanced 

their ability to understand better the art of reading and writing.23 Education statistics of 
the year 2003 shows that among the total learners in non-formal education of 12,838 in 
the country, 8674 were women.24 There was a growing response in the women to 
participate in this system as the classes were held mostly in the evenings which was 

convenient for them to attend and the course bridged the gap of women lagging behind 
men in formal education. 
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Nevertheless, in the formal higher education sector the picture changes 
dramatically. We can look at the status of education in 2003 (beginning of 9•h Five Year 

Plan period) to compare the male-female ratio-

Table 4: (2003 A.D.) 

Schools and institutes no male female Total 

Schools 
Community primary schools 188 11949 10553 22502 

Primary schools 90 13850 12318 26168 

Lower secondary schools 77 23968 22888 46856 

Middle secondary school 23 9319 8416 17735 
Higher secondary schools 16 6388 4880 11268 

Private schools 18 2363 2268 4631 

Sub-total 412 67837 61323 129160 

Institutes 
Sherubtse College 01 565 263 828 

Institute for Language and Culture Studies 01 152 73 225 

National Institute of Education, Sarntse 01 195 149 344 

National Institute of Education, Paro 01 247 239 486 

National Institute for the Disabled 01 26 9 35 

Jigmocholing (Surey) Sanskrit Pathshala 01 19 11 30 

Dhoban Sanskrit Pathshala 01 13 - 13 

Roye! Bhutan Institute of Technology 01 341 88 429 

Vocational Training Institute, khuruthang 01 42 30 72 

Vocational Training Institute, Rangjung 01 75 37 112 

Vocational Traning Instituate, Samthang 01 73 11 99 

Construction Training Centre, Kawajangsa 01 126 108 234 

National Institute for Zorig Chusum 01 78 23 122 

Trashiyangtse Institute for Zorig Chusum 01 40 12 52 

sub-total 14 1992 1053 3081 

Grand total 426 69829 62376 132241 

(Source-General Statistics, Ministry of Education, Policy and Planning Division, 

Thimphu, 2003, p.7) 

The above statistics show the percentage of girls in comparison boy students in 

2003 to be almost at par as far as education in school level was concerned (male: 52.52%; 
female: 47.48%). However, the same cannot be said of higher education and as an 
example Sherubtse College shows male enrollment of 565 (68.24%) and female students 

numbering 263 (31.76%). Girl student ratio suffers even in the technical education, 

Sanskrit Patshalas, Institute for the Disabled, and even in the two traditional craft 

institutes. 
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In conclusion, it could be postulated that by the beginning of 21'1 century the 

Bhutanese women realized that they should have an identity besides that of a wife and 
mother. But a large chasm can still be visualized across gender and it is ever more 
distinct and deep when the issue of rural women is taken under consideration. This 
shadow of inequality between men and women is grave, insufficiently addressed, and 
often overlooked when education comes to the picture. Since modern education has an all 
pervasive influence over all profess.ions. and walks of life, full gender equality in Bhutan 

is, in a polite sense, about the biggest constraint and if one is to be blunt it is one of the 

major failures of the government. There is no denying that the government has done 

much but as I mentioned earlier "a huge amount needs to be done to come anywhere 
close to gender equality." I believe that any upward mobilization of women as a 

community will ultimately emanate from their own ideals and perceptions of the 

importance of a girl child's education, their values regarding the status of women and 
their role as an engine of socio- economic and political change. In a country which is 

basically rural and the way of living traditional, a heightened sense of awareness must be 

created amongst the women and this cannot be achieved without the conscious and 

concerted effort from the government. The need is for sustained and proactive 
programmes towards a rapid emancipation of women for after all they constitute about . 

half of the nation's population. The policy makers and government officials will make 

tall claims, as it is being done right now, and despite my desire not to point fingers, the 
statistics speak for themselves. Just like the gap in gender equality there is a gap between 

good intention and good implementation. One cannot doubt the good intention or aim of 
the government but somewhere down the line implementation and performance have not 
kept pace with well wished aim and genuine intent which resounds in the words of Mi Ian 

A. Harper who said, ."Women of Bhutan have come a long way and they are still 
striving."25 

• 
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The Memsahib's in Tea Industry: A Study of Darjeeling and 
Jalpaiguri Districts in Nineteenth and twentieth Century. 

Supam Biswas1 

Abstract: The Memsahib 's in tea plantations were mainly of British, Scottish or Irish 
descent. They enjoyed the social status derived from their husband's rank in the colonial 
hierarchy. A Jew of them were prolific writers, painters. On a larger garden the 
Memsahib might have one or two European assistants. Indian servants were an 
indispensable part of their daily mode of living. They were completely depended on 
Indian wet - nurses (ayahs) to breast feed their children. In short they established an 
identity for themselves in a European male dominated society by writing, travelling and 
most importantly by religious and philanthropic activity. 

Key Words: Memsahib's, Bungalow, Ayahs, Sanatorium, Purdah (veil), Planter's Club 

In early tea planting days a great majority of the tea planters were British. 
Beginning with manager, assistant manager all was Scottish. A lot of the British planters 
had served in the Armed forces during the Second World War or had done service in the 
Reserves soon after the war 1

• It has been said by many historians that the 1857 mutiny 
was a watershed in Indian history not only for administrative reasons but also for the 
change in the inter - racial relations. This was also the period when the migration of 
Memsahib's in the colonial India reached its apex. The Memsahib's who came in India 

could not cross the unseen racial lines created by the British Raj for the Indian natives. 
The presence and the protection of the Memsahib's were repeatedly invoked to maintain 
the racial superiority of the British Raj. They were better known as 'Memsahib ' or 'Mrs. 
Sahib' in the colonial India 2

• In early days Memsahib's in tea plantations were mainly of 
British, Scottish or Irish descent. They enjoyed the social status derived from their 
husband's rank in the colonial hierarchy. The present paper put emphasises on particular 
section of the 'white women' in tea - plantation industry 2 who were elite in their social 
status. The fundamental aim of this research article is to draw a pen picture in regard to 
the life style maintained by the white Memsahib's of the tea industry in the proposed area 
of our study. As we know the Memsahib 's in colonial India received adequate attention 

from the academic World. Numerous research works have already been done on them 
whereas in regard to the tea industry they are not getting proper attention as yet. 

1 Supam Biswas, Assistant Professor, Dept. of History, Baneswar Sarathibala 
Mahavidyalaya. 
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Moreover, memories written by former European Managers often paid very little 
attention on their wives. They were portrayed negatively as narrowly intolerant, more 
prejudiced and vindictive towards the colonized than their men, abusive towards their 

servants, usually bored, viciously gossipy, prone to extra - marital affairs destructive to 
peaceful social relations and cruelly insensitive to women of the colonized races. It is 
really surprise to see that the white men were portrayed as civilised, ordered and sexually . 

pure than their wives of the same race. The invisibility of official wives (Memsahib's) in 
the memories written by European planters provides a distorted and incomplete picture. 
In this backdrop an attempt has been made h.ere to make a study in this field. 

The early tea planters of India were a colourful, varied and totally inexperienced 
collection of men, who usually had no idea where were the best places to plant tea 
bushes, let alone how to cultivate them and process their leaves. Many of whom were 

young men fresh from England who generally had no knowledge whatever of the 

business in which they were engaged. The men who tackled this task had to be the 
hardiest of the tea pioneers, for they had no precedent to follow and were the first Indians 
to try to settle in these initially inhospitable areas 3

• • 

With the development of communication like railways it was possible for the 
European tea garden managers to get married and begin their fami ly life in India4• The 

majestic toy trains such as "Messrs, Sharpe, Stewart & Co. of Glasgow" was the most 

indispensible part of communication to the European planters along with their wives to 
reach Darjeeling5

• Their children could go back to their motherland for education.- The 

Memsahib 's were elaborated in the writings of the European planters as an ideal wife 

who used to assemble at European Club along with their husbands for social gatherings. 
They had to maintain various fold of duties such as provide hospitality to European 

travellers, adorru;nent to official dinners, parties and receptions, welcoming and 

socialization of the newly arrived wives. A few of them were prolific writers, painters. A 

few sketches of the Darjeeling Planter's Club sti ll recall us the majestic days of 
Darjeeling hill in colonial period. ln short, during their years of residence in the country, 
they maintained journals and diaries, wrote novels, penned their memories. The 

Memsahib's lived in their Bungalows remain totally disconnected with the outside 
World. They seldom came into contact with the other white women of colonial 
administrators especially during the festival season ofChristmas6

• 

The Memsahib 's then, living in lonely places far away from moJem civilisation 
developed certain hobbies. Bungalow was double storied locally known as 'Chang 

Bungalow". The Memsahib's had a penchant for keeping a number of animals as pets in 

their Bungalows. They varied from the usual cats, dogs, mynahs and parrots, rabbits and 
guinea pigs to more unusual ones such as deer,' geese and other snakes. However, they 
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Were fond of gardening, supervised servants and sometime crossed her boundaries to do 
certain welfare activities. Actually they performed only domestic duties and thereby help 
to uplift the image of the British officials in Indian tea industry7. The writing of Jeannette 

Duncan's "The Simple Adventures of a Memsahib" deserves special attention in this 
field. She opined that the Memsahib's had no exordium in Indian tea industry. They were 
only figured as wife, mother and mistress8

• In this context the Indian tea family created a 

difference. A few Indian women played an important role behind the progress of Indians 
owned tea gardens. References should be mentioned to Mrs. Ila Paul Chaudhury of 
Mahargaong Gulma Tea Estate, Begam Fayjanecha of the renowned Nawab family of 

Jalpaiguri town and so on 9• 

The most salient feature of the British official's writings was to draw the private 
life of the Memsahib's 10• Dane Keith Kennedy in his book "The Magic Mountain: Hill 
Station and the British Raj" emphasised exclusively on such relations like relation with 

their husbands, children and other relatives. He argued that the hill stations were the most 
favourite places to the Memsahib's of the European Managers. He further stated that" ... 

to establish sanatoria within the sub continent where European invalids could recover 

from the heat and diseases of the tropics" 11
• Hence Darjeeling was the most favourite hill 

station across the whole undivided Bengal where the aspirant British officials got 
opportunity to make contacts that accelerated the tempo of their career, for pensioners to 

enjoy their retirement and for the invalids to seek their health 1
2
• 

Literary to say, Darjeeling hill originally earmarked only as a recuperative 
sanatorium for civil servants and the military. The hill station must be considered not 

only in terms of the social history of the British but of the Indians as well especially the 

Bengali elite class of undivided Bengal. The first Indians to establish some sort of 
presence in the hill station were the Princes. Drawn by the prestige and political might 

associated with these stations, a number of wealthy princes began to take up seasonal 

residence in the early twentieth century. The princes, however, were not the only Indians 
to enter the hill station. A growing number of Bengali elites put their feet at the 

Darjeeling hill station in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century 1
3

• 

Many Memsahibs' begins her diary romantically with the description of their 
honeymoon in a launch on the River Teesta, the boat that brings her to husband's tea 

estate for the first time. What a beautiful start to a young woman's married life! Mrs. 

PT's diary also tells us of the local tribal people, her visits to their villages on most 

favourable terms, witnessed their festivals and dance. We read of her life in the bungalow 
at Mannabarie tea estate, of her fishing expeditions and shooting adventures. Her diary 

also contains the story of her first ride on an elephant and her visit to a mill by trolley. 
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The winter seasons were spent in D arjeeling, Guwahati and Shillong with all the festivals 
•of Christmas, boisterous club evenings and various outdoor sports. The Memsahib's 
sometimes also acted as an arbitrator to settle disputes among the local people 14• 

The British authorities were highly interested to l<:eep the Memsahib's within 
certain socially codes of conduct. Hence certain norms of western social behaviour were 
said to have efface such as ballroom dancing. In addition to that low cut evening gowns 
were sometime disapproved of on the grounds that these would create among the Bengali 
Babus and labourers a sense of disrespect for the white women. Moreover numerous 

rumour were also spread by the garden authorities that there was mass brutal rape of the 

Memsahib's by the native men. This resulted in confining the whole white women 

community of the tea industry in 'purdah' (veil) who was discouraged from mixing with 

the natives15• It is important to be cited out here that before the coming of the 
Memsahib's the white men used to see the native women equally and did not maintain 

any racial segregation with them. Even many of them married the native women and the 

production came to known as Eurasian or Anglo - Indian children. But with the advent of 
Memsahib's after the Sepoy mutiny took place in 1857 the white men were prevented to 

marry the native women and procure Eurasian or Anglo - Indian children 16• 

In the early years of independence the club culture was another recreational side 
of the European tea planters. The Darjeeling Planter's Club (1868), Darjeeling Shooting 

and Fishing Club', Darjeeling Gymkhana club (1909), Darjeeling Golf club' (1905)
17

, 

. Rink Theatre· (1900)18, Jalpaiguri European club are worthy to be mentioned here. They 

used to reach their bungalows after completing the amusements with their luxury vehicles 
or some time in Richsaw. But some conservativeness was maintained in regard to their 

family members. Children were neither seen nor heard in the club and strict dress codes 
were maintained for their wives. Only one drink allowed for them at the bar after tennis 
before changing into normal cloths. Nor is anyone expected to leave the club after dinner 

until the Burra Sahib has departed 19
. 

Most European wife had contracted malaria within their fi rst six months in this 
region and often within their first six weeks. The nearest doctor was seldom less than a 

day's ride away. The ' doctor Babu' (an Indian trained to medical - orderly level to look 
after plantation workers) or a mission post where basic medical knowledge and medicine 
might be available if they were lucky was the best the planter could hope for by way of 

outside assistance. Usually the planter had to be his own doctor and d0se himself. They 

also try to keep their wives healthy by doctoring them with '_'quinine every morning, 
castor oil twice a week and calomel at the change of the moon". On a larger garden the 
Memsahib might have one or two European assistants. Diaries and letters home were full 

of accounts of fierce and indeed sometimes violent clashes between autocratic and 

bullying managers and their often innocent and ignorant assistance 
20

• 
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Now we go to discuss the relation of the Memsahib's with their Indian servants. 
Before their advent in India they had no perfect idea about the Indian servants. Their 
husbands working in tea industry as Managers, officials, staffs or even as Missionaries 
draws a negative image about the Indian servants to their women through their letters, 
diaries or autobiographies. The servant's dark skin and their religions, social and 
linguistic differences largely responsible behind the creation of the negative attitudes of 
the Memsahib 's towards them. However, this sort of obnoxious feeling began to efface 
out with the coming ofMemsahib's in India since the mid of the nineteenth century. With 
the passage of time Indian servants became an indispensable part of their daily mode of 
living. The majority of Indian servants employed to serve the Memsahib's were the 
labourers of the garden. In the eyes of the Memsahib's the male Indian servants were 
placed in the similar position with their female servants and were treated as their 
children. Most importantly the rate wages of Indian servants was not very low as it was to 
the garden labourers in those days. For example the ayahs used to get Rs. 12 - 20/- per 
month, washer men get R. 8 - 12/-, cooks Rs. 4 - 8/-, body guards Rs. 16 - 30/- and so 
on 21. 

As most of their husbands were posted in remote areas situated from the far flung 
area of the town, their wives had neither relatives nor close friends to get recreation. This 
gap was fulfilled by their native servants and that is why a cordial friendly relationship 
came into existence between them. This relation also proved as a fertile one especially in 
case of pregnancy of the white Memsahib 's. As we know, scarcity of physicians was a 
prevalent feature in most of the tea gardens in those days. Under such circumstances, 
many pregnant Memsahib 's sought mid - wives rather than physicians. Memsahib 's who 

lived in the tea gardens with their husbands suffered from miscarriages, gynaecological 
problems and depressions. Perhaps the most acute problem of the Memsahib's during that 
period was the aloofness from their mothers. It was held that a memsahib's mind was 

weakened during periods of puberty, pregnancy, child birth and menopause. Letters from 
their original homeland somehow could satisfy their emotional needs. Such tale of 
physical suffering and morbid anxieties of the Memsahib's during confinement and 
delivery are prevalent in various records of tea industry 22

• 

Moreover after the birth of a child the Memsahib assumed new responsibility. 
She faced child - bearing in an alien land where the mortality rate of the white children 

was more in the colonies that what it was for the children in Britain. This resulted in the 
creation of anxieties in their mind. So as par doctor advice many Memsahib along with 
their infant preferred to spend the summer days at hill stations. The fundamental aim 
behind such settlement was to save their children from the deliberating effects of Cholera, 

heat stroke, diarrhoea in summer days. In addition to that the Memsahib's were 

completely depended on Indian wet - nurses (ayahs) to breast feed their children. As par 
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doctor advice the climate of the Teari - Dooars region was not perfect .for the white 
women to breast feed their childret1. Hence they used to keep Indian wet - nurses to solve 

the problem who served as a milch - cow to them. This relation sometime bought the 
white infant much closer to the Indian ayahs rather than their actual mother. It was no 

. ' 
doubt another flake of anxiety to the white women about the future of their infants. It is 
r~ported that in an earthquake a young planter's wife was killed when she rushed back 

into her collapsing bungalow to rescue her baby, unaware tha~ its ayah had already done 
s_o. It suggests that the Indian servants were always keen to assist their Memsahib's 23. 

During the inter - war period many Indians had been recruited to junior positions 

i_n tea garden management. In some cases they groomed as potential managers. This 
change could only possible with the calling up for military service of the majority of the 

younger British tea garden managers and assistants during the Second World War. By 

1941 more than six hundred (35 per cent of the total British employment on Indian tea 

gardens) had answered the call to the colours. However, this emergency situation bought 
dramatic changes in relation between the wives of Indian staffs and Memsahib's. 
Differences had not been so much about race as economic status and power. 

The hot climate of Dooars region was considered to be a reason for the madness 
among the Memsahib's. Furthermore, the alienating and stressful social and economic 

conditions of gendered life in colonial tea industry also aggravated the mental problems 
among the Memsahib's. Under such circumstances, they were used to ship back to their 
original homeland at Government's own expanses 24

• 

The Memsahib's also took part in various social reforms and welfare activities. 

The dazzling appearance of the white women in weeding ceremony and other festivals of 
the garden labourers was another side of their humanitarian attitude. A large number of 

primary schools came up in Teari - Dooars under their initiative to impart elementary 

education among the children of the garden labourers. Their welfare activities were 
undertaken for the welfare of the society which indeed placed them outside the realm of 

the more expected life of the Memsahib's. In short they established an identity for 

themselves in a European male dominated society by writing, travelling and most 

importantly by religious and philanthropic actjvities 25
. 

Thus we may conclude our discussion that the Memsahib's in India tea industry 

merely unthinkingly echoed the prejudices of the white community. Like other white 

women in Indian sub - continent the Memsahib's of tea garden were also compelled to 
spend their life in a conservative society. Their status derived from their husband's 

occupation. They were never permitted by the white male dominated community for the 

development of individualism. It offered them with the ready - made roles which gave 
these women the psychological security of knowing where they belonged. Actually they 
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had no legal voice and no political or economic power. They were seldom visible either 

in the official records or in the board of directors of tea gardens. 
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Understanding the Transformation of Colonial Darjeeling Hills 
Through the Study of South Asian Environmental History 

Tahiti Sarkar' 

Abstract: While initiating the search for o causal relation between human society and 

nature, scholars have been able to establish environmental history as an enticing field of 

academic enquiry. Within the general historiographical discourse on environmental 

history, two broad trends seem discernable: the American tradition and the French 

tradition. While the former thrusts upon the dialectics of environmental destruction/ 

degradation and conservation, with a focus on 'deep' ecology observing nature as 

possessing intrinsic value in itself which alone entitles it to be preserved and 'shallow' 

ecology, emphasizing preservation of nature because of its potential as a 'resource' for 

the use of humansthe latter, represented by the Anna/es School of France, contradicts 

the American tradition of perennial changes occurring in the environment. The Annalists 

attempted to explain social and economic changes in an environmental setting that was 

subject to slow pace of observable change or no change.1 

Section I 

A Brief Sketch of South Asian Environmental History 

Placed between these two 'grand traditions', the environmental historians of South Asia 

have benefited from both ends. For instance, Richard Grove and John MacKenzie have 
seen India as one of the tropical regions of the colonial world where the efforts of 

conservation received initial impetus.20n the other hand, the influence of the notion of 

longue duree3can be viewed from the work of Chetan Singh, for instance, who found the 
fixed, almost eternal Himalayas to be informing social and economic relations. Yet, 
South Asia's particular place in the field of environmental history perhaps rests on a set 

of unique and diverse ecological regimes with which American or French landscape may 

not be compared.4 

Readings in Environmental History of South Asia is important for a number of 

reasons. Firstly, the field of environmental history has grown enormously over the past 

few decades in E urope, North America, and more recently in South Asia, particularly; 
there has been significant contribution to this emerging field in India. Secondly, an 

environmental perspective on South Asia is impo1tant for asse1ting environmentalism in 

1 Dr. Tahiti Sarkar, Assistant Professor, Department of History, Raiganj University. 
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the context of its identical experience of colo_nial ecological regime providing a general 
framework for studying its history. Thirdly, contemporary debates on environmental 

history in South Asia dwell on broad range of issues without adequate appreciation of 
many contemporary problems in its historical context. An environmental-historical 
perspective may substantially inform many of today's efforts towards attaining 

sustainability and well-being.5 

Finally, this paper, however, is not an attempt to provide a broader framework for 
understanding the intricate historical events for a longer period rather it provides an 

outline of how did colonial material transformations bring change in the landscape and 
how did production relations and mode of resource use in the colonial period make marks 
on the society, economy and politics of the region with special reference to Darjeeling 
hills forming part of the Eastern Himalayas, located partly in South Asia. More precisely, 

this article is a humble academic search for historical palimpsest of colonial Darjeeling 
hills. 

Section II 

Understanding Transformations, Landscapes, and History of Palimpsests 

Few landscapes in India have attracted as much least attention by the post
colonial scholarship in terms of material transformations and environmental enquiry as 

Darjeeling Himalaya. Taking the idea of transformation into consideration, it may be 

argued that from the beginning to the end of colonial Darjeeling, the _process of 
transformation belonged to history of the period duly cushioned by the then 
contemporary factors and forces. Such process of history had taken two closely related 

forms. In the first, the courses of mediations and military conquests had brought British 

East India Company to power in Darjeeling hills. In the second variant, a group of 
European Tea Planters, administrators, traders, and timber merchants drew riches from 
mercantile activities and from commercial tea cultivation. In both versions of the 

subordination process of the local/settled people, critical mechanisms inhibited direct 
political and administrative control over the supply of resources required for the 
reproduction of British rule in Darjeeling.6 

The material transformation of the landscape of colonized Darjeeling needs to be 

reviewed from this point of view along with two principal methodoiogical tools of 

cultural biography and path-development approaches to landscape, such as (i) Landscape 

biographical approach and (ii) the Path-dependency approach.7First, there is the physical 

dimension of the landscape. The immediately tangible landscape around us is called 
'matterscape". Second, there is the social dimension of landscape which may be called 

'socioscape' or ' powerscape' comprising all the invisible norms, values, meanings and 
attitudes which surround the physical landscape or matterscape. Third is the individual 
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dimension, the ' mindscape' in which individual perception of the landscape is the key. It 
is reflected through art, literatures, music and such other forms of creative expression of 
the human mind.8 

While dealing with the landscape of the Darjeeling hills, one has to consider the 
colonial imprint in such landscape. Landscape thus consists of different time layers that 
are separated by time barriers. In order to understand the functioning of a particular layer 
one has to rely on thepolitical situations of the time that created the very landscape. 
Lotman calls these borders or boundaries - a 'cultural explosion'.9 Another way to look 
to landscape change is the path-dependency approach. 10 Path dependency "describes the 
stability of landscape in relation to changes, its development in accordance with the 
continuing traditions of previous generations, inherited meanings and the creations of a 
similar social geographical space". 11Viewed in this perspective, a historical palimpsest 
of colonial Darjeeling has been attempted. 

Darjeeling has had a primordial/feudal history of material landscape in pre
change, pre-explosion and pre-transformation period. We have lack of information what 
had been happening in the vast mountain ridges that surround Darjeeling during the long 

pre-historic period and obscured pre-colonial past. In such a landscape, the system of 
land use must have been involved in the agricultural politics of the tribal chieftains of the 
kingdoms of the Eastern Himalayas. Colonial interventions brought radical changes, with 

new regimes, and kinds of explosions that created new meaning system for Darjeeling 
Hills. 

The material linkage of life with forest came under complete strain with the 

advent of colonialism in the landscape of Darjeeling. Agrarian changes, concomitant state 
making and institution building, clearance of forests for making connecting roads and 
rails with the plains, commercial plantation of tea through British capitalist investments, 
invitation to the aristocracy of the neighboring plains for investment in making summer 
resorts by providing land at a concessional rate, private and state sponsored cinchona 
plantation, establishment of sanatoriums, resorts, military installations, introduction of 
scientific forestry, commercialization of natural resources, and etc, had been the 
economic and social changes that had ebbed and flowed across Darjeeling territory under 
colonial control. 

Section III 

Unique Material Transformations of Colonial Darjeeling 

The motive of the British East India Company to occupy Darjeeling tract from 
the Rajah of Sikkim was not an accident of history, rather such occupation was a 
calculative move for strategic and political interests, as well as for resource extraction 

and revenue generation of theBritish Empire from the colonial periphery. The colonial 
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scientific forestry in India, as a matter of coincidence, was first initiated in Darjeeling 
during early sixties of the nineteenth century. By then, Darjeeling forests were started 

depleting for extension of colonial development activities, valuable timber extractions 
and expansion of commercial tea plantations. As a corollary, scientific conservation of 
forests was meshed with imperial agenda of extraction of resources out of forest 

resources. However, in materializing the principal objectives of scientific forest policies, 

both the forest officials and revenue officials in Darjeeling worked hand in hand where 
the forest officials had to play a subordinate role in relation to revenue administrative 
officials being the Superintendent at the helm of all affairs of Darjeeling who was 

bestowed with huge discretionary powers. 12 In order to usher in scientific forest 
conservation in Darjeeling, the colonial forest policy had been pursued with the primary 
objective for the dispossession of land, the restriction of use and access to resources, the 

imposition of codified rules ignoring traditional customs, the prohibition of local trade in 

forest produce for the purpose of basic sustenance by indigenous populations, imposition 
of levies and taxes, prohibitory rules for grazing and cattle raising, and prohibition of 

shifting cultivation. In view of the absence of any legally documented proprietary hold of 

the native population over forested lands of the Darjeeling tract, the British established 
unquestionable proprietary hold and supremacy over such forested tract. Thus for 

colonialists, lands became nature 's prizes. 13 

The imperatives of colonial forestry m the Darjeeling hills were essentially 
commercial. Broader social and environmental considerations were subjugated by the 

commercial and strategic utility of the colonizers. However, such a statement from the 

point of view of academic objectivity may be half-truth. Despite their imperial utilitarian 

ethos, the British Indian forest administrators had equal concern for long term 
environmental effects of deforestation caused by illegal and indiscriminate logging by the 

local contractors and mafias and shifting cultivation practiced by indigenous population. 
This concern of the British foresters and officials would prompt us to the other part of 
truth that environmentalism and British imperialism have a shared past. 14 

The massive expansion of commercial tea plantations and urbanization had 

greatly impinged on the lives of indigenous people and migrant labour force settled 
permanently in Darjeeling. Colonial capital investment in tea plantation had 
fundamentally altered the edifice of the subsistence based traditional pre-colonial 

economy of Darjeeling. Such interventions had certainly disturbed. destroyed and 

reconstructed both the natural landscape and matterscape of Darjeeling tract as existed in 
pre-colonial situation, but such pre-colonial situation, for Da1jeeling, has not been 

revealed by our study as "golden age of equilibrium" which was destroyed by the 
colonizers. Our study runs counter to the established arguments treating the environment 
as either static or the existence of pre-colonial natural harmony which experienced 

dramatic rupture under colonial interventions. Our study establishes the fact that under 
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the aegis of colonialism, the witnessed ecological transformations had been one of 
negotiated nature of 

Thus, while viewing Darjeeling under colonial occupation, the present study 
agrees with the arguments of Richard English when he observes, "the character of 
British interests in the Himalaya reflects two distinct phases in the development of the 
colonial economy in India: the first being the period of mercantile exploitation under the 
Company, and the second being the expansion of commercial agricultural investment 
under the civil administration of the Raj". 15 

The British notion of Nature as indoctrinated in the mindscape of the colonial 
officials, since the beginning of colonial rule in Darjeeling was fundamentally different 
from the notion of Nature of the indigenous people who in fact lived in and lived with 
Nature. Nature to them was a strong cultural space and loosely defined political territory. 
The ecologically distinct attitude manifested the inter-communities ties with the natural 
world. The animist religious practices celebrated nature and natural objects. Unlike 

Europeans, forest to the indigenous people was their natural abode and means of 

subsistence and was certainly not a source of profit extraction. Colonial interventions 
brought about decisive changes in the ecology and society of the native hill population of 
the Darjeeling tract. 16 

It is therefore argued that for Darjeeling, environmentalism and colonialism have 
a shared past. However, the British Acts and Forest Rules were enacted and framed with 

the environmental concern along with the expansion of imperial powers. In this way, 

colonialism in the Darjeeling hills mothered environmentalism by the evolving system of 
govemability. 

From all the colonial legislations, it was clear that commercial interests were the 
primary consideration in declaring forests reserved and Darjeeling forests were of no 
exception. When the entire Darjeeling forested tract was occupied by the East India 

Company through a Deed of Grant from the Raja of Sikkim in 1835,there had been no 

personal proprietary hold over the forested land. Darjeeling tract was not either 
predefined as Zamindari Khas (self-cultivated holdings) or did remain under Raiyati 
( occupancy of the cultivating tenants). Unlike plains of South Bengal, there had been the 
absence of Jungle Zamindars in Darjeeling. This was the principal reason why Colonial 

scientific forestry under the Indian Forest Act, 1865, was first adopted in Darjeeling hills. 
17 

The imperial objective for tea was to grow it in territories under British control 
rather than importing tea from China on a competitive scale. The British Scientists and 
Botanists under the leadership of Nathaniel Wallich had noticed that the tea plant 

succeeded best on the sides of mountains. During the same period, the coincidence was 

that including Darjeeling hill tract along with extensive tracts of the Himalayan foot-hills 
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had been brought under Company's direct control as the end results of wars with Burma, 
Nepal and Sikkim. 18 

The colonially induced expanding tea plantation lovably called ' imperial cash 
crop', owned and engineered by the British planters under the patronage of British East 
India Company gave rise to ah insular economy hitherto unknown by the indigenous 
people lived in so far on tradition based subsistence ·economy .. In this way, as a part of 
grand imperial political project, Darjeeling hill was drawn into the world capitalist 
system. The incorporation was also part of the expanded reproduction so essential to the 
workings of the capitalist mode of production corroborated with colonial mode of natural 
resource use. 19 

Darjeeling witnessed fundamental ecological changes too due to rapid depletion 
of forests, growing tea plantation, roads and railways construction, making of towns and 
military institutions. All these colonial capital based development induced 
transformations resulted to a strong colonial political regime, colonial ecological regime, 
colonial planters regime, installation based military regime, colonial forest regime, 
Christian missionary led neo-culturaJ regime and newly in migrated middle class regime 
in Darjeeling Hills. The imported labourers principally Nepalis, Bhutias and Sikkimese 
from the neighbouring areas along with as wage earners forming a new working class 
witnessed both peasatization and proletarization categorized as toiling hill men, could not 
form any meaningful voice. Due to colonial encounter, Darjeeling hills experienced rapid 
changes in her landscape and in social relations accompanied by equally sweeping 
ecological transformations. 20 

The colonial encounter in Darjeeling hills being a regional sub-space was never 
a part of the historical accounts of colonial India till the occupation of the Darjeeling tract 
by the East India Company in the mid-thirties of the nineteenth century. The colonially 
led politico-administrative processes had integrated Darjeeling into the larger colonial 
political economy of British India. Such integration had been momentous event of history 
for this peripherally situated border zone, so to say, an anomalous zone, remained outside 
the civilization centers of India. Here the significance of the colonial intervention lies in 
the unique modes of natural resource extraction made possible by the political dominance 
of the Raj and such tools or technologies previously unknown to the people of this 
peripheral Hi malayan zone. Putting nature back to the historical studies, the present study 
searches the ways in which the material perspective has influenced the .:.ourse of human 
history in Darjeeling. 
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Maulana Abul Kalam Azad and the Partition of India 

Dhananjoy Bhattacharjee 1 

Abstract: One of the greatest scholars of Muslim culture and finest interpreters of the 
Quran and Islamic theology, a leading Muslim journalist, a distinguished 'servant ' of 
Indian nationalism, a champion of Hindu-Muslim unity and communal harmony, 
Maulana Abut Kalam Azad ranks together with Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru 
as one of the prominent and dignified leaders of Indian freedom movement and shines as 
a 'secular polestar' in the political canvas of India. Although he was a 'Maulana ', his 

religion was absolutely free from narrow-mindedness and he was the greatest among the 
nationalist Muslims who fought for a united India. When Jinnah was figh ting for a 
separate homeland for the Muslims, Azad proposed a completely different plan in order 
to prevent the partition but finally failed to avert it in 1947. The present paper makes a 
sincere attempt to highlight the role of Azad in national liberation movement, analyze his 
mind and approach towards the partition scheme and also tries to evaluate and relate his 
philosophy and activities in the present context. 

Key words: Maulana Abu! Kalam Azad, wahdat-e-deen, ummatun wahidatun, Khilafat, 
Swaraj, Hindu-Muslim unity, partition 

"Today, if a11 angel were to descend from the heaven and declare f rom the top of the 
Qutab Minar, that India will get Swaraj within twenty-four hours, provided she 
relinquishes Hindu- Muslim unity, I will relinquish Swaraj rather than give up Hindu
Muslim unity. Delay in the attainment of Swaraj will be a loss to India, but if our unity 
is lost, it will be a loss for entire mankind." 

These were the soul-full words of Maulana Abu! Kalam Azad which he uttered 
92 years ago while giving his Presidential Address at the Special Session of the Congress 
in Delhi on I 5 December 1923 but these emphatic words are pertinent even today. Born 

and brought up in a conservative fami ly and deeply read in Islamic theology and Arabic 

and Persian classics, Abul Kalam (literally means the "Lord of dialogue") Azad (i.e. 
'free') stood "for almost fifty years ...... as the champion of nationalism and progress, 
freedom and democracy" and was considered by Pandit Jawaharlal Ne:ffu·as one "of the 

great men of Renaissance" and "of the Encyclopaedists who preceded the French 
Revolution", "a person ........... should be so rational and keen-minded ..... " 1 He was 
undoubtedly a champion of Hindu-Muslim unity, a strong exponent of religious toleration 

1 Dha11a11joy Bhattacltarjee, Assistant Professor of History, Maulana Azad College, Kolkata. 
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and considered as one of the architects of modern secular India. Though he was a 
'Maulana' or alim-e-din (religious scholar), his religious belief was completely free from 
dogmatism and for him, "Islam meant freedom from political bondage, economic 

exploitation and intellectual obscurantism. It was the emphasis on freedom in all aspects 
which dragged him from the cloister of the recluse into the battleground of politics".2 He 
was no longer blurred by religious beliefs and prej udices, his goals were no longer 

confused by his allegiance to the Turkish Khalifa, rather he believed in wahdat-e-deen or 
the essential oneness of all religions and ummatun wahidatun (i.e. one nation). Azad was 
firmly anchored in nationalist politics with the Indian National Congress throughout his 

life and not at all associated himself with any 'communal' party like the Muslim League 

or the Jamaat-e-Islami. He put emphasis on the principle of multi-religious co-operation 
and harmony which was reflected in his unfinished Tarjuman al-Quran and strongly 
advocated for ' inclusive nationalism' and 'secular nationalism'. He vehemently opposed 

and disapproved of Mr. Mohammad Al i Jinnah's 'Two Nation Theory' as he was 

obsessed with Hindu-Muslim unity. Azad was not at all interested to fulfi ll either his own 
political gain or the interests of his own community, rather he thought for the country 

and the nation as a whole and likely, he fought for a united India and in doing so, he 

became ' an emblem of national unity' . So in 1923 he raised2 the question: "Instead of 
Swaraj and Khilafat, slogans of Shudhi are being raised. "Save the Hindus from 

Muslims" says one group, "Save Islam from Hinduism", says another. When the order of 

the day is, "protect Hindus" and "Protect Muslims",who cares about protecting the 
nation?"3 In the galaxy of the patriots of India's struggle for independence, Maulana Abu! 
Kalam Azad ranks together with Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru and he along 

with Muhammad Ali Jinnah, Muhammad Iqbal, Mukhtar Ahmad Ansari were the four 
great figures oflndo-Muslim life in the fi rst half of the twentieth century. 

The first major turning point for Maulana Azad came after the partition of Bengal 

(1905) which he strongly opposed as it was pursued on communal lines, severely 

criticized the British for their policy of racial discrimination and associated himself with 
the anti-British movement. He highly condemned the Muslim leaders who collaborated 

with the British and gave greater importance to the communal issues than the national 

interest. He also rejected the collaborative, submissive and pro-British approach of the 
Aligarh movement (led by Sir Syed Ahmed Khan) which expressed its unconditional 
support to the British against the Hindus who mostly controlled and dominated the 

freedom struggle. His fierce hatred towards the British was possibly the result of many 
factors, including his coming into contact with the writings of Muhammad Abduh ( I 849-

1905, particularly his Risa/ah at-Tawhid), Sayyid Jamaluddin Afghani (his writings 

published in his edited "Pan-Islamic" journal, al- Urwah al-Wuthqa) and Shibli Nurnani's 

Safar Namah and the followers of the great nationalist Egyptian, Mustafa Kami I Pasha 
(founder of Hizb al Watani or the Nationalist Party) and also his close association with 
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the Arab and Turkish revolutionaries.4 He was totally against of the British policy of 

' Divide and Rule' which widened the gap between the Hindus and Muslims and made 

both the communities antagonist to each other. According to him, "A Muslim will 

abandon the cities in which he dwells, will fT10Ve into the forests, will make peace with 
serpents and scorpions, but he will not make peace with the British Government". Azad 

therefore, urged (particularly through his writings published in the Al-Hila! and Al

Balagh), both the communities to set up a united front to fight against the British who 
were completely responsible for bringing ruination of their country. 

Meanwhile, the Indians had become very angry and started agitation against the 

passing of the Rowlatt Act of 1919 which severely restricted civil liberties and individual 
rights and was considered as the ' Black Act '. One such agitation took place at Jallianwala 

Bagh in Amritsar on 13 April 1919 where the British officials mercilessly killed the 

unarmed civilians (known as "the Punjab atrocities") which had ultimately provoked 

intense outrage all over the country and in the words of S.N. Banerjea " ......... kindled a 

conflagration throughout India. It penetrated north, south, east and west, and for a time 

stirred the hearts of all".5 When all these incidents were taking place, Azad was interned 

at Ranchi (during April I 916 to 3 1 December 19 I 9) under the Defence of India 
Regulations6 and before his release from internment, two all- India Muslim bodies, the 

Khilafat Committee and the Jamiat-ul-Ulama-i-Hind7 were formed in 1919. The main 

aims of the Khilafat Committee were: i) to preserve the Khilafat; ii) to keep Jazirat-ul

Arab free from non-Muslim control; and iii) to support and actively participate in the 

movements aimed at self-government in lndia8 etc. Azad being fully aware of the 

situation in I 920 at home and abroad, particularly in the Middle East, could not sit idle 

and he plunged himself into it. He happened to meet Gandhiji for the first time in Delhi 
on 18 January 1920, accompanied Gandhiji to Principal Rudra's house where the 

programme of Non-Cooperation was conceived.9 He became actively involved in the 

Khilafat Movement which was also supported by Gandhiji who considered it as "an 

opportunity of uniting Hindus and Mohammedans as would not arise in a hundred years". 

Azad became the President of the Bengal Provincial Khilafat Committee and convened a 

meeting at Calcutta on February 28-29, I 920. In his Presidential address, he made an 

appeal to all the Muslims to uphold and defend the Khilafat by means of j ihad which, he 

said, 'did not always necessarily mean vio lence' and pleaded not to co-operate with the 

British who became ambitious to invade their lands and destroy their centuries-old 

Islamic institution of the Khilafat. 10 It was resolved in that meeting that 19 March 1920 

was to be observed as Khilafat Day and thereafter (if their demands were not fulfilled), 

they would "sever a ll connections with the government, including resignation from the 

titles, legislative councils, and civi l and military service". 11 Later the Central Khilafat 

Committee decided to launch a four-stage programme:'·( I) Renunciation of titles; (2) 

Resignation from the government service; (3) Resignation from police and military; and 

(4) Non-payment of taxes".12 Gandhiji being a member of the Central Khilafat 
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Committee, tried his best to convince the leadership of the Indian National Congress to 
adopt similar plan of action to win over the confidence of the Muslims and the Congress 

ultimately decided to endorse the Non-Cooperation programme in its Nagpur session. 
Azad and Ali Brothers warmly welcomed the Congress decision, travelled intensively 
with Gandhiji in different parts of the country to popularize the Non-Cooperation 

programme. Azad also issued the fal:\Va urging the Indian Muslims not to serve the 
British army. He emphasized that the real purpose of the Khilafat Movement was lndian 
independence. He was hopeful that Swaraj had to be won by the end of December 1921 
and asked all the Indians to work hard for Hindu-Muslim unity. In his Presidential 

address to the Bengal Khilafat Conference in 1920 Azad said: "The tragedy is that world 
worships words instead of meanings, and even though all are seeking and worshipping 
but one truth, they quan·el with one another over differences in mere names ........ If one 

day the veils of 'externals and names ' can be lifted so that truth and reality (haqiqat) 

come before all unveiled, then, at once, all quarrels of the world will end, and all who 
quarrel will see that what we all seek is one and the same". During the course of the 

movement, the people were asked to boycott government educational institutions, Courts 

and Councils, boycott of foreign goods and to practise hand spinning and hand-weaving 

for producing Khadi. Azad was deeply influenced by Gandhian ideas of Satyagraha and 
ahimsha (non-violence) and his way of living. He adopted the Prophet Muhammad's 

ideas by living simply, rejecting material possessions, pleasures and luxuries, began to 
spin his own clothes using Khadi on the charkha like Gandhiji and gave a new dimension 
to the Khilafat Non-Cooperation Movement. But the arrival of the Prince of Wales (heir 

to the British throne) at Bombay in November 1921 vitiated the political atmosphere of 

the country. Both Azad and C.R. Das declared that a hartal would be observed in 
Calcutta on 24 December (the proposed day of Prince of Wales' visit to Calcutta). He 
along with C.R.Das, B.N.Sasma l and the like, were arrested on 10 December 1921 under 

Section 124A of the Penal Code for sedition and he was sentenced to one year 
imprisonment on 9 February 1922 and kept in the European ward of Alipore Central Jail. 

In his defence speech which was published as Qaul-i-Faisal (the decisive word), Azad 

said:"! firmly believe that liberty is the birth-right of every nation and each individual and 

that no man or man-made bureaucracy has the right to keep God's creatures in bondage
Consequently, I refuse to acknowledge the present government as the rightful one and 

deem it my national, my religious and my human duty to liberate my country and my 
people from its servitude". 13 He was still on trial when the Chauri Chaura incident of 
violence took place in Gorakhpur district of Uttar Pradesh, and then, a few days later, he 

learnt that Gandhiji was so shocked of the gruesome violence that he had decided to 

suspend the Non-Cooperation Movement on I I February 1922. Very soon, the Khilafat 

question also lost its relevance as the people of Turkey rose up under the leadership of 
Mustafa Kamal in November 1922 who abolished the institution of the Khilafat and set 

up a secular republican govermnent there. 
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The political environment in India became rejuvenated in 1928 when a Tory 

Government in London appointed an 'all-white' Statutory Commission under Sir John 
Simon to ' review the operation of the constitutional system in India'. As the Commission 
did not include any Indian members, all the leading political groups, including the 
Congress· and the Muslim League organized nationwide boycott movement. When the 

Simon Commission arrived in Bombay on 3 February 1928, it was greeted with the 
slogans like "Go Back Simon". In response, the Congress and other political parties 
appointed a Commission under Moti lal Nehru to propose constitutional reforms from the 

Indians' point of view which were ultim~tely final ized at an All-Parties Conference in 
Lucknow (in 28-3 1 August 1928) and came to be known as the 'Nehru Report' . The 

Congress Working Committee and nationalist Muslim leaders including Azad, Dr. 

Ansari, Sir Ali lmam, Dr. Kichlu and the like endorsed the Nehru Report which was 

criticized by Ali Brothers and Muhammad Ali Jinnah. Not only that, Azad strongly 
wanted the ending of separate electorates based on religion and called for an independent 

India based on secularism. At the Congress session in Guwahati in 1928, Azad agreed to 

Gandhiji's call for dominion status for India within a year. Inspite of his close 
relationship with Gandhiji, Azad also came into close contact with the young radical 

Congress leaders like Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhas Chandra Bose who believed in 

socialism as the means to fight against inequality, poverty, injustice, exploitation etc. 
Both Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhas Chandra Bose criticized the delay in demanding 
complete independence or Poorna Swaraj which was ultimately raised by Jawaharlal 

Nehru on 31 December 1929 at the Lahore Session of the Indian National Congress. The 
Lahore Congress was presided over by Jawaharlal Nehru and on that day at mid night, he 
hoisted the Tri-Colour Flag (which was the symbol of independence) on the banks of the 

river Ravi. On 2 January 1930, the newly formed Congress Working Committee decided 

that January 26, hereafter, would be observed as the day of Poorna Swaraj till the 
attainment of complete independence from the British. At the same time, Gandhiji also 

placed before the Government a number of demands through his journal Young India 

publi shed in January 1930. But the British Government refused to co~ply with their 
demands. So the Congress Working Committee decided to organize the Civil 
Disobedience Movement and violate the Salt Laws in a meeting held in February 1930 at 

the Sabarmati Ashram. The Movement started on 12 March 1930, the day on which 61 
years old Gandhiji along with 78 chosen followers started his march from the Sabarmati 
Ashram and the entire team walked nearly 241 miles in just 24 days to :·~ach Dandi on 5 

April. This episode in Indian history is known as the famous ' Dandi March'. On the next 

day, Gandhiji along with his followers, went to the sea-shore, violated the Salt Law and 
picked up some salt that had dried on the beach. The nationalist minded Muslim leaders 
like Abul Kalam Azad, Dr. Ansari and others (except the Ali Brothers) whole heartedly 

participated in the Movement. Azad himself led the Salt Satyagraha Movement on the 

Dharasana Salt Works in order to protest the Salt tax and restriction on its production and 

sale. As the Government became nervous, it took strict measures to suppress the 
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Movement and immediately declared the Congress an unlawful organization. Azad was 
arrested along with many others, on the basis of a speech he had delivered in Meerut. He 

was therefore ' detained in the Meerut jai l for about a year and a hair. 14 He was released 
following the Gandhi-Irwin Pact (5 March 193 1) but was re-arrested after the failure of 
the Round Table Conference in London ( 1932) and detained over one year in the Delhi 
jail. is 

In August, 1932, in order to weaken the growing nationalist upsurge, the British 
Prime Minister Ramsay Mac Donald declared a 'Communal Award' which ensured 

separate communal electorates for the Muslims, Europeans, Sikhs, Indian Christians and 
Anglo-Indians and proposed ' special seats for the 'Depressed Classes'. In order to avoid 
division among the Hindus, few days later Gandhiji concluded the 'Poona Pact' (on 25 

September 1932) with B.R. Ambedkar, the leader of the 'Depressed Classes' which 

proposed for the replacement of the system of 'special seats' for the 'Depressed Classes' 
by the system of joint electorate with greater number of seats (twice the number of the 

seats allotted to them by the 'Communal Award'). Thus the 'Depressed Classes' were to 

vote in the 'general constituencies' and they would not be segregated from the 'Caste 
Hindus' , but they would have seats reserved for persons of their choice. This arrangement 
was accepted by the British Government as an agreed modification of the 'Communal 

Award'. In 1935, the Government of India Act was passed by the British Parliament 

which provided ' a framework for the establ ishment of an All India Federation and a new 
system of government for the provinces on the basis of provincial autonomy'. But the Act 

of 1935 did not please the Congress leaders like Rajendra Prasad, Jawaharlal Nehru, 

Azad etc. (for the inclusion of a high proportion of un-elected members in the Central 

Legislature) and a strong section of the Congress leaders opposed to participate in the 
elections of 1937. Azad was, however, of the view that 'it would be a mistake to boycott 

the elections. If the Congress did so, less desirable elements would capture the Central 
and Provincial Legislatures and speak in the name of the Indian people'. 16 Finally the 

Congress decided to contest the elections of 1937 and the election campaign began 

towards the end of 1936. Although Azad himself declined to contest in the elections of 

1937, he was appointed to organize election campaigns, raise funds and select the 
candidates, to mobilize the volunteers and organize rallies in favour of the Congress 

candidates throughout India. 

In the elections of 1937 (which were held in the month of February), the 

Congress won ' overwhelming victory' and swept the polls in most of the provinces, 

except Punjab and Sind. The Congress won and bagged 706 seats out of 1585 seats in the 

eleven provinces and won absolute majorities in Madras, U.P, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar 

and Orissa and it became the largest single party in Bombay, Bengal, Assam, and North 

Western Frontier Province and finally formed Congress ministries (in July 1937) in 7 out 

of 11 provinces and coalition governments in two others. Only Punjab (ruled by the 
Unionist Party) and Bengal (ruled by a coalition of the Krishak Praja Party and the 
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Muslim League) had non-Congress ministries. 17 The Muslim League, on the other hand, 

could not perform well in the elections and bagged only I 09 seats out of 482 seats 
reserved for the Muslims (while the Congress contested only in 58 of these seats and won 
in 26 seats out of them). The Congress ministries in different provinces performed a 

herculean task within a short period of27 months between July 1937 and November 1939 
and Azad was sworn as a member of the Congress Parliamentary Board which supervised 
the work of the Congress ministries. Bur the Party at that time was going through severe 

ideological and leadership crist:~ which became acute in the Tripuri session of the 

Congress. Azad at that time, served as an intermediary between the supporters of 
Gandhij i and the Congress faction led by the then Congress President Subhas Chandra 
Bose who became successful in getting himself re-elected as the Congress President in 

March 1939. In November 1939, the Congress ministries in all provinces resigned in 
protest of the Viceroy's decision to join in the Second World War. To celebrate the 
occasion Jinnah (who raised the cry of ' Islam in Danger' and accused Gandhiji of 

"turning the Congress into an instrument for the revival of Hinduism") appealed to the 

Muslims to observe Friday, 22 December 1939 as the ' Day of Deliverance and 
thanksgiving' . Enthusiastic Muslim League leaders ultimately passed the 'Pakistan' 

Resolution on 23 March 1940 at its Lahore session which insisted on the acceptance of 

the principle of division of the country. At this critical juncture, Gandhiji requested 
Azad to become the Congress President and he was easily elected the Congress President 
(by de feating M.N.Roy and continued as such til l 1946) in its session at Ramgarh (Bihar) 

in March 1940 where the Congress reiterated its objective in even clearer and stronger 

terms in the resolution adopted by it. The Resolution declared that "nothing short of 
complete independence can be accepted by the people of India", and they "alone can 

properly shape their own constitution and determine their relations to the other countries 

of the world, through a Constituent Assembly elected on the basis of adult suffrage". 18 In 
his presidential address, Azad vehemently opposed Jinnah's 'Two-Nation Theory', 

criticized religious separatism and made an appeal to all the Muslims to maintain 

communal harmony and peace. He said: "If Hinduism has been the. religion of its people 
for several thousands of years, Islam, too, has been its religion for a thousand years. Just 
as a Hindu can say with legitimate pride that he is an Indian and a follower of Hinduism, 

so can a Muslim proudly claim being an Indian and a follower of Islam .... .... . Whether 
we like it or not, we have now become an Indian nation, united and indivisible. No false 
idea of separatism can break our oneness. We must accept the inexorac!J logic of facts 

and apply ourselves to fashioning our future destiny ..... " 19 Not only that, as the President 

of the Congress, he declared openly "that the Indian National Congress was not a pacifist 
organization but an instrument for achieving India's freedom" and that the Indians had 

the "right to take to the sword"20 if they had no other alternative. 

On 8 August 1940, the then Viceroy Lord Linlithgow ( 1936-1943), issued a new 
statement which proposed for an immediate expansion of the Governor-General's 
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Executive Council, establishment of a War Advisory Council and a Constituent 
Assembly to frame the Indian constitution. The 'August Offer' ultimately failed to satisfy 
both the Congress and the Muslim League and Gandhiji made an appeal to all the 
countrymen 'to refrain from assisting India's war effort' and launched Individual 
Satyagraha ( on 17 October 1940). About 600 Satyagrahis were arrested and imprisoned 

including Abu! Kalam Azad and Rajagopalachari. Azad was arrested at Lahore before he 
could offer Individual Satyagraha. He was sentenced to imprisonment for two years and 
detained in the Naini Jail21 and was released in December 1941. At that time, two 
important incidents took place- the first was Germany's attack on Soviet Russia in June 
1941 and the second was Japan's attack on U. S.A at Pearl Harbour in December 1941. As 
the Allied Powers wanted to ensure the fullest cooperation of the Indians in the Second 
World War, American President Franklin Roosevelt and the Chinese leader Chiang Kai 
Shek put pressure on the British Prime Minister Winston Churchill to come to some 
settlements with the Indian leaders. At this crucial hour, Great Britain decided to send Sir 
Stafford Cripps, a member of British Cabinet to visit India to solve the deadlock who 

ultimately arrived on the Indian soil on 23 March 1942. As the Congress President, Azad 
took a leading role in the negotiat ions with the Cripps' Mission but its proposal failed to 
satisfy both the Congress (non-acceptance of the Congress demand for the immediate 
transfer of effective power to the Indians) and the Muslim League (no assurance of a 
separate Muslim State). As a result, the negotiations between Cripps and the Indian 
leaders broke down and disappointed Gandhiji henceforth demanded for the complete 
British withdrawal from India. The All-India Congress Committee at its historic meeting 
in Bombay ( on 8 August 1942) finally approved of the Quit India Resolution. Gandhiji 
captivated the hearts of thousands oflndians by saying" ..... The mantra is: "Do or Die". 
We shall either free India or die in the attempt; we shall not live to see the perpetuation of 
our slavery ..... . " The next morning (i.e. 9 August 1942), Gandhiji, Jawaharlal Nehru, 
Patel, Azad, Asoke Mehta, Asaf Ali, Dr. Syed Mahmud, Mrs. Naidu, and all other 
national and provincial Congress leaders were arrested under the Defence of India Rules. 
While Gandhiji was sent to Aga Khan Palace in Pune, Azad and nine other AICWC 
members were detained at Ahmednagar Fort Jail for nearly four years and later he was 
transferred to Bankura and was released on 15 June 1945. Azad represented the Congress 
at the Simla Conference on 25 June which was convened to discuss the transfer of power 
and the composition of a new Executive Council of the Governor-General. The 
Conference ultimately bore no fruit as Jinnah chose firmly to stick to the demand for 
Pakistan. So Azad suggested a plan to avert the partition and immediately he sent it 
Gandhiji on 2 August 1945 envisaging: (a) a federal constitution for the country 'with 

fully autonomous units in which the Central subjects must be only of an all- India nature 
and agreed upon by the constituent units'; (b) ' the units must be given the right of 

secession'; (c) 'there must be joint electorates in both the Centre and the Provinces with 

reservation of seats'; (d) ' there must be parity of Hindus and Muslims in the Central 
Legislature and the Central Executive till such time as communal suspicion disappears 
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and parties are formed on economic and political lines'; "(e) 'there should be convention 

by which the head of the Indian Federation should in the initial period be Hindu and 
Muslim by turn'.22 But his proposals failed to get the support and win the confidence 
either of most of the Congress leaders, including Gandhiji23 or the Muslim League 

leaders, including Jinnah. 

In July 1945, the general elections in Great Britain took place. The Conservatives 

were defeated and the Labour Party came to power. The newly formed Government was 
in favour of conceding to the Indian demands and the new British Prime Minister, 

Clement Attlee soon decided to send to India a high-power delegation (earlier announced 
by Lord Pethwick Lawrence, the new Secretary of State for India) consisting of three 

members of the British Parliament (known as the 'Cabinet Mission') to discuss with the 

Indian nationalist leaders the matters relating to Indian independence. On 24 March 1946, 
the members of the Cabinet Mission arrived in India and started discussions with the 
Viceroy and the Governors and other 472 prominent persons (Azad headed the delegation 

and played a significant role in the negotiations) and finally announced its plan on 16 
May 1946. The main recommendations of the Cabinet Mission were as follows: 1) A 
Federation would be formed comprising the British Indian Provinces and the Indian 

States; 2) The Central Government would be in-charge of defence, foreign policy and 

communication. In all other matters, the provinces would enjoy complete self
government; 3)The provinces would be classified into three categories, a) the Hindu 

dominated provinces would form the 'A' category, b) the Muslim dominated provinces 

would form the ' B' category, c) Bengal and the North-East would form the 'C' category; 
4) It made provision for a Constitution-making body which was to be elected by the 

Provincial Assemblies; 5) It also proposed for setting up of an Interim Government 

consisting of 14 members (6 members from the Congress, 5 from the Muslim League, I 
from the Christians, l from the Sikhs, and I from the Parsees and all of them were to be 
Indians) and the Interim Government would govern unti l the new Constitution was 

implemented. The Muslim League on 6 June and the Congress Working Committee on 
25 June 1946 accepted the long-term plan put forward by the Cabinet Mission. In the 
meantime, both the Muslim League and the Congress had become more intolerant about 

their contradictory political agenda. The Muslim League defined (7- 9 April 1946) 
Pakistan as "a sovereign independent state" consisting of the Muslim majority provinces 
of Bengal and Ass~ in the northeast and the Punjab, North- West Frontier Province, 

Sind and Baluchistan in the northwest.24 On the other hand, Maulana Azad, the Congress 

President, declared (on 15 April) that complete independence for a united India was the 
demand of their Party.25 The elections to the· Constituent Assembly were held in July 
1946 and the Congress led by Azad won the elections by a huge margin. On 29 July 

1946, the Muslim League Working Committee withdrew its acceptance of the long-term 
plan in response to Nehru's statement (on 10 July 1946 that Congress had "agreed to 
nothing else" other than participation in the Constituent Assembly) and gave a call for 
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'Direct Action' from August 16 to achieve Pakistan. For four days (i.e. 16 -19 August), 
the Indian scenario was rapidly transformed as there were communal riots on an 
unprecedented scale in Calcutta (known as "The Great Calcutta Killing"), Chittagong, 

Dacca, Mymensingh, Barisal, Pabna, Tippera, Noakhali, Bombay, Bihar, Assam, 
Garhmukteshwar (U.P.) etc. which had taken away the lives of around 5000 people and 
left 15000 wounded. This communal holocaust deeply shocked Azad and he wrote in a 
broken-hearted and melancholic tone: " 16 August was a black day in the history of India. 
Mob violence unprecedented in the history oflndia plunged the great city of Calcutta into 
an orgy of bloodshed, murder and terror. Hundreds of lives were lost. Thousands were 
injured and property worth crores of rupees was destroyed. Processions were taken out by 

the League which began to loot and commit acts of arson. Soon the whole city was in the 
grip of goondas of both the communities".26 When the communal violence continued to 
ravage the country, the Interim Government led by Nehru was sworn in on 2 September 

1946. But Azad decided not to join the Cabinet.27 The Muslim League which initially 

declined to join the Interim Government was later persuaded by Lord Wavell to join it 
( on 26 October 1946). But the League followed an obstructionist approach in order to 
hamper the smooth functioning of the Government so as to create a deadlock. In order to 

get rid of this situation, British Prime Minister Clement Attlee announced in the British 

Parliament on 20 February 1947, that the British would transfer power to the Indians by a 
date not later than June 1948. Accordingly Admiral Lord Louis Mountbatten, the new 
Viceroy, reached India on 22 March 1947 and held discussions with the then political 

leaders. At the end, he came to the conclusion that partition was inevitable and a few days 
later, made the formal announcement of his Plan on 3 June 1947. But Gandhiji strongly 

announced:" They can not have Pakistan at the point of the sword. They must first cut me 

to pieces before they vivisect the country .... . " Azad too, was wholeheartedly and 
vehemently opposed to the creation of Pakistan and he said: "Considering the scheme in 
all its aspects I have come to the conclusion that it is harmful not only for India as a 

whole but for Muslims in particular. And in fact it creates more problems than it solves. I 

must confess that the very term Pakistan goes against my grain. It suggests that some 
portions of the world are pure while others are impure. Such a division of territories into 

pure and impure is un-Islamic and is more in keeping with orthodox Brahmanism which 

divides men and countries into holy and unholy- a division which is a repudiation of the 
very spirit of Islam. Islam recognizes no such division and the prophet says, 'God has 
made the whole world a mosque for me' ....... As a Muslim, I for one am not prepared for 

a moment to give up my right to treat the whole oflndia as my domain and to share in the 
shaping of its political and economic life. To me it seems a sure sign of cowardice to give 
up what is my patrimony and content myself with a mere fragment of it".28 Not only that, 

from the point of view of Muslim interest, Azad rejected the partition proposal and the 

creation of Pakistan. He reiterated: "Let us consider dispassionately the consequences 
which will follow if we give effect to the Pakistan scheme. India will be divided into two 

States, one with a majority of Muslims and the other of Hindus. In the Hindustan State 
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there will remain three and a halfcrores of Muslims scattered in small minodties all over 
the land. With 17 per cent in U.P, 12 per cent in Bihar and 9 per cent in Madr~s, they will 

be weaker than they are today in the Hindu majority provinces. They have had their 
homelands in these regions for almost a thousand years and built up well known centres 
of Muslim culture and civilization there".29 Going against his sentiment, when the A[CC 

held its meeting on 14 June 1947 and voted in favour of the partition proposal (For-157, 

Against 28, Neutral-32) on the next day, Azad recollected: "I have attended many 
meetings of the AICC but this was one of the strangest sessions that it was my misfortune 
to attend. Congress which had always fought for the unity and independence of India was 

now considering an official resolution for dividing the country ..... It was impossible for 
me to tolerate this abject surrender on the part of the Congress ..... Partition was a tragedy 
for India and the only thing that could be said in its favour was that we had done our best 
to avoid division but we had failed ..... "30 But at that point of time, he had strong 

conviction: "We must not however forget that the nation is one and its cultural life is and 
will remain one .. . If we put a stick in the water, it may appear that the water has been 

divided but the water remains the same and the moment the stick is removed, even the 

appearance of division disappears". 31 At last India was bifurcated and Pakistan, a separate 
homeland for the Muslims emerged on the ruins of Hindu - Muslim amity and we are 

still bearing the wounds of this bifurcation. 

Thus we can say without any doubt that Maulana Abu[ Kalam Azad was an 

enigmatic, extraordinary and incomparable figure in Indian politics, an untiring and 
unparalleled freedom fighter, a champion of Hindu- Muslim unity, 'the Emperor of 

learning' and above al l, a great patriot. By his profound learning and sheer intelligence, 

he advocated really a good job for Islam ' by clearing it of the dust of prejudice and 
bigotry which had gathered upon it during the eleven hundred years of its history in 

India' . Not only that, he brought the Muslim masses into the mainstream of national 

struggle for independence and he played the chief instrumental role tn converting a 

'passive' and sometimes 'collaborationist' section of the Indian society into very active, 
effective and vocal opponents of the British Raj . Acknowledging Azad's unique qualities 

and paying tribute to him in the Rajya Sabha on 24 February 1958, Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, 
the then Chairman of the House made his assessment in this fashion: "Maulana Saheb 
was an outstanding figure of great courage, fearlessness, integrity and passionate love for 

freedom. He noticed the defects which make for subjection and struggled to the best of 

his ability to remove them. National dissentions have been a frequent cause of our 
repeated humiliation and subjection. He stood against them; he wanted to bring about the 

consolidation of our country. He made no difference between Hindu and Muslim, Sikh or 

Christian. He felt that all those who are in this country belonged to one country and that 
national spirit was the driving force of his life. He was an apostle of national unity and 
communal harmony, the lessons which we have to remember even, since there are forces 

which are still at work in this country to divide us, one from another. This is one great 
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lesson of his life". One may raise questions or profoundly differ from Azad's ideas, his 
line of thinking and his course of actions, but one cannot doubt his integrity, sincerity or 

commitment towards India and the Indians. He also stood firmly like a solid rock in his 

opposition to the partition of lndia both on theological and on moral and material 

grounds, fully committed to the cause of united India in the face of strong opposition by 

the Muslim League led by M.A. Jinnah and tried his best to save the country from the 

evils of the partition. He finnly believed that nobody would be benefitted by this partition 
rather it would harm Islam in Pakistan and the Muslims in India which is clearly reflected 

in his own statement: Wahaan Islam majrooh hoga, Yahaan Musalmaan majrooh hoga. 

Inspite of his valiant effort, Azad failed to avert the partition in 1947 and disdainfully 
achieved his long-cherished freedom on 15 August and on that historic day, no one could 
forget 'the sad face of Maulana Azad, to whom the occasion was something of a tragedy, 

sticking out from the sea of happy faces like a gaunt and ravaged rock'. 32 To me, the most 

striking feature of his 1 ife is that it was only Azad who faced and countered the powerful 

Hindutva elements within the Congress and outside and the wild forces of Muslim 

separatism (promoted mainly under the banner of the Muslim League). He never made 

compromise with the communal and fundamentalist forces rather he believed in religious 

toleration, communal harmony, national unity and diversity and was very keen to acclaim 

himself: "I am proud of being an Indian. I am pa1t of the indivisible unity that is Indian 

nationality. I am indispensable to this noble edifice and without me this splendid structure 

of India is incomplete. 1 am an essential element which has gone to build India. I can 
never surrender this claim".33 All these words sti ll sound like a mantra to every citizen of 

India and give us a lesson to feel for the country, to live for the country and to protect our 

'unity in diversity' at any cost. Today when our country is facing great crises like 

separatism, communalism, fundamentalism, provincialism etc., the life, philosophy and 

activities of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad will show us the right path to fight against all 

these evil forces and uproot all these dangers from our society, to promote communal 

harmony and peaceful co-existence, to believe in religious pluralism and above all, to 
remain united under one roof so that we can show our integrity and solidarity to the rest 

of the world and hold our heads high as a 'nation'. That will be the best way to pay our 

tribute to this great scholar, patriot, political activist and freedom fighter of modem India 

who always dreamt for, stood for and fought for a united India and secular India. 
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RAJMAHAL: A MEDIEVAL TOWN IN SUBAH BENGAL 
' 

Varun Kumar Roy1 

Abstract: Far below Gour, but still in high repute, is Rajmahal, which has drawn 
interests to scholars of history. The city founded by Raja Mann Singh and adored by 
Sultan Shuja, at one time rivaled Delhi in splendor and luxury. Up to recent years we can 
spot many vestiges of the work done by Raja Mann Singh and Sultan Suja. Bishop Heber 
remarks of the palace of Sultan Sujah, of the stone roofed and delicately carved balcony 
'stills retain traces of gilding and Arabic inscriptions. ' This paper tries to resurface the 
lost pomp and opulence of the 'Town' and the nucleus of the whole argument aims at 

revival of history of 'Medieval Eastern Bengal ', which is still in oblivion. 

Keywords: Ganga, Malli, Hiuen Tsang, "Key of Bengal", Teliagarhi. 

INTRODUCING THE TOWN 

A place of great geographical interest and strategically important, the town of Rajmahal

is situated on the southern bank of river Ganga and northern skirts of Rajmahal hills at 
25°2'N. Longitude and 84°43'E. Latitude. The European merchants designated Rajmahal 
a 'fair' and a 'water locked city, mounted with 'powerful flotilla'. The 'vast store of mobile 

artilleries' of the Zamindars ofBengal1 and the Portuguese and Dutch captains 2 sailed on 
the river Ganga and Bhagirathi, were in strict adherence to the rebel prince, as Jahangir 
tells us in his memoirs.3 On account of the peculiar geographical features of Rajmahal 

and "blockade of the Deccan-Delhi route, the city of Rajmahal tempted Shahjahan to his 

daring plan of the military march to reach Delhi. He crossed the Tapti with a large army, 

reached Golkunda and struck his camp at Machchlipattam and turned towards north-east. 
He advanced into Sarkar Jalesar, Suba Orissa and Bardwan, a Pargana of Sarkar 

Sharifabad, Suba Bengal and finally reached Rajmahal, a Pargana of Sarkar 
Tanda/Udambar, Suba Bengal. Rajmahal, as that of Purvanchal in U.P. appeared to be a 

good substitute for the Deccan, not only as a base of operations, but also as 'a recruiting 

ground and a source of supplies in the inevitable contest', so to speak, the rebel Prince 

had prepared to go to Rajmahal at the end of April, 1623.4 

EARLY HISTORY 
The earliest inhabitants of whom there is any record appear to be the Maler (Sauria 

Paharias), who are found to this date in the north of the Rajmahal Hills. They have been 
identified with the Malli mentioned by Megasthenes, who visited the court of Chandra 

Gupta at Pataliputra (Patna) in 302 B.C. According to his account, the Malli were a race 

1 Va run Kumar Roy teaches History in Department of History, University of North Bengal. 
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holding the country between the Prasii, i.e., the people of Magadha or Bihar, and the 

Gangaridae, i.e., the people of Lower Bengal. Their territory was bounded by the Ganges 
and contained within its limits a mountain called Mallus, which is identified with the 
sacred hill of Mandarin the south of the Bhagalpur district, close to the boundary of the 
Godda subdivision. The Sauria Paharias are also believed by some to be the race referred 

to by the Greek geographers as the Suari, but the latter are generally held to be the Savars 
ofOrissa.5 

THE ACCOUNT OF HIUEN TSANG 
We have no detailed account of this part of the country unti l the time of Hiuen Tsiang, a 
Chinese pilgrim, who visited India about 645 A.O. From the record of his travels, we 

learn that he visited the kingdom of Champa, the northern boundary of which extended 

along the Ganges from Lakhisarai to Rajmahal, while the southern boundary passed 
through "desert wilds, in which, were wild elephants and savage beasts that roamed in 
herds." To the east of Champa lay the kingdom of Kie-chu-u-khi-lo or Kie-ching-kie-lo, 

which, according, to General Cunningham, was the tract of country included in the 
present Santai Parganas. "The distance and bearing," he writes, "bring us to the district of 
Rajmahal, which was originally called Kankjol after a town of that name, which still 

exists 18 miles to the south ofRajmahal. ... When independent, the petty state ofKankjol 

most probably comprised the whole of the hill country to the south and west ofRajmahal, 
with the plains lying between the hills and the Bhagirathi river as far south as 

Mursidabad. "6 

Hiuen Tsang does not give any account of the interior of this kingdom, merely stating 
that, having been conquered by a neighbouring state, the towns were desolate and most of 

the people were scattered in villages or hamlets. He adds, however, that on the northern 

boundary, nor far from the Ganges, was a loft:ly tower made of bricks and stone, which 
General Cunningham identifies with Teliagarhi. "The pilgrim", he writes, "does not say 

what was the nature of the tower; but from his description I gather that it must have been 

a Buddhist building, as its four faces were ornamented with panels filled with figures of 
saints, Buddhas and Oevas. From the mixture of brick and stone in the building and its 

position on the northern frontier of the district and on the south bank of the Ganges. The 

place was certainly an old military post, as it completely commanded one of the three 
passes leading into Bengal. But it must have also been a place of consequence, as it 
possessed a considerable number of large statues, both Buddhist and Brahmanical. Most 

of these were removed to a great house at Kahalgaon (Colgong) built on the top of the 

hill facing the rocks, but, since the establishment of the railway close by, many of them 
have disappeared no one knows where. "7 

After this, there is no record of the history of the district for many centuries, but there is 

an interesting reference to it in the Bramanda section of the Bhauishyat Purana, which 
was probably compiled in the 15th or 16th century A.O. from ancient materials. It refers 

to the tract comprising the present district and Birbhum as Narikhanda, and describes it as 
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follows: "Narikhanda is a district abounding in thickets. It lies west of the Bhagirathi and 
north of the Dwarikeswari river. It extends along the Panchakuta hills on its west, and 
approaches Kikata on the north. The forests are very extensive, chiefly of sakhota, 

arjuna, and sal trees with a plentiful addition of brushwood. The district is celebrated for 
the shrine of Vaidyanath. The deity is worshipped by people from all quarters, and is the 
source of every good in the present age. Three-fourths of the district are jungle; the 

remaining fourth is cultivated. The soil of a small part of it is very ferti le, but by far the 

greater portion is saline and unproductive. There is no want of water, and numerous small 
streams run through the forest: the principal of these is the Ajaya. In many places there 

are iron mines. The people are, in general, small , black and of immoral propensities, and 

ignorant of religious duties; a few only are attached to the name of Vishnu. They are 

dexterous bowmen and industrious cultivators."8 

THE MUHAMMADAN PERIOD 
The authentic history of the district may be said to begin with the rule of the 

Muhammadans, when their armies marched to and from Bengal through the Teliagarhi 
pass. The Muhammadan historians show that this pass, the "Key of Bengal" as it was 

called, was the scene of numerous battles. In 1538 A.O. Sher Shah fortified it during the 
rebellion against the Emperor Humayun, but the entrenchments were forced by the 
Emperor's army.9 On the 12th July 1576 the decisive battle ofRajmahaI was fought in its 
neighbourhood. Three years before this Daud Khan had proclaimed himself King of 

Bengal and, relying on his Afghan troops, defied the Emperor Akbar. Akbar placed 

himself at the head of the imperial forces. and the loss of Haj ipur forced Daud Khan to 

abandon Patna and fly to Tandah. On the way he stopped at Teliagarhi and found the 

fortificaitons so strong, that he told the garrison he expected them to hold the Mughal 

army at bay for a year. His hopes were vain, for the Afghan troops fled and the Mughal 
general, Munim Khan, took possession of the pass without the loss of a man: Shortly 

afterwards Daud Khan, aftersome more crushing defeats, submitted and swore allegiance 
to Akbar. [n 1575, however, Munim Khan having died, with a large portion of his army, 
in an epidemic which bride out at Gaur, Daud Khan seized the opportunity to head 

another rising of the Afghans. He soon found himself in command of an army of 50,000 

men, and drove the Mughal forces back to Patna. Reinforcements were hurried up under 
Ilusain Kuli Khan, the Governor of the Punjab, whom the Emperor sent to Bengal as his 
Viceroy in order to quell the rebellion, with the famous Raja Todar Mal second in 

command. Daud Khan took up a strong position at Rajmahal behind the entrenchment of 

Teliagarhi which were garrisoned by 3,000 Afghans. There he held the Mughal force at 
bay for several months, but at last was compelled to give battle. Daud Khan led the centre 

of his army, while Kalapahar the well-known conqueror of Orissa, commanded the right 

wing. Kalapahar having been killed, the Afghans gave way, and Husain Kuli Khan then 
charged on the centre of the enemy's line, which was soon broken. Daud Khan himself 

was captured, promptly condemned as a rebel, and beheaded, his head being sent by 
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express messenger to the Emperor at Agra as a taniible proof of the victory. This Mughal 
victory was of signal importance, for it ended the Afghan supremacy in Bengal and the 
rule of the independent Muhammadan kings; and after it the Province became a 
subordinate subah of the Mughal empire. The next important event in the history of the 
district was the establishment of Rajmahal as the capital of Bengal in 1592. Sher Shah 
had selected it as the seat of government about half a century before, but it was left to 
Man Singh, Akbar's Viceroy in Bengal, to carry out this measure. From 1202 till 1576 
Gaur had been the capital of the Province, except for some 60 years when it was 
transferred to Pandua, and more recently when Tandah had taken its place; but the 
Ganges had receded westward until Tandah stood a league from it, and Gaur, deserted by 
the river, had become more and more unhealthy, the population being decimated by the 
epidemic of 1575, after which it was abandoned. It was in these circumstances that Man 
Singh decided to remove the capital to Rajmahal, where he built himself a palace and also 
erected a strong rampart, strengthened with bastions, which encircled the city_. He is also 
said to have changed its name from Agmahal to Rajmahal, the seat of empire; 
subsequently, as the city grew, the Muhammadans, in complement to the Emperor, called 
it Akbarnagar. It did not long continue to be the capital, for in 1608 the Nawab, Islam 
Khan. made his head quarters at Dacca, that being a more central position for the defence 
of Bengal against the raids of Magh (Arakanese) pirates and Portuguese buccaneers. 10 

Shortly after the transfer of the head-quarters, Teliagarhi was the scene of a sanguinary 
battle between Prince Shah Jahan and Ibrahim Khan, Viceroy of Bengal, brother of the 
Empress Nur Jahan and uncle of Shah Jahan. The fort of Teliagarhi, known as the key of 
Bengal, which stands hoary with age, on the Rajmahal hills near Sahibganj, has 
unfortunately failed to receive the prominence or attention it deserves11

• That it proved a 
veritable' key' to Bengal's political problems throughout the ages has escaped the notice 
of the present day historians. The Jahangir Namah describes the fort of Teliagarhi as a 
burial ground 12 

- burial indeed of many political ambitions. But physically too it bears 
many burials though the fort is too big to be described in the fashion of JahangTr Namah. 
A casual observer can only catch a glimpse of its central structure and goes satisfied with 
the idea that it is only as big as it can arrest the attention of his eyes, but to a regular 
visitor of the site it reveals its real dimension now lying hidden under nature's vegetable 
vagary. In length it is two-third of a mile. The northern limit is a natural precipice just 
below which the swift-going Ganges runs. The area is bounded with a strong-built 
rampart on all other sides barring a small portion on the south where the fort is imbedded 
with the mountains difficult to ascend. As we approach the area from the west we may 
yet see the rampart which has been described by Ain-i-Akbari 13 as a "raised stone" 

Shah Jahan had risen in rebellion against his father Jahangir and invaded Bengal. Ibrahim 
Khan marched from Dacca to Rajmahal with all the forces he could collect in order to cut 
off his retreat, upon which Shan Jahan hurried back from Burdwan. Ibrahim Khan, 
realizing that with his small forces he was incapable of holding the city against a siege, 
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retired to the fortificat itons of Teliagarhi, on which were mounted a number of cannons, 
served, we are told, by "vagabond Europeans of different nations whom he had 
encouraged to enter his service." The defences, however, were mined and blown up, and 

Shah Jahan's soldiers pouring through the breach put the garrison to the sword. The main 
battle also went against Ibrahim Khan, who rushed into the thick of the enemy crying : 
"My life is at the service of the Emperor. I will conquer or die." He fell covered with 
wounds, and his army, left without a leader, fled from the field leaving their camp to be 

plundered by the enemy. This battle decided the fate of Bengal for the time being, Shah 
Jahan being left undisputed master of the Province. His rule was short lived, for in 1624 
he was decisively defeated by the imperial forces near Allahabad. He fell back on 

Rajmahal, and, after taking from it ' the household paraphernalia' which he had left there, 

retreated, hotly pursued, to the Deccan. 14 In I 639 Rajmahal was again made the seat of 
government by Shah Shuja, the second son of Shah Jahan, on his appointment as Viceroy 
of Bengal. He built a splendid palace, strengthened the fortificatitons erected by Man 

Singh, and spent large sums of money in making the town worthy of its position as the 

capital of Bengal. According to Stewart, ' the following year, nearly the whole of the city 
and the principal part of the palace were destroyed by dreadful conflagration, in which 
many lives were lost and the family of the prince with difficulty escaped. About the same 

time, the current of the Ganges changed its bed and poured its torrents against the walls 

of the new capital washing away many of the stately edifices. Previous to that time, the 

course of the Ganges was along the northern bank, running under the walls of Gaur, but 

since that period, it pours its torrents against the rocks of Rajmahal forming eddies and 
whirlpools, dangerous to the incautious or impatient traveller.' In spite of this, Rajmahal 

appears to have continued to be the capital till 1660.15 

The year before, Shah Shuja, in order to make good his claims to the throne of Delhi, 
which had been seized by his brother Aurangzeb, marched north with a large army, but 

being defeated at Kadba, fell back on Monghyr, where he threw up entrenchments. The 

imperial army under Aurangzeb's son Prince Muhammad and Mir Jumla soon forced him 
to quit this position. Raja Bihruz of Kharagpur, in spite of his professed loyalty, intrigued 
with Mir Jumla and showed him a practicable route through the hills, along which Mir 

Jumla pushed forward a large race. Shah Shuja, finding that he was being outflanked, 

abandoned Monghyr and retreated to Rajmahal, where he fortified Teliagarhi and 
Sakrigali. The imperial army followed hard after him, and, having ston:oed the defences 
at Teliagarhi and Sakrigali, invested Rajmahal on one side, while 1'.fa Jumla, coming 

through the hill passes, besieged it on the south. For six days Shah Shuja held out, but by 
that time the enemy's artillery had effectually breached the fortificaitons, which, Bernier 

tells us, consisted only of ' made earth, sand, and fascines,' Shah Shuja, realizing that the 

place was untenable and that the approach of the rains was likely to widen the breahces 

and render his retreat difficult, fled to Tandah with this family. That very night the rains 
broke, and Mir Jumla, finding pursuit impossible, was compelled to canton his army for 

four months at Rajmahal. He was not left unmolested, for the troops of Shah Shuja 
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frequently crossed the Ganges, fired into his camp, and kept his soldiers in a constant 
state of alarm. He therefore abandoned the city and encamped his army at some distance 
from the river side. The difficulties of Mir Jumla were soon increased by the conduct of 
Prince Muhammad. The latter, it is said, having received a pathetic letter from the 
daughter of Shah Shuja, to whom he was betrothed, resolved to join her and throw in his 
lot with her father. He therefore secretly intrigued with Shah Shuja, won over a large part 
of the army to his cause, and went over to Tandah, where he married the princess. Mir 
Jwnla found the army bordering on mutiny and, deciding that only active employment 

would prevent an outbreak, crossed the Ganges and advancing against Shah Shuja, 

decisively defeated him. 

CONCLUSION 
Subsequent to this, Rajmahal ceased to be the capital of Bengal, which was removed to 
Dacca. The reasons for this change will be apparent from the account left by Tavernier, 
who visited Raj mahal in January 1666 with Bernier. "Raj mahal is a city upon the right 
hand of Ganges: and if you go by land you shall find the highway for a league or two 
paved with brick to the town. Formerly the Governors of Bengal resided here, it being an 
excellent country for hunting, besides that it was a place of great trade. But now the river 
having taken another course, above a good half-league from the city, as well for that 
reason as to keep in awe the king of Arakan and several Portuguese banditti,who are 
retired to the mouths of Ganges, and made excursions even as far as Dacca itself, both the 
Governor and merchants have removed themselves to Dacca, which is at present a large 
city and a town of great trade." Rajmahal, however, was a mint town in 1661, to which 
merchants s_ent golden plates to be coined; and it was the head-quarters of the Faujdar or 
Governor of Akbamagar. We find also that in the time of Murshid Kuli Khan (1704-25) 
an officer was sent here every year during the winter to make ice in the Rajmahal Hills to 
supply the Nawab's table. "The Nawab," says the Riyazu-s-Salatin, "had stores of ice for 
full twelve months, used ice daily, and received his supplies of ice from Akbarnagar. 

Similarly in the season of mango-fruit, which is the best of the fruits of Bengal, the 
superintendent of mangosupplies was posted in the Chakla of Akbarnagar and he, 
counting the mangoes of the khas trees, entered them in the accounts, and showed their 
collection and disposal and the watchmen and carriers, and levying the expenses of 
carriage from the zamindars, sent the sweet and delicious mangoes from Maida, Katwa, 
Husainpur, Akbarnagar, and other places. And the zamindars had no power to cut down 
the khas mango-trees: on the contrary, the mangoes of all the gardens of the aforesaid 
Chakla were attached. And this practice was more rigorously observed in the times of 

previous Nazims ofBengal." 16 
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The Trade and Trading Items of Colonial Bengal: A survey of 
Imported and Exported Trade Items (1602-1757 A.D.) 

Dr. Sudash Lama1 & Prodip Mandal2 

Abstract: A region as geographical units is a historical construction whose boundary is 
defined and redefined by the contemporary political and culture condition. Our 
delineation of region depends on our perspective on the history. It is to be noted that, 

during the seventeenth and first half of the eighteenth century, we know that the 
geographical limits of subha was often the exceeded area now presently covered by East 
Bengal or Bengladesh and the Indian state West Bengal. And also we noted that, during 
the contemporary time period, a flourishing textile industry, urbanization and trade with 
the western Gangetic plains, and also Inda- European maritime trade. We see that 
seventeenth and first half of the eighteenth century, Company established trade relations 
with Bengal only after it had been operating elsewhere in the subcontinent for a period of 
nearly three decades. But once a beginning had been made, the growth of the Company 's 
trade in the region was remarkable rapid. During the latter half of the seventeenth 
century, the Bengal trade played a crucial role in the Company 's intra-Asian trade. 
Similarly, at a slightly later date, opium procured in Bihar accounted for a substantial 
proportion of the total Dutch imports into the Indonesian archipelago. Toward the close 
of the seventeenth century, as the composition of the exports to Europe underwent a 

drastic change in favors of textiles and silks manufactured in Bengal and elsewhere, the 
trade from this region assumed an altogether new significance. This paper we attempt to 
show about import and export trade items of Bengal from 1602 to 1757 A.D. 

Keywords: Import, Export, Precious metals, Raw silk, Textile. 

Imported Trade Item:- Precious Metals and Goods. 

We see that contemporary time period; the Company's operations in Bengal (and 

elsewhere in the subcontinent) were the procurement of export goods for other parts of 
Asia as well as for Europe. The role of the precious metals ad goods imported into the 
region from Europe and other parts of Asia was chiefly to provide purchasing power 

needed to buy the export goods. Most of these imports were precious metals because, 
given the structure of relative prices, the local demand of imported goods was 

1 Assistant Professor, Department of History, North Bengal University 
2 Ph.D Scholar, Department of History, North Bengal University 
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comparatively ·small. The determining consideration with the Council of the lndies at 
Batavia when it worked out the mix of the goods to be sent to Bengal in a given year was 
not the ate of profit to be earned on a particular item but the total amount of purchasing 

power that the sale of that item was likely to generate over the year. In the case of many 
of the goods, the Bengal factors were authorized to sell even at cost price. Nevertheless, 
the sale of goods was limited, and an overwhelming proportion of the imports were of 

necessity in the form of precious metals. Silver imported from Europe included coins 
such as Mexican, Seville, and Spanish rails, rails of eight, rix-provincial, crown, lion, and 
cross-dollars as well as Durations. A substantial proportion of the total pn~cious metals 

imported into Bengal used to be obtained within Asia. This included silver and gold from 

Japan (the latter being in the form of an Oval shaped coin, the koban) and silver from 
Pegu, Arakan, and Persia. Small quantities of gold bullion were also imported from 

Timor and the west coast of Sumatra.' 

The goods the Company imported into Bengal were practically, all of Asian 
ongm. An important constituent was pepper and other spices. Pepper was obtained 

mainly in the interior of Sumatra and the hinterland of Patani on the Malay Peninsula. 

The other spices were obtained in the so-called Spice Islands in the eastern part of the 
Indonesian archipelago. Amboina was the chief source of cloves, whereas the other 

islands provided nutmeg and its derivative, mace. Nonprecious metals such as copper, tin, 
lead, and spelter were also important items of import. Copper was procured mainly in 
Japan, whereas the other metals were also important items of import. Copper was 

procured mainly in Japan, whereas the other metals were obtained in several parts of the 

Malay Peninsula. Comparatively minor items included cinnamon, areca nuts, elephants, 

and conch shells from Ceylon.2 

Exported Trade Item: - Raw Silk, Saltpeter, and Textile. 

The principal items procured by the Company in the region were raw silk, 
textiles, opium, and saltpeter. Comparatively minor items (constituting the miscellaneous 

category) included provisions such as sugar, rice, wheat, clarified butter and mustard oil, 

was, borax, sea shells (cauris), and gunny bags. 

Raw Silk: 

The Company procured raw silk mainly for the Japanese and the Dutch markets. 
The three important raw silk-exporting areas in Asia were China, Persia, and Bengal. The 
principal attraction of Bengal silk was that although it cost substantially less than both the 

Chinese and the Persian varieties, it usually sold in Holland at a price only marginally 

lower than that fetched by the former ad about the same as that fetched by the latter. Prior 
to the arrival of the Europeans on the scene, there was a substantial interregional and 
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international trade in raw silk from Bengal. The principal merchant groups involved in 

this trade were those from Agra, Gujarat, and Central Asia. The raw silk procured by the 

Europeans was produced almost exclusively in the area around Kasimbazar in 
Murshidabad district in North Bengal. There were three harvests (Called bands) in a year 
- in November, February-March, and June-July. The lot produced in the November band 

was by far the best n quality because the dry and cold weather helped the stuff produced 

by the chrysalis coagulate rapidly. The lot produced in February-March came next, 

followed by that of June-July. 

The raw silk reeled from the pattani filaments were of two distinct varieties: 

tanna-banna and tanny. The later was a considerably superior variety that used a larger 

number of cocoons per unit of output. This variety had reportedly been introduced only in 

1669, at the initiative of silk merchants from Agra who were among the principal groups 

of buyers of raw silk in Bengal. In the case of both tanna-banna and tanny, a g iven 
quantity of pattani filaments generated several distinct sub qualities of reeled raw silk in 

well-defined proportions. Thus n tanna-banna, there were three distinct subuqlities: 

cabessa, bariga, and pee (corresponding to the head, belly, and foot, of the English 

documents). The first two qualities accounted for 93.75 percent of te total output (the 

proportion between cabessa and bariga varied between 12:8 and 11 :9). The remaining 

6.25 percent was equally divided between the third variety ad the waste material. 

According to the Pieter van Dam; one seer of tanna-banna raw silk cost Rs. 2.40 and of 

tanny raw silk, Rs. 3.27. An analysis of these amounts is presented in Table 1. The real 

wage bell works out at 17.5 percent of the total cost in the case of the tanna-banna 

variety and 23.5 percent for the tanny. Raw silk reeled from the potti filaments was also 

known as tanna-banna, but was of a distinctly inferior quality. The average cost of 
production of a seer of potti tanna-banna silk was estimated at Rs. 2.25. As far as 

possible, the Company tried to.3 

TABLE No 1. 
Cost of production of one seer of Ta,ma-banna And Tanuy Raw Silk 

Tanna-banna Tanny 

Item of Coast (in rupees) (in rupees) 

Cocoons at 6 ¾ seers per rupee I. 90 ( I 2 ¾ seers) 2.37 (16 seers) 

Wages of the drawers of the 0.19 .031 

pattani filaments 

Food provided to the pattani 0.04 0.09 

drawers 

Wood used as fuel 0.08 0.13 

Wages of the reelers 0.19 0.37 
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Total cost I 2.40 I 3.27 

Source: Pieter van dam, Beschrijvinge, II, II, pp. 69-70. 

Procure raw silk reeled form pattani fil aments alone. 

We see that during this time perod,the English East India Company was founded 

on 31 December, 1600 with the blessings of Queen Elizabeth I for the purpose of trade to 

the East.4Sir Thomas Roe in his embassy to the ' Durbar' of Jahangir in 161 5 presented
silk cloths of Maida and Murshidabad to the Badshah and tried to get trading privileges in 

Bengal from him. But he was not successful in his mission.5 Nevertheless, Bengal silk 

fabric continued to lure the English. Richard Hughes, the chief of Patna Factory, reported 

in 1620 that the trade in Bengal silk would no doubt be lucrative. He informed the Surat 

Council that the Bengal s ilk could be easily procured in abundance in Patna at a price 

35% cheaper than that of Agra. He further pointed out that at Murshidabad an infinite 
quantity of 'choicest stuff' could be had, at least 20% cheaper than in any other place of 

India. Murshidabad had an extensive number of expert workmen and silk winders. 

Labour was also cheaper there.6 Still, the possibil ity of trade of the English Company in 

Bengal raw silk had initia lly fai led. ft was only in 1651 after the E.I. Company received 

Farman from Prince Shah Suja and founded the Hugli factory that an extensive silk trade 

of the Company had started. 

Though import of silk fabric was the prime concern of the Company till 1701, 

raw si lk was the most important article of export in the Company's trade in Bengal since 

the beginni ng of the 18th Century. In the first half of the seventeenth century, the demand 

of the English for raw silk was mainly met by the silk of France, lta ly, Persia and China. 

The Dutch Company conducted the profi table trade, but in the middle of the seventeenth 

century, the Dutch became more interested in the trade with Japan than with Europe. 

Moreover, the Dutch Company switched over to the trade of precious metals from Persia 
instead of Persian silk. The export of raw silk to Europe therefore became uncertain and 

obviously its supply had sharply declined. The Engl ish Company seemed to have been 

interested in the Persian silk trade in the early years of the seventeenth century, and 

therefore, it had to face a keen competition from the French and the Italian merchants. 

The monopoly of the Shah of Persia in the si lk trade, and exactions and abuses practiced 

by the officers of the Shah disheartened the Engl ish very much, and the Company 

naturally, turned to Bengal, particularly to Maida and Murshidabad for the supply of raw 

silk. The opening of the Hugli Factory in 1651 , the Kasimbazar Factory in 1658 and the 

Maida Factory in 1680 by the Company substantially helped them in conducting an 

extensive trade in Bengal.7 In order to ensure steady supply of raw material the Company 

made strenuous efforts to augment the production of silk. The production and quality of 

silk mainly depended on the supply of fresh mulberry-leaves to the worms, and the 

Company, therefore, extended mulberry cultivation and established si lk factories and 
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comes from the worm; where are also innumerable silk winders, expert workmen, and 

labour cheaper by a third than elsewhere."14 

The reputation and superiority of the Maida and Murshidabad silk were noticed 

by everyone, particularly of the English Company, which opened their silk factory at 
Kasimbazar in 1658. The kasimbazar factory played a dominant role for more than two 
hundred years in the history of silk industry of Bengal. Since its foundation, the English 

made a rapid progress in silk trade inspire of the competition of the Dutch. Originally, the 
Dutch Company was the main purchaser of Bengal silk, but the English Company took a 
definite lead in the second half of the l 8th century. 15 The difficulties of communication 

and the immobility of labour had helped to make the rural sector of Bengal self
sufficient. Nonetheless, there was an extensive fore ign and inland trade in which both the 

inhabitants of the province and the people coming from the outside participated. The 
export trade was carried on by a host of merchants who came from different regions of 

Europe, as also of Asia. People from other parts of India- Punjab, Gujrat, Sind, Agra and 

Marwar came to Bengal in search of wealth, and many of them were enriched beyond 
their expectation. Some of the merchant adventures, like the 'Seths of Murshidabad', 

settled in the province and became the founders of a mercantile aristocracy. 16 

The outbreak of the European war interrupted the Turkish and the Italian silk 
trade and the demand for Bengal silk increased considerably. The Directors, therefore, 

urged upon the Bengal factors to send enormous quantity of Bengal s ilk. They expected 
that "raw silk must continue as a commodity of great price as it is now in all parts of 

Europe."17 But the English orders for raw silk in the first two decades of the 18th century 
were not consistent. The table No 2, for a six year period indicates that. 

TABLE No 2. 

Title: English demand of raw silk n the first two decades of the eighteenth century. 

Year I Quantity Year II Quantity Year III Quantity 

1702/3 60,000 1708/9 110,000 lbs. 1714/15 600 bales 
lbs. 

1703/4 190,000 1709/10 50,000 lbs. 1715/16 600 bales 
lbs. 

1704/5 190,000 1710/11 20,000 lbs. 1716/17 600 bales 
lbs. 

1705/6 50,000 1711/12 40,000 lbs. 1717/18 300 bales 
lbs. 
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filatures in the silk districts of Bengal. They realised its importance, and that Bengal silk 
was an important item in the presents offered to Farrukshiyar by Surman indicated its role 
in the consumer market. Kasimbazar was the most important centre of silk trade and a 
large quantity of silk piece goods and of raw silk was exported every year to the 
European markets from there. The price of silk varied from Rs.3 to Rs. 7 per seer 
according to quality and supply.8 

There were several qualities of Bengal raw silk. John Kenn, the chief of 
Kasimbaz:ar, wrote in 1661 that silk was wound into three sorts- 'head', 'belly', ' foot' 
i.e., first, second and third quality respectively. The English Company, generally, used to 
purchase the first two sorts whi ch were known as 'patta' or of short skein. The other kind 
of silk which was superfine in quality was known as puttany and it would cost Rs. 5 ¼ 
to Rs. 6 ¼ per seer. The silk purchased by the indigenous merchants for Agra was called ' 
Dolleria', in which the ' head', 'belly', and 'foot' were all mixed together. The Dutch 
Company used to mention the three sorts by the Portuguese terms as 'Cabessa', 'bariga' 
and 'pee'. There were other kinds of silk such as 'floretta' 'yarn', ' punia' silk, 'punjah, 
silk, 'Goragaut' silk etc.9 

Bengal silk was the cheapest of al l Asiatic silks and throughout the seventeenth 
century it was much cheaper than even the Persian and Chinese silk. 10 The demand of 
Bengal silk was always high and the English Company was encouraged by the incredible 
profit it had earned in Bengal silk trade. In 1683 the Dutch Company made a profit of 
about 200% in Bengal silk. 11 The English Company too made a profit of over 250% in 
the sale of silk brought by Martha in 1695/96. In 1673/74, the Directors ordered about 
470-570 bales of silk and during the years 1674/75 to 1678/79, the orders varied between 
600-900 bales. Thus the demand of Bengal silk began to rise sharply and in I 679/80; the 
order for Bengal silk went upto 1,800 bales, indicating a rise of demand by 50%. In 
I 681 /82 the order for Bengal silk shot up unusually, as the Company ordered for 10,000 
bales, each bale containing 160 seers. In 1682/83, the order for Bengal silk was further 
increased to 11 ,500 bales, and in the following year i.e., 1683/84, it stood at 11 ,200 
bales. 12In fact, from the last quarter of the I 7th century, the court of Directors urged the 
Bengal factors to invest more and more in Bengal silk. And the East India Company's 
investment in silk became formidable by the time it reached the third quarter of that 
century. "In 167 5 they asked the Hugly Agency to take up £20,000 by exchange and 
invest it in raw silk and repeated the instruction in their letter in 1676." 13 

The most important centers of Bengal silk were Maida and Murshidabad. Silk 
was abundantly available in Murshidabad, "at least 20% cheaper than any other place in 
India and is of the choicest stuff, wound of into what condition you shall require it, as it 
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1706/7 75,000 1712/13 180,000 lbs. 1718/19 300 bales 

lbs. 

1707/8 160,000 1713/ 14 120,000 lbs. 1719/20 150 bales 
lbs. 

725,000 520,000 lbs. 2,550 
lbs. bales 

i.e. an average Le. an I.e. an 

of 121,000 lbs. average of average of 

approximate 87,000 lbs. 435 bales 
approximate. of 127,500 

lbs. taking 

each bale 
to contain 
4 mds. 
Each md. 

Of75 lbs . 

Source: S. Chaudhury, Trade and Commercial Organization in Bengal, Calcutta, 
1975, p. 185. 

On the contrary, Dutch orders for Bengal silk in the first two decades of the I 81h century 

did not fluctuate sharply as could be found from the table given below (3). And the 
demand of the Dutch for Bengal silk was no doubt greater than that of the English. 

TABLE No 3. 
Title: Dutch demand of raw silk in the first two decades of the 18th century. 

I II 
Year Quantity Year Quantity 

1704/5 270,000 lbs. (Dutch) 1711/ 12 168,000 lbs. (Dutch) 

1705/6 262,000 " " 1712/ 13 164,000" " 
1706/7 275,000" " 17 13/14 162,000" " 
1707/8 260,000" " 17 14/ 15 209,000" " 
1708/9 204,000" " 1715/ 16 197,000" " 

1710/11 164,000" " 1716/ 17 246,000" " 
1,435,000 lbs. 1,146,000 lbs. 
(Dutch) (Dutch) 

i.e. an average of i.e. an average of 
239,166 lbs. (Dutch) 191 ,000 lbs. (Dutch) 

Source: S. Chaudhury, Trade and Commercial Organization in Bengal Calcutta, 
1975, p. 186. 
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However, compared to the supply of other commodities, the supply position of raw silk 
was not so good in European market as was expected. For it was in the silk trade that the 
European Companies had to face the toughest competition from the indigenous 
merchants. Up to the first half of the I 8th century, the indigenous and Asiatic merchants 
were the most form idable rivals of the European Companies in the silk market. 

Silk industry of Bengal was improved considerably during this period and, so, it had 
certainly attracted the European Companies for securing raw silk and silk fabrics from 
Bengal, particularly of Maida and Murshidabad. The exports of raw si lk from Bengal 
exceeded the import from China in England. 

TABLE No 4. 

Title: The quantities of raw silk imported from Bengal and China are given for decennial 
periods from 170 l to I 760. 

Years Raw Silk (Bengal) Raw silk (China) 
1701-1 710 514364 lbs. 317539 lbs. 
1711-1720 578004" 55180" 
1721-1730 4046861 " 85303" 
1731-1740 14 1691 1 " 77063 " 
174 1-1 750 896052" * 

175 1-1 760 428072" 1299538" 
Source: KN. Chaudhury, Trading world of Asia and the English East India 
ComJ!!.!!.Y (1660-1760), Cambridge, 1978, pp. 533-535. 

From 1701 to 1740 there was practically little import of raw silk from China in 
comparison with Bengal and in the next decade i.e. in 174 1-50 no raw si lk was imported 
from China. But the Anglo-French conflict and the wars with the Nawabs of Bengal upset 
this splendid trade. During the sixties i.e. 175 1-60, the imports of raw silk from China 
rose three times more than that from Bengal. Bengal witnessed a very serious recession in 
this phase. 

The Company's trade in Bengal raw silk and silk stuffs in the 17th and early I 8th 

centuries it clear that there was considerable export of silk goods from Maida and 
Murshidabad into England. Because, the fine quality and cheapness of the silk fabrics of 
Maida and Murshidabad attracted the English customers and use of silk became so 
common amongst them in the last quarter of the 171h century that the British parliament 
thought it necessary to enact laws for the protection and encouragement of the woolen 
industry at home. The act of 170 I declared "that from Michaelmas, 18 170 I, all wrought 
ski lls, Bengals, and stuffs mixed with silk or herbs, of the manufacture of Persia, China 
or the east Indies, should be locked up in warehouses ti ll re-exported; so that none of the 
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said goods be worn or used, in either apparel or furniture, in England, on forfeiture 

thereof, and also of £200 penalty on the person having or selling any of them.''The act no 

doubt had a repercussion on the Bengal silk industry. Nevertheless, it was true that it 
could not affect the industry very seriously. The silk piece-goods began to be imported 
into England for re-export to other countries.19 Further, there was a policy shift as much 

in the import items as in the manufacturing sector. "The point is that as there was 
increasing demands for raw silk in the United Kingdom, sericulture received much more 
attention from the East India Company than the weaving of silk fabrics."20 

Sericulture did not progress much in the first half of the I 8th century as the 

indigenous workers were non-innovative and tradition bound. The Company also did not 
get sufficient encouragement from Home and as a result the efforts of the Company were 

also desultory. Moreover, the political turmoil's of Bengal forced the factories to close. 

The Maratha inroads into Bengal during the period between tol 742-51 forced, the 
workmen engaged in sericulture to run away at distant places. It had a depressing effect 
on the industry.21The Company got the 'Dewani' of Bengal in 1765. After the acquisition 

of 'Dewani' the Company took serious interest in raw silk business. Not only that, their 
business strategy too had changed overnight. The Court of Directors wrote on I 7tl' march, 
1769 to the Bengal Government that the silk manufactures should be forced to work as 

silk winders to the Company's factories and not to work elsewhere "under severe 

penalties by the authority of Government. "22 The ryots were encouraged for the 
cultivation of mulberry plants and the waste lands were given to them rent-free for two 

years. A batch skilled workman was sent to India from Italy and France as we had 

already mentioned, to teach the Italian method of winding to the indigenous reelers. 

Simultaneously, the Company took interest in and put a stress on the cultivation of 
mulberry plants and it was extended upto Pumea and Bhagalpur in the province of 

Bihar.23 

Opium: 

Besides raw silk, the only Bengal item that figured in the Company's intra-Asian 

trade in a significant manner was opium. The two major centres of production of this 

drug in seventeenth-century India were Bihar and Malwa. Nit about 1670, the main area 
to which Bihar opium was sent was the Malabar Coast, but thereafter the Indonesian 

archipelago became the principal market for this item. Indeed, Bihar soon became the 

sole supplier of opium to the archipelago. A Dutch account pe1taining to the year 1688 
estimated the annual output of opium in Bihar in a normal year at 8,700 maunds. This 

amount was produced in forty-eight parganas, half of which were held in jagir by Wazir 

Asad Khan, Nawab Shaista Khan, and his son Buzurg Ummed Khan, among others. The 
remaining paganas, accounting for nearly 61 percent of the total output were administered 

by revenue officials on behalf of the king as Khalisa lands. Of the total output, 62 percent 
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was of very good quality. The remaining 33 percent was distributed among various 

grades in a descending order of qual ity as follows: Grade II, 8.04 percent; grade Ill, 9.19 
percent; grades IV and V, 8.62 percent each, and grade VI, 3.44 percent. The account 
went on to suggest further t~at of the total output, only about 0.6 percent was consumed • 

within Bihar. Another about IO to 12 percent was sent to other parts of the Bengal region. 

The exports to Agra and Allahabad reportedly accounted for yet another 34.5 to 46 , • 
percent of the total output. The remaining 41 to 55 percent was exported to other national 
and international markets. The average amount procured annually by the Dutch Company 

around this time was approximately 1,000 maunds, accounting for about 1105 percent of 
the total output. This, of course, dose not take into account the illegal private trade on by 

the Company's servants in this item, which often matched the trade carried on by the 
Company.24 

Salpetre: 

During this time period, it is to be noted that; whereas opium was an item 
exclusive to the intra-Asian trade of the Company, saltpeter figured exclusively in the 

trade with Europe. This item was not only a high profit-yielding commercial good like 

any other handle by the Company; it had the added advantage that it could be used to 

ballast the homebound ships. Saltpeter was an essential ingredient in the manufacture of 
gunpowder, and its indigenous production in Europe had not been keeping pace with the 

rise in demand. Saltpetre was produced in the Indian subcontinent mainly Gujarat, the 

Coromandel Coast, and Bihar. From about the middle of the seventeenth century onward, 
Bihar became virtually the only supplier of salt petre for the European market. This 

reflected the distinct advantage that Bihar saltpeter had over its rivals in the form of a 

lower price and the proximity to the Ganga for a quick and relatively inexpensive trans 
portation to the port o f Hugli. Saltpeter was produced in Bihar mainly in the districts of 

Bihar, Champaran, Hajipur, Saran, and Tirhut. The producers belonged to a particular 

caste called the luniahs, and the period of production was between November and the 

middle of June. The first step in the process was the collection of saline earth by scraping 
the surface of o ld mud heaps and waste grounds where grounds where saltpeter had 

developed in a thin white efflorescence resembling frost rind. This earth was then 
dissolved and filtered through bamboos and grass mats. Next the saltpeter liquor was 

evaporated to a crystall izing state, which was done in earthen pots fixed in two rows over 

an oblong cavity dug in the ground, the interstices between the pots beir.6 filled up with 

clay. The product at this stage was known as dobara saltpeter, and contained 80 to 85 

percent pure nitre. In order to produce refined saltpeter called dobara-cabessa or kalmi 
whose nitre content was about 95 percent the dobara saltpeter was re-dissolved and 

crystallized. 25 
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We see that, Bengal was a major supplier of cotton and silk textiles. Indeed, by 
the early years of the eighteenth century, textiles were the biggest single item in the 
Company's export bill from Bengal. The region provided more textiles to the European 

companies than the rest of Asia put together. The comparative advantage of Bengal in 

relation to the other textile producing regions o India consisted in the manufacture of fine 
cotton and silk textiles. In terms of quality, the cotton grown in the vicinity of Dacca did 

not have a rival in the entire subcontinent. The Company procured cotton, silk, and mixed 

cotton and silk textiles in Bengal. Among the cotton textiles, the principal division was 
between the muslins and the calicoes. Of the two, muslins were more loosely woven and, 

on an average, were made of finer yarn.'The best quality muslins were produced in the 

district of Dacca, where a particularly well-known centre of production was sonargaon, 

situated at a distance of about fifteen miles east of the city of Dacca. The other important 
manufacturing centres were the Maida district aand Santipur in Nadia District. 

Comparatively less fine varieties were also produced in patna in Bihar and Balasore in 
Orissa.26 

Conclusion: 

This chapter we have focused mode of trade items and important of trade goods 
or items. And we have discussed about the imported and exported trade goods. We see 

that the impo1tant trade items have been precious metals and various goods and also 

exported trade items have been Raw silk, Opium, Saltpeter, and Textile. And also 
focused, the impact was over the Bengal trade during the seventeenth and the first half Of 
the eighteenth century by the various trade items. 
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